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H Expect from me neither learned declaration
nor profound argument • I am no great philoso-
pher and give myself but little trouble in re-
gard to becoming such • Still I perceive some*
times the glimmer of good sense and have always
a regard for the truth • I will lay down my own
sentiments in simplicity of heart , consult your
own during this recital ; this is all I require
of you if I am mistaken it is undesignedly and
if 1 am right , reason , whloh is common to us
both , shall decide •*
Jean Jacques Rousseau
--
I
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I • Preface - A Challenge to Secondary School
Administrators and Faculties •
In a long narrow lecture room well filled with
college students there stands a plump little man
on a small dais • He is speaking without notes
and students scribble busily as he lectures •
M Progress In Education Is not a matter of sy-
stems and institutions
, no matter how modern or
how carefully organized • The public schools can -
not as yet be made into educational institutions
because organized society and mass opinion have
decreed that they be mass production factories
,
mechanized tools for the chiseling of each sue -
cesslve generation into a pattern conforming to
the social and economic ideas of the previous one .
Public schools are owned and controlled by the sasie
interests that rule the rest of society • Accord -
Ingly
,
they must teach mass worship of Big Business
,
conformity to present antl-soclal institutions , the
doctrine of so-called Individualism - which excuses
the few for trampling the many • And the moment your
Banker - Industrialist - Politician school boards
smell out any innovation
,
any different doctrin e »
they stamp on it so hard that the jar of their heels
can be felt from Maine to Florida •
rt True Education is a germ , a germ that cannot be
cultivated under our present school system • Its
growth is a highly individualized process • It t hrives
(-
2in secluded corners
,
building constantly upon its
environment • It draws its nourishment from develop-
mental experiences • *t must never stop growing or
it die 8 .
H Our task as true Educators is to ©courage the
growth of this germ where , when and to the extent
that we can • We must encourage individuals to work
out their own salvation - not by means of grades $
textbooks 9 and formal systems of instruction 9 but
by helping them to study their environments and ex-
periences
,
by developing the spirit of co-operative
aetion - to the end that coming generations graduat-
ing from our care will refuse to accept a life b e set
by long working hours or enforced idleness
,
by meagre
wages
,
by curtailed freedom of speech and action
,
by
inequalities and oppression • We must - n
A stout bespectacled young man near the front inter-
rupts the speaker excitedly •
n But Doctor
,
mightn ! t we be fired from our jobs ! w (l)
#
(1) "Just Plain Larnin ,n-James M.Sfaields -pages 342-344
Ii
-
-
The Look Ahead
I am done with the years that were ; I am quits ;
I am done with the dead and old •
They are mines worked out ; I delved into their pits
X have saved their grain of gold •
Mow I turn to the future for wine and bread ;
1 have bidden the past adieu •
I laugh , and lift hands to the years ahead :
n Come on 1 I am ready for you i B
Edwin *arkham
%
II • An Introduction •
He picked up a book entitled " This Changing World n
by Samuel S # Pels , read for an hour or two or more
,
and then fell to speculating on the subject of "change" •
The fundamental fact about life today is constant
change • It is not only that we are living in a changing
world , it has become a world whose normal characteristic
is change • This is , on the whole , a rather new thing
for mankind • In spite of recurring periods of dislo-
cation , for the most part the pattern of the thought
and behavior of the average man has altered only very
8lowly • °ur whole theory of life and of education has
been built on the conception of a rather stationary
world • Many of the theories and practices of education
have been built on the assumption that its function was
to preserve unchanged what was and had been • Education
is usually thought as a preparation for a stable order
of society , for which people could once for all be
fitted .
A quotation from the historian Ferdinand Lot caused
him to turn from his speculating upon the subject of
education and back to the general subject of "change"
once again • ^ot says , "
Af it is true that the river
of time glides on continually it is also true that the
rate of its progress is not even • Sometimes it pro-
gresses so slowly that the movement is scarcely notice-
able and it seems possible to give an account of several
*
centuries In a few pages only • At other times
, it
rises and overflows in a sudden spate and the historian
,
crushed by the confused throng of abundant facts
,
spends a whole life - time in retracing a few revolu-
tionary days I w
^ere we are now living at one of these flood seasons
of history • Changes have come so fast that their im -
port can scarcely be determined . xhe enactment of the
National Recovery Act (N.R«A# ) a year ago was a radi-
cal departure from American political and economic policy,
^ts many phases give clear indication of a definite
break with the past and , taken together , they may af-
fect the economic policy of the nation tremendously •
Yet , there is a large group in our society at present ,
as there has been in every society , who are suffering
from a peculiar and yet hardly uncommon disease known
as Neophobia • The symptoms of Neophobia are evidenced
by a fear of the new - fear of a change from the old
order , that has prevailed for years , to something
different and modern • Those suffering from Neophobia
are not past the point of beating the torn - torn for
obsolete traditions of politics and economics • ^'hey
are staunch believers in a doctrine which would main-
tain the " status quo % the counter - part of which
is the present w rugged individualism "• ^o have preached
any other doctrine would have been considered heresy
even in the f*ost polite society . The penalty for
preaching any other doctrine would have been ostracism
, , .
-
and its ally , exile . Their favorite slogan remains
,
" It was good enough for our fathers , it is therefore
good enough for us •
"
Such inflexible "intelligence" would continue to im-
peril our future , " if great questions " said John
Stuart Mill , " are left to be fought out between ig-
norant change and ignorant opposition to change • " We
realize that the consequent failure of modern civiliza-
tion to exercise effective social controls in the face
of a revolutionized Industrial order is largely respon-
sible for our present economic plight • This has been
due , to a large extent , to a lag between the swiftly
changing life and the slowly changing Institutions of
a people • Had we had flexible intelligence always at
the helm , a process of continuous and exact readjust-
ment of our social institutions to the new situations
these changes produce would be kept going • The result
would be that society would never come to dramatic turns
in the road where it had to undertake wholesale read -
justments of its policies to new situations that leader-
ship had long neglected •
Unless I grossly misread the meaning of the last two
decades of American history , he mused 9 Glenn Brank
has correotly interpreted the four distinct developments
in the drift of events that have brought the American
social order to its present critical juncture . Glenn
Frank stated -
" First , old philosophies and old proced-
ures that had long dominated our political , social ,
--
-
-
6and economic life fell into varying degrees of futility
through the failure of American leadership to keep them
progressively adjusted to the new circumstances of this
age of science and technology •
n Second , while this slump into futility
was going on , new philosophies and new procedures t
alert to the needs and adapted to the nature of the new
age of science and technology , were being patiently
and unobtrusively elaborated by scientists and seers
whose historic mission it is to be the unofficial states-
men who
, in freedom from the clamor of constituencies
and the compulsion to compromise , blaze new trails of
social organization and political action which the of-
ficial statesmen may follow if they will «
w Third
,
through a long period of manifest
maladjustment between the old policies and the new prob-
lems of American life
,
despite the heavy hand this mal-
adjustment laid upon the lives of men , the masses of
Americans generally clung tenaciously and uncritically
to the doctrines of the fathers in matters political and
economic •
Fourth , in the wake of the worldwide eco-
nomic collapse , from one end of the United States to
the other , men have been shaken out of the sterile se-
renity that marked their mood in the days of our jerry-
built prosperity , with the result that today they no
longer display their accustomed reluctance to question
the major assumptions upon which their lives and enter-
prises have long been organized • n (2)
(H.E.A.Proceedings-1933-pages 44-45)
(2)" Education and the American Future "-Glenn Frank

The tether of traditional loyalty has slipped as
men have watched the ground - stakes of their social
and economic orders loosen • With this *loosening"
has seemingly come the answer to Viscount Morley who
once made the statement that " Wise statesmen are those
who foresee what time is thus bringing , and try to
shape institutions and to mold men's thoughts and pur*
pose in accordance with the change that is silently
surrounding them The answer seems to he in Franklin
D« Roosevelt and his w Brain Trust H • With this loosen-
ing of the ground - stakes of traditional loyalty to
social and economic orders based on n rugged individual-
ism " , there must come of necessity a loosening of
the traditional loyalty ground - stakes in the educa-
tional order • -t is axiomatic that a progressing social
order must have a changing school to join hands and
keep in step with it ; for It is the purpose of the
School " to plow out the roots in the path of social
progress and to lay and maintain an adequate road bed
The history of education has clearly demonstrated
in the past :
1) How changing philosophies of life have
altered schools and educational needs ;
2) ^ow changing conceptions of education
have altered ideas as to the content of the curriculum
and the method of teaching ;
3) How changing attitudes regarding the
relation of the state to education have altered school
practices ;
--
84) How changes in man's social and
economic environment have reshaped schools and educational
needs ; and with the inauguration of the n 3rd American
Revolution n under the present administration at Washing-
ton
,
D.C. drastically affecting as it has already done
in a year's time our social and economic structure
,
there is already evidence that an "educational Revolution"
has begun in the form of curriculum revision for the High
School , Junior and Senior • It Is with such evidence that
this paper will treat •
What 9 then , is to be our attitude toward this H edu-
cational revolution ? "
Arw we to adopt the bland optimism of Alexander Pope
who once wrote : n Whatever is , is right tt , and by so
doing close our eyes to the problems about us - or -
Are we to improve upon Alexander Pope and say instead :
n Whatever is , is n - not however with the idea of seeing
everything with unconcerned complacency but rather with
a view to seeing things clearly and admitting their ex-
istence , to question the why and wherefore , and thereby
help to build what George S. Counts describes as * Such
a vision of w&at America might become in the Industrial
Age I would introduce into our schools as the supreme
imposition , but one to which our children are entitled ,
a priceless legacy which it should be the first concern
of our profession to fashion and bequeath .
"
The Immediate future holds the answer*
--
-
-
«
Politics are Destiny - " H Economics are Destiny - w
Napoleon at the beginning Walter Rathenu in the
of the nineteenth century twentieth century

H The lalasez - faire of the nineteenth century was
baaed on a metaphysics of the providential guidance of
natural law • The planning of the twentieth century
rests on a philosophical faith in the power of man to
provide orderly economic and sooial change through re-
search and constructive imagination •**
w Planning is not a device to contract energy or limit
outlook • It is an appeal for an expansion of spirit
,
a synthesis of the ideas of dynamics and order $ of
science and imagination which holds out the promise of
great purposive achievement "
-»
9III • An Interpretative sketch our changing economic
order •
ft was a man of the Renaissance who wrote : * Only
the countenances of men change and the extrinsic colours
the same things alwats return , and nothing that we
suffer hut has happened to others before us • n
Within these lines is the implicit assumption of a
stable unchanging social system , that eac& generation
will live substantially amid the conditions governing
the lives of its fathers and will transmit these condi-
tions to mould with equal force the lives of its child-
ren •
Alfred N • Whitehead 9 Professor of Philosophy , Har-
w
vard University , in an introduction to w Business Adrift
by Wallace Brett Donham , stated ;
n The recent shortening
of the time - span between notable changes in social
customs is very obvious 9 if we examine history • Origin-
ally it depended upon some slow development of physical
causes • For example , a gradual change of physical con-
figuration such as the elevation of mountains ; the time
span for such a change is of the order of a million years
Again , a gradual change of climate ; the time - span for
such a change is of the order of five thousand years •
Again a gradual over - population of the region occupied
by some community with its consequent swamtag into new
territories i having regard to the huge death - rate of
pre - scientific ages , the time-span for such a change
-
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was of the order of five hundred years . Again , the
sporadic inventions of new technologies , such as the
chipping of flints , the invention of fire , the taming
of animals
,
the invention of metallurgy : in the pre-
scient ific ages , the average time - span for such changes
was , at least , of the order of five hundred years • If
we compare the technologies of civilizations west of Meso-
potamia at the epochs 100 A.D», the culmination of the
Roman Empire
,
and 1400 A»D. , the close of the Middle
Ages , we find practically no advance in technology .
S'here was some gain in metallurgy , some elaboration of
clockwork , the reoent invention of gunpowder with its
influence all in the future , some advance in the art of
navigation
,
also with its influence in the future • If
we compare 1400 A.D. with 1700 A.D. 9 there is a great
advance ; gunpowder , and printing , and navigation , and
the technique of commerce , had produced their effect •
But even then
e
the analogy between life in the 18th cen-
tury and life in the great period of ancient Rome was
singularly close » so that the peculiar relevance of ^atin
literature was felt vividly •
" In the fifty years be-
tween 1780 and 1830 , a number of inventions came with a
rush into effective operation • The age of steam power
and of machinery was introduced . But for two generations ,
from 1830 to 1890 , there was a singular uniformity in
the principles of technology which were regulating the
structure of society and the usages of business •
-
11
" The conclusion to be drawn
from this survey Is a momentous one • Our sociological
theories , our political philosophy , our practical
maxims of business 9 our political economy , are derived
from an unbroken tradition of great thinkers and of prac-
tical examples , from the age of Plato in the fifth cen-
tury before Christ , to the end of the last century • The
whole of this tradition is warped by the vicious assump-
tion that each generation will substantially amid the
conditions governing the lives of its fathers and will
transmit those conditions to mould with equal force the
lives of its children •
are living in the first
period of human history for which this assumption is
false •
" Of course in the past , there
were great catastrophes : for example
,
plagues , floods ,
barbarian invasions • But , if such catastrophes were
warded off , there was a stable , well - known condition
of civilized life • This assumption pervades subtly the
premises of political economy , and has permitted it to
confine attention to a simplified edition of human nature •
It is at the basis of our conception of the reliable busi-
ness man , who has mastered a technique and never looks
beyond his contracted horizon • *t colours our political
philosophy and our educational theory with their overwhelm-
ing wmphasis upon past experience .
" The note of recurrence domin-
--
I
-
I
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ates the wisdom of the past , and still persists In
many forms even where explicitly the fallacy of its
modern application is admitted • The point is that in
the past the time - span of Important change was con-
siderably longer than that of a single human life • Thus
mankind was trained to adapt itself to fixed conditions
But today this time - span is considerately shorter than
that of human life 9 and according our training must
prepare individuald to face a novelty of conditions
Professor Whitehead illustrates his main conclusion
that " our traditional doctrines of sociology , of
political philosophy , of the practical conduct of busi-
ness! large business) , and of political economy , are
largely warped and vitiated by implicit assumption of a
stable unchanging social system / by a simple elabora-
tion of the " economic man *•
n The beauty of the economic
man ",he states , * was that he knew exactly what he was
after • Whatever his wants were , he knew them and his
neighbours knew them • His wants were those developed in
a well - defined social system His father and grand «
father had the same wants , and satisfied them in the
same way • So whenever there was a shortage
,
everyone -
including the economic man himself - knew what was short
and knew the way to satisfy the consumer • In fact the
consumer knew what he wanted to consume • This was the
the demand . The producer knew how to produce the re-
quired articles , hence the supply • The men who got
their goods onto the spot first , at the cheapest price
oJt act *aie '.V 2 has , Snaq artf 1o ncbs^ sti3
•
••
-
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made their fortunes ; the other producers were elimin-
ated • This was healthy competition • It expressed the
dominant truth exactly so far as there are stable well-
tried conditions • But when we are concerned with a so-
cial system which in important ways is changing , this
simplified conception of human relations requires severe
qualification * It is , of course , common knowledge
that the whole trend of political economy during the
past thirty or forty years has been away from these arti-
ficial simplicatlons (3)
The concept expressed by a man of the Renaissance lends
itself to no other construction than to an implicit as-
sumption of a stable unchanging social system • The eco-
nomic trend of the last fifty to seventy - five years
,
more particularly theeconomic trend of the past twelve
years , and more specifically the economic trend of the
past year in the United States , with its definite evi-
dence of a changing social system , makes it imperative
for us to look elsewhere than to the man of the Renais-
sance for a statement
,
perhaps a "law" , which shall be
axiomatic of our social system and which shall lend it -
self to describe the definite changes which have occurred
in the delicate mechanism of this same social system •
Where lies the answer ? William Ellery Charming stated
in 1829 that H there are seasons in human affairs of in-
ward and outward revolution , when new depths seem to be
broken up in the soul , when new wants are unfolded in
multitudes 9 and a new and undefined good is thirsted for
(3) "Business Adrift w-W.B #Donham pages xvi-xix,xx-xxi
-I si »
. . .
.
-
;
-
-
-
-
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There are periods when the principles of experience need
to be modified , when hope and trust and instinct claim
a share with prudence in the guidance of human affairs
,
when in truth , to dare is the highest wisdom This
statement lends itself to an elasticity which is remark-
ably interpretative of what has even taken place at the
present day • It is far more axiomatic of our present
social system than the idea of a man of the Renaissance •
Let then the statement of William Ellery Charming super-
sede that of a man of the Renaissance •
With such an Interpretation of our changing social sy-
stem we may the better appreciate that " for a generation
and more past the center of human interest has been moving
from the point that it occupied for some four hundred
years to a new point whioh it bids fair to occupy for a
time equally long • ^he shift in the position of the cen-
ter of gravity has been from politics to economics ,
"
states Nicholas Hurray Butler from considerations that
had to do with forms of government , with the establish-
ment and protection of individual liberty , to considera-
tions that have to do with the production , distribution
and consumption of wealth
Not only has there been a shifting of the center of
human interest from the political to the ecomic field ,
but the last two years have give ample evidence of a
shift of the center of human interest in the economic
field from the system which held true n from 1750 to
1929 to a radically different system of economic activity
»I
-
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inaugurated by the " 3rd American Revolution of 1933 #"
The Inauguration of President Roosevelt witnessed our
departure from the economic system based on nlaissez -
faire" and "rugged individualism" which represented the
period from 1750 to 1929 , and the birth of an economic
system based on balanced economy •
What do we here mean by "revolution" ? If we here mean
by "revolution" what we should mean
,
namely , "evolution
under the guidance that is neither enslaved by inflexi-
ble tradition nor dragged at the heels of ill - conceived
change", we are witnessing that under the first phase of
the "Roosevelt Revolution" • Here we have definite evidence
of an administration setting out deliberately to readjust
an economic order based on undisciplined individualism
and free economy , to the new tasks of an economic order
based on disciplined individualism •
Although this "3rd American Revolution" is a "silent"
revolution , it is no less far - reaching than any "re-
volution" known - but it has been an American type of
revolution 9 of the kind which people of Anglo - Saxon
traditions prefer • That is to say , it has been a parli-
mentary revolution ; legal , orderly and democratic •
^he application of New Deal economic principles repre-
sents this "silent revolution"*
Walter Lippman , whose observation of affairs is ad-
mitted to be both realistic and profound , makes this
pertinent statement relative to the "silent revolution"*
" It has fallen to us to live in one of those conjunctures
of human affaire which mark a crisis in the habits , the
--
«
• ill
*
"
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customs
,
the routine
, the Inherited method and the
traditional Ideas of mankind • There Is no mistaking
the conclusion that we are in the midst of one of the
great revolutionary periods of history
, and that upon
our generation and its successors the task is imposed
of discovering and establishing a multitude of new re-
lationships among the peoples of this planet
J George Frederick , in his w Primer of Hew Deal Eco-
nomics % likens it to an economic earthquake . M As
is usually the case with earthquakes n , states Mr.Frederick,
n the face of the earth ( economically speaking ) has
been permanently changed • Never again will things be
as they were before the earthquake .
• ••••»••••••." So human beings are now about
to face the future by adapting themselves to the changes
created by the 1929-1935 economio earthquake • The con-
ditions of life have rather radically shifted • The old
period passes , the new period comes on • H
What is the Roosevelt Revolution of which we are now
witnessing the first phase ? Ernest E . Lindley in a
book entitled " The Roosevelt Revolution l> First Phase w
states :
* The Roosevelt revolution is democracy trying
to create out of American materials an economic system
which will work with reasonable satisfaction to the great
majority of citizens • The nomenclature of political
science has been ransacked for a suitable name for the
economic system which la the apparent goal of the Roose-
I
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velt revolution
. Regulated capitalism , State capital-
ism
,
disciplined democracy , a cooperative State
,
guild socialism - these and many other names have been
suggested • Henry A. Wallace has used H a balanced social
State tt
.
As good a phrase as any is ^r* Roosevelt's " an
economic constitutional order
n The ultimate objective of the revolution is a
stable economic system
, and that objective cannot be
reached without the creation of the machinery for dis-
tributing the vast production of which we are capable •
The task is gigantic because the potential surplus which
can be produced is so huge • The attack on the problem
has hardly begun • 11
The present generation must now adapt itself to this
new development of society • The future significance of
present day developments
, with their economic trend to
rt
collectivism " from a state of M laissez - faire " and
n rugged individualism n , is still beyond the possibility
of accurate appraisal • A brief survey of the Era of Un-
disciplined Individualism and Free ^conomy will throw the
light of understanding and appreciation upon "how we got
this way • "
On all sides nowadays one hears that private capitalism
has failed 9 that laissez - faire , the system of political
economic under which our present economic system has operate*
is a back number , that this depression was caused by the
unrestrained operation of Industry under the profit motive
,
and that the way out is to adopt a scientific system of
--
.
..
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planned economy to Insure that Just the right quantity
of everything should be produced and that each person
shall get just the right share of the product •
n When a traveler 9 arriving at the crossroads , is
confused as to the direction of the various paths
states Paul M • Mazur in his n Hew Roads to Prosperity tt
,
tt he may prudently retrace his steps along the old road
until he knows at least the direction which he has been
following • In like manner , when the complexities of
modern social economy become too overwhelming and all
sense of direction is on the point of vanishing , it is
essential to cast a glance backward to economic begin-
nings • These are necessarily of much greater antiquity
than capitalism itself , and it is only pertinent to ask
whether part of the evil attributed to capitalism of
modern times is not to be grappled with on some lower 9
historically earlier 9 and more fundamental level
Let us now consider historically the origin and growth
of our present competitive system
, as it appears within
the units of the same industry •
The first truth that reveals itself is that this com-
petitive factor is distinctly a modern phenomenon . In
primitive societies the balance and stability of the
economic order were assured ordinarily by an "economic
equilibrium" resting securely upon its fulcrum - which
was no other than the bare hard rock of simple exchange
and hand - to - mouth existence • In such a society the
only problem inherent in the industrial structure was
!
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production ; of a distribution problem in the modern
sense there was none . Even when this specialization
,
resulting from a natural division of labor which must
have been bora with the very dawn of man > had burst
the bonds that limited it under such economic units as
the family or the clan
, and had expanded into the eco-
nomic unit where the specialization of individuals was
possible , and resulting as it did in a surplus of pro*
duots 9 the medium of exchange was such that there was
a direct utility in its own right ; the cow , for exam-
ple
,
may be a medium of exchange in a particular society
but could be used for consumption in a practical way •
Where such direct utility was possible , there was little
likelihood of trade and its basis - production - having
any other object than consumption •
w The production of all past ages ff states Harry Tipper
in his book n The New Challenge of Distribution " , " are
summed up in the word craftsmanship , and a craftsman
meant , in the main , an individual producer . The in-
efficiency of this system lay not in the quality , but
specifically in the quantity of the product • The balance
and stability of the industrial order in the craft ages
were assured for the simple reason that the supply was
never equal to the potential demand • The limitations on
quantitative methods under the craft system made it im-
possible to supply anything more than the immediate and
insistent human needs • Under these conditions supply
governed and in a sense determined demand • Obviously
there can be no such thing as real competition when all
_i
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the instrumentalities of production are inadequate to
supply anything more than the immediate and visible
human needs "
Meanwhile there had taken place a definite transition
from the barter system of primitive society . A barter
system Is a cumbersome 9 Immobile mechanism adaptable
only to an economic unit which is absolutely elementary •
As soon as this economic unit begins to extend itself
beyond its boundaries even the shortest distance , there
is demanded some element of flexibility to facilitate
trade • It is only natural to assume that some form of
money , in Itself a revolutionary fact , must have been
invented very early without necessarily barter and bar-
ter philosophy under which the basic object of production
was consumption . The next step was to introduce the
standard of value as an immediate step In the exchange
process , for as trade extended geographically a multi-
plicity of standards became impractical and soon disap-
peared • *ith this introduction of a medium of exchange
there evolved in time all the revolutionary changes that
have come forth with the changing of a barter economy to
a money economy • This definite change
,
revolutionary in
Itself
,
brought into existence the "germs" of capitalism
and the destruction of the fundamental philosophy of bar-
ter •
*t will not require much reflection to see how inevita-
ble was the decline of barter philosophy once money and
its "protege" , credit , became instruments of exchange •
For once the object exchanged for some product no longer
m
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represented a substance that could be directly consumed 9
there developed a gap between production and consumption •
How the object of production appeared to producers to be
no longer consumption , but the acquisition of money with
which wealth
,
power , and social prestige became associated
Surplus goods began to be used merely to create more money »
The accumulation of capital became possible on a hitherto
undreamt of scale
,
and since this capital could not all
be used , much of it went into the creation of increased
facilities for production « Since production was now car*
ried on without any direct view to consumption of the pro-
duct , the basis was laid for the fictitious overproduction
that has clogged the wheels of the modern industrial world •
^e find , as we return once more to the historical sketch
of economic backgrounds of our present economic situation
,
that in the Middle Ages economics was domestic rather than
political in nature « Agriculture was fostered ; manu -
factures and commerce were despised • The idea of pro -
taction and control was universal • Custom
,
regulation
,
and monopoly , in the hands of the church , town , manor ,
and guild,were unquestioned • ^he growth of commerce
,
especially after the discovery of the new world $ and
the influx of gold and silver shifted attention from agri-
culture and barter to foreign trade and the importance
of bullion , the greatness of Spain being supposed to
result from the precious metals secured from America •
The growing national monarchies took over the control
formerly exercised by the medieval bodies and used this
control in their keen international rivalries . The royal
--3 ton bxsjoa Zatlqao eoctie bos
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estates and prerogatives no longer sufficed to meet the
increasing expenses of government • Honey was need for
standing armies ; and the commercial classes
,
growing
in wealth , became a power in the state • The establish*
ment of colonies raised the question of their economic
relation to the mother country , the accepted policy being
to restrict colonial trade to the mother country alone
,
and to confine colonial industry to the production of raw
materials which the mother country couikd work up and sell
in the form of finished products • Commercial interests
governed foreign policy,and the belief that government
should actively concern itself with industry and trade
was generally accepted • It was held that the commercial
advantage of one country could only be obtained at the
expense of another •
Out of this situation arose the point of view known as
Mercantilism
,
which was the economic aspect of the vigor-
ous nationalism of the period • Manufactures were exalted
above agriculture as a source of national wealth , and
foreign trade was considered more valuable than domestic
trade • This collection of economic maxims that had grown
up as a result of the colonial trade of Great Britain
,
to which the name "mercantilism'* or "mercantile system"
has been given , was a system of applied economics , and
their object was strictly a practical one • They soug^ht
,
" not like the modern economist to give a dispassionate
analysis of the present economic system ", but^to dis -
cover economic expedients that would make the country rich >
They held firmly to the belief that commerce was a species
-•
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of warfare in which the advantage of one country could
only be obtained at the expense of another , and their
commercial regulations were conceived in the narrowest
spirit of national selfishness • The$ were also strong
believers in the benefits of State intervention . It
was the duty of government
,
they held , to harness the
economic activity of the nation and direct them toward
their proper end • And this end was national wealth
,
but national wealth only as a means to national power •
The mercantilists never allowed economic considerations
to outweigh political , and if the interests of the state
demanded the sacrifice of material wealth
,
they unhesi-
tatingly made it • It was only in so far as wealth con-
tributed to the strength and greatness of the nation that
they esteemed it • The kernel of mercantilism was State-
making , and the economic regulations were always intended
to subserve a political end •
The principles of commercial restriction and monopoly
were applied to every department of mercantilist policy 9
and toward natives no less than toward foreigners • In
most European countries the right of engaging in foreign
trade was made the exclusive right and privilege of a
small select class of citizens • Tariffs , bounties ,
and prohibitions were numerous • Charters were granted
,
monopolies were established , and the world was parceled
out among privileged companies • These privillleged com-
panies to whom the king granted a monopoly of trade of
a respective colony , and the right to establish and govern
all settlements there made , were organized on the joint
-ttvjctf t a?*.5:.'«rsT % aneslJio lo aaa.Co tfoa.C&e IXjmsi
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stock principle ( the fore-runner of our modem corpora-
tion )who secured capital through the sale of shares •
The discoveries of precious metals In foreign lands gave
Europe the materials for coinage and currency at a time
when money was necessary for the maintenance of trade •
The financing of trade called for borrowed funds and evolved
the use of credit
,
legalized and oonducted by merchant
and public banks that spread from the Italian cities to
London • Commerce as a result created the institutions
of money
,
banking and credit •
This "mercantilistic^ point of view prevailed from the
sixteenth to the later part of the eighteenth century when
an intellectual reaction against "mercantilism" set in •
The eighteenth century may be said to mark the culminating
point in the movement of the modern world away from the
social and moral order of the Middle Ages • It was an
age of criticism J consciously and ruthlessly directed
against the lingering structures of the medieval system •
The political liberalism , the religious liberalism , and
the economic liberalism of the eighteenth century were
merely separate manifestations of one and the same attempt
to break down the older institutional forms and set free
human energies and allow satisfaction to human aspirations
that could no longer find expression in those forms .
Liberalism in all its manifestations was essentially a
doctrine of the rights of the individual , and a criticism
of the claims of existing institutions to regulate his
activity • individual liberty , in politics , in religion ,
in industry , was felt to be the first and sometimes the
-.
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only thing necessary for the Introduction of a better
social and political order . Ofrher ages have perhaps
appreciated more fully the meaning of individuality
,
but no age desired or fought for it with greater zeal
than the century pf Voltaire , Rousseau , and Adam Smith
The individualistic point of view affected economic
theory in the second half of the eighteenth century •
The regulations and restrictions of the paternalistic
governments became increasingly burdensome
, and the
dootrine of natural rights was applied to support the
principle that the individual should exercise his economic
activities with the least possible interference from the
state • It was held that in the absence of restraints
upon industry and trade f and of monopolistic privileges ,
enlightened self - interest , in free competition , would
realize both individual and public welfare • This point
of view , the opposite of Mercantilism , was worked out
by the Physiocrats of France and by the school of writers
that accompanied the Industrial Revolution , and centered
around Adam Smith in England •
2he Physiocrats were deeply imbued with the prevalent
ideas of natural law , and applied the belief in the natural
order to the relation of the state to industry and trade •
They held that the production and distribution of goods
should be carried on according to fixed laws of nature 9
and should not be interfered by governmental restrictions »
The individual and his rights were emphasized • *hey be-
lieved in a "natural order", whose arrangements were per-
fect and whose laws were the will of gSd , in contrast to
-
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the "positive order", whose laws were the human and im-
perfect rules of existing governments . ^he State should
protect life
,
liberty , and property ; the individual
knowing his own interests best $ would act more in ao -
cordance with the laws of nature than would the government
While numerous books and pamphlets were published on
economic subjects in England during the eighteenth century
the epoch - making work in the development of economico -
political thought was that of Adam Smith • So epoch -
making was this "magnus opus" of *dam Smith and his suc-
cessors and so influential that it has dominated the
economic thought of United States down through the 1930*8
and has only of late been placed in disrepute • For that
reason chiefly an elaboration of the ideas expounded in
his "Wealth of Nations" seems Imperative if we are to
appreciate the origins of such concepts as "laissez -
fair*" , "individualism" , " free competition" , or "capi-
talism" • Critics in the field of economics are agreed in
general that although Smith built largely upon the work
of his predecessors » yet he represents the culmination
of certain principles which were common to his time and
which made the hampering system of governmental control
seem incompatible with industrial advance •
The individualism so characteristic of the eighteenth
century finds a prominent place in the writings of Adam
Smith • It appears in the "Wealth of Nations" not only
as a protest against the system of government regulation
in industry and an appeal for freedom of trade and com-
--
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merce as opposed to the "mercantilists system" than
In operation ; but also In the emphasis that Adam Smith
places upon the activity of self-interest in the economic
order • The prosperity of a nation
,
according to Smith
,
can best be advanced by allowing each individual to pursue
his own interests as he sees them • The strongest and
surest motive operating in economic relations is this
"uniform#, constant , and uninterrupted effort of every
man to better his condition "• With certain minor reser-
vations Adam Smith regarded self - interest as the basis
of the economic order , and as the main psychological fac-
tor in industrial prosperity •
Adam Smith applies this principle of explanation , self -
interest , almost universally , both to the fundamental
traits of the economic order and to the variety of detail •
Che two main courses of the productivity of modern in-
dustry are the division of labor and the accumulation of
capital • Self - interest is the explanation of both these
key facts • The individual finds it more to his interest
to exercise his strength and develop his skill in one oc-
cupation and exchange the surplus of what he produces for
the products of other men's skill than to attempt to sup*
ply all of his various needs by the labor of his own hands
the result of which is the division of labor • As regards
the accumulation 06 capital , Adam Smith indicates that
by following his own interest , as the individual sees it 9
he is furthering the progress of his neighbors and his
nation toward prosperity •
His employment of self-Interest in the"Wealth of Nations"
- » • "v'-v* fa ;>-Aae«s ridIs?: /coM anoi-av
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means that he was preaching , In the economic world ,
the same gospel of individual rights and individual liberty
which in one form or another was the burden of eighteenth
century social thought • It expressed his faith in th e
value of the individual and in the importance of freeing
the individual man from the fetters of outworn economic
institutions •
Adam Smith constructs the whole economic order upon the
activity of individual self - interest • These various
forms of self - interested activity upon which the eco-
nomic depends have been instilled in the individual
,
partially at least
,
through his social experience • As
a product of society the individual is necessarily inter*
ested in securing those ends of which his fellow men ap-
prove ; and we have an internal principle of regulation
and adaptation sufficient in time to bring about that
general harmony between the interests of each and the in-
terests of all • It is because the individual is in his
very nature socialized , a product of the social environ-
ment , that he can in general be left without external
interference to act in accordance with the demands of his
individual nature •
He sees , then , another element involved in the doc-
trine of self - interest • This is the conception of a
rational or natural social order , in which there is a
complete reconciliation of the interests of the individual
and the interests of society • This natural order is not
merely an ideal for future realization , but an order which
I-
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Smith conceived of as actually existing in every society
,
though fully not realized in his day because of the un-
wise restrictions of governments
,
particularly in regard
to the "mercantile system" • To realize the natural order
in its fulness it is only necessary to remove these re -
strict ions , and restore the conditions of free competi-
tion * the system of natural liberty * All systems of pre-
ference or of restraint , therefore , being thus completely
taken away , the obvious and simple system of natural
liberty establishes itself of its own accord •
His major claim to fame , economic critics feel , seems
to rest on his elaborate and detailed application to the
economic world of the concept of a unified natural order
,
operated according to the natural law , and if left to its
own
,
producing results beneficial to mankind . On details
taken individually , Adam Smith seems to have had predeces-
sors in plenty • His theological background
,
plus his
knowledge of metaphysics
,
gave a setting to most of $is
psychological arguments • The opening sentence of his
"Theory of Moral Sentiments" reads : " How selfish man
may be supposed , there are evidently some principles in
his nature which Interest him In the fortune of others
,
and render their happiness necessary to him though he de-
rives nothing from it except the pleasure of seeing it "
The metaphysical in him is demonstrated again by this
passage taken from his "Wealth of Nation3 " which reads:
" As f in the structure of the world , the apparently
opposing tendencies of the centrifugal and the centripetal
forces produces the harmony of the spheres , so , in the
--
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social life of man , self - interest and conscience pro-
duce in him the feeling for common good ."It has been
shrewdly remarked that w the laissez - faire of the eighteen
-th century was based on a metaphysics of the providential
guidance of natural law
Boucke in his work entitled w The Development of Econom-
ics n adds these two choice passages adapted from the works
of Adam Smith :
n They ( the opulent ) consume little more
than the poor and in spite of their natural selfishness
and rapacity
,
frhough they mean only their own conveniency
,
though the sole end which they propose from the labors
of all the thousands they employ , be the gratification
of their own aim and insatiable desires
,
they divide with
the poor the produce of all their improvements • They are
led by the invisible hand to make nearly the same distri-
bution of the necessaries of life , which would have been
made , had the earth been divided into equal portions
among all the inhabitants $ and thus , without intending
it , without knowing , advance the interest of society f
and afford means to the multiplication of the species •
When Providence divided the earth among a few lordly mas-
ters 9 it neither forgot nor abandoned those who seemed
to have been left out in the partition •••• In ease of
body and peace of mind all the different ranks of life
are nearly on a level "
H Without any intervention of the law , therefore ,
the private interests and passions pf men naturally
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lead them to divide and distribute the stoc£ of every
society among all the different employments carried on
in it , as nearly as possible in which it is most agree-
able to the interests of the whole society * n
^he fundamental conceptions of Adam Smith which have
dominated economic theory even into the third decade of
the twentieth century may be summarized as follows :
a • Self - interest is the primary force in society •
b • That men possess equal rights ( natural rights ) •
c • T^at the earth is ruled by a beneficent Providence •
d • That government interference with Industry and
commerce should be reduced to a minimum •
n At the very moment Smith was rationalizing and idealiz-
ing the commerce of an advanced agricultural system and
its colonies , James %tt , a few miles away 9 was bring-
ing to a head a chain of events
,
mostly accidental
,
which were in a physical sense to make Smith's world of
agriculture , handicrafts 3 and trade an anachronism •
n But when the steam engine and blast - furnace coke
shifted the economic basis of Britain from the soil to
the coal seams underneath , there was no literary"event"
interpretation of the event comparable to Smithes work •
" As a result , the "Wealth of Hations", like the Koran
or Hebraic scrlptures , became a historical force The
common — law Judges of Britain remolded the laws to fit
its concepts and what we know as modern capitalism is
as much a creature of Judicial legislation as it is , on
another branch of its family tree , the descendant of
those pirates - sometimes both merchants and robbers -
»-
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who accumulated the primitive stores of liquid capital
upon the sea , even as bandit chiefs and kings founded
agrarian empires upon land •
" Following Smith , as the Talmud and the Christian
fathers followed the Holy Writ , came Malthus and the
Manchestrians • But the greatest of all these was Ricar-
do 9 the man of the counting - house and stock exchange ,
rationalizing the rising banker already beginning to domin-
ate the merchant prince and later to rule the industrial
entrepreneurs who had seized upon James Watt's engine
and the coal pits and inaugurated a new economy , the
underlying realities of which were practically unknown
to Smith , Ricardo , or any of the great intellActual
legion of Victoria 1 s cocksure era •
n Economics today has just arrived at a suspicion of
Smith and of itself •
" Modern industrialism has no philosophy to fit itselft ;
its official credos relate to its agrarian and mercantile
ancestry • The financial organization which attempts the
task of measuring industrial activity
,
apportioning its
income and regulating the interchange of its capital and
consumer's goods , is , on the intellectual side , based
upon the concepts of the so - called science of political
economy , which consists of doctrines and metaphysics
crystallized out of the thinking and emotions of a vanished
era .
tt
n This cognate philosophy or religion of capitalism
had grown up in a world in which its major premise had
long been obsolete •
» hi
-
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" Underneath this cult is the scarcity concept of value
,
which derives straight from the agrarian world of Adam
Smith , in which wealth had to come from land limited in
extent , and 9 as the Reverend Dr* Malthus was quick to
show
,
always pressed by the procreative power of humanity •
H But as Smith wrote , revolution was brewin in the Brit is!
coal pits • Out of these dark burrows came the new economic
world • A world which had seemingly arisen overnight
,
yet
which actually had had its beginnings in the stone ages
,
and it reached fruition at the end of a thousand years of
transition from the end of the Roman Empire to the in -
ventions of Watts and Hargreaves . " (4)
The Industrial Revolution may be viewed as a seles of :
1 • Mechanical changes -
from simple hand tools to power - driven
machinery
2 • Social changes -
from work done at home to work done in
factories
3 • Economic changes -
from small - scale to large - scale
production
4 • olltical changes -
a shift of political power# from the
landowners to the commercial or capitalist
class
The essence of this Industrial Revolution was the sub-
stitution of competition for the medieval regulations
(4) " The Paradox of Plenty"- Harper ^eech -pages 23-26
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which had previously controlled the production and dis-
tribution of wealth • Arnold Toynbee describes this as
follows : Competition has brought about two great op-
posing opinions 5 one that government should do nothing
,
the other that it should do everything • he first arises
from a contemplation of the immense wealth heaped up under
a system of unimpeded individual action , and of the ex-
traordinary folly and selfishness of the customs and legis-
lation that controlled such action in the past • The sec-
ond arises from the sufferings that unimpeded individualism
has brought upon the working classes , who cry out that
Government is bound to protect them from misery and star-
vation • Competition has been most successful in increasing
the efficiency of production ; distribution has lost more
than it has gained from it • And the problem of distribu-
tion is the true problem of political economy at the pre-
sent time • "
Little children in the middle 1880 f s absorbed the ma-
jestic credos of that remarkable scheme of economic ac-
tivity which dominated and prevailed throughout the Nine-
teenth Century y namely laissez-faire , or individual-
ism f or free competition , or capitalism - according to
the fancy of the observer .
The Society b£ Promote Christian Knowledge published
for the enlightenment of youngsters a pamphlet entitled
n Easy Lessons on Money Matters for the Use of Young
People B . Inscribed therein is this lesson to be learned :
M It is curious to observe how 9 through the wise and
beneficent arrangements of Providence , men thus do the
--
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greatest service to the public when they think of nothing
hut their own gain •* (5)
w The Elder Statesmen , bankers , and business men 11 ,
stated Stuart Chase
,
n learned its maxims in their child-
hood copybooks , a half century ago , and have nefrer for-
gotten them n The Nineteenth Century had no doubts as
to what an economic system was for • Everything was bright
clear , and bathed in an aura of Christian principles
and Christian duty • Mr#R.H.Tawney , in his book " Relig-
ion and the Rise of Capitalism H , has given us an acute
analysis of the otherwise mystifying entrance of the re-
ligion of Jesus into the lofty doctrines of self - advance
ment . An economic system was regarded as a dispensation
from Providence to enable the fit to survive , the com-
petent to acquire property , the entrepreneur to battle
with his competitors , and , if his arm was strong , to
reap his reward • As a result of this warfare
,
sanquin-
ary as it might prove to the warriors , the public inter-
est was bound to be served and advanced • Competition
would keep costs
,
prices
,
wages
,
interest rates , at
the proper level , and all would be best in the best of
all possible worlds • It is important that we understand
the Nineteenth Century , for the patterns of behavior
and of thinking that it has produced honeycomb our actions
and our thinking today (6)
United States wrote "laissez - faire" into her consti-
tion • Free from England politically , she followed her
(5) w Easy Lessons on Money Matters for the Use of Young
people "-Society for Promotion of Christian Knowledge-p. 62
(6) " A New Deal" - Stuart Chase - p. 26 (1833)
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as a dutiful child economically • The copybook maxims
were the same in Boston as they were in Manchester .
Thrift and saving were moral obligations , and the great
law of economic life was to produce
,
produce
,
produce •
The doctrine of "laissez-faire" propounded by Adam Smith
in his "Wealth of Nations", that governments should not
interfere with business enterprize , found ready acceptance
in the United States • The theory of "laissez-faire" was
in harmony with the frontier spirit of sturdy independence
and with the Jeffersonian distrust of too much govern -
tal regulation • The law was rendered the more stringent
by the imperatives of the frontier • With a vast continent
to conquer , hard work , thrift , production were cardinal
requirements
Pew more revolutionary documents have ever been composed
than the American Declaration of Independence • Jeffer -
sonian distrust of too much governmental regulation is
evidenced by these lines s " Whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive pf these ends ( life
,
liberty
,
and the pursuit of happiness ) , it is the right of the
people to alter or abolish it , and to institute a new
government
,
laying its foundations on such principles
,
and organizing its powers In such forms , as to them
shali seem most likely to effect their safety and happi-
ness •" More than that , the Declaration , in a later
sentence
,
explicitly states that whenever a government
tends to disregard the people's rights , it is not only
their privilege , but it is " their duty to throw off
such government , and to provide new guards for thwir
-;
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future security # M
Even the State constitutions of the time carried over
domething of their impact . The Constitution of Florida
,
for instance , states that the people " have at all times
an inalienable and indefeasible right to alter or abolish
their form of government in such a manner as they may deem
expedient The Constitution of New Hampshire declares
that n free and fair competition in the trades and indus-
tries is an inherent and essential right of the people
and should be protected against all monopolies and con-
spiracies which tend to destroy it . rt Several other Con-
stitutions lay upon the legislature the imperative duty
of maintaining the individual system of economy based on
" the natural process of competition
Charles A. Beard in his work entitled tt Economic Origins
of the Constitution n , as well as in his work entitled
n Economic Origins of Jeffersonian Democracy n , shows
definitely how statesmen and publicists spoke firmly and
confidently about w positive limits of government inter-
ference n with individual liberty and property • The
"Fathers" of this country held that it was the chief busi-
ness of government to maintain order at home and to de-
fend the country against foreign enemies • They believed
that this policy of non - interference , of liberalism 9
and of individualism , and of "laissez - faire ,! , would
work for the general good • They thought that in a society
of struggling individuals , each person , if let alone ,
would rise or fall in the scale of wealth and well - being
>•
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according to his talents • The keen and able would reach
the top and direct Industry into productive channels
,
benefitting all society • Those adapted by nature to the
arts and crafts would find their proper levels • As a
result
,
by the»free movement of individuals
,
harmony
would be established , social justice would be done to
all
, and an ideal civilization would be created • All
these things would come to pass
,
they said , if the
State would limit its activities mainly to the protection
of property , the maintenance of order , and the defense
of its territory •
All this took place at a time when United states was
beginning its career as an independent nation before
the steam* engine and machinery had revolutionized Western
civilization • When the Declaration of Independence was
issued 9 the majority of people earned their livelihood
on farms or in a few scattered industries where the simplest
of tools were used • There were no great factories -filled
with complicated and dangerous machinery , no railways ,
no large cities with their thousands of workingmen de-
pendent for their livelihood on mills and mines j there
were no vast accumulations of capital invested in gigantic
enterprises ; and consequently no need for government inter-
ference and regulation . Our economic beginnings were truly
none other than those of a primitive economic system
,
resting upon agriculture , handicraft Industries , and
small business undertakings •
As we turn more specifically to the industrial develop-
J. t 'm t nr. oJt opoo xCgc-.* a^rti [d 32 * £5
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ment that took place in the United States after the War
of 1812 , we find that the last hundred years may be
divided into three major periods •
The first period covering 1815 to 1850 was marked by
the rapid development of modem industrialism over a
limited area • Before the War of 1812 , the United States
continued to rely upon Great Britain for the bulk of her
manufactured products • Two events oombined to shatter
this dependence and to stimulate a more rapid industrial
development : first , the Embargo Act of 1807 j and
secondly , the War of 1812 » The almost complete cessation
of foreign trade between 1807 and 1815 resulted in the
diversion of capita}, from shipping to manufacturing •
Large scale production was stimulated by the demand for
goods which no longer could be imported from England
,
and by extensive government purchases of war supplies •
This industrial development was unorganized and spon-
taneous 9 dependent upon the initiative , enterprise
and energy of rugged individuals • There was no great
concern over economic guidance or leadership , for plants
were comparatively small , costs and profits were easily
calculable , banks and monetary mechanisms were subordinate
to business , markets were easily surveyable , world trade ,
while growing , was young , and the whole economic picture
was one of comparatively simple relations and reactions •
xt is not surprising that the prevailing economic doc-
trine of this period should have been "laissez - faire
The ideas of natural right , of the freedom of individuals

to by and sell , to work and seek profit 9 to move from
place to place , of the separation between government and
economic enterprise gave the new business man a solid
basis for aotion • n The essential concept of economic
life as an automatic coordination of exchange processes
in a competitive market , in accordance with the laws of
supply and demand
,
n stated Frederick J.Turner
,
n enun-
ciated a view of economic guidance which not only fitted
in with the economic realities but furthered the needs
of economic growth • w
Yet from the very beginning
,
capitalistic individual-
ism and the doctrine of "laissez - faire" were challenged •
" We may trace the contest between the capitalist and the
democratic pioneer from the earliest colonial days • It
is influential in colonial parties • It is seen in the
vehement protests of the Kentucky frontiersmen in petition
after petition to the Congress of the Confederation
,
M
stated Frederick James Turner , tt against the "nabobs tt
and men of wealth who took out titles to the pioneers'
farms while they themselves were too busy defending those
farms from the Indians to perfect their claims • *t is
seen in the the attitude of the Ohio Valley in its back-
wards days before the rise of the Whig party , as when
in 1811 Henry Clay denounced the ^ank of the United States
as a corporation which throve on special privileges -
" a splendid association of favored individuals taken from
the mass of society , and invested with exceptions and
surrounded by immunities and privileges Benton voiced
the same contest twenty years later when he denounced
-3d .,'v
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the bank as -
n
a company of private Individuals
,
many
of them foreigners and the mass of them residing In a
remote and narrow corner regions of the unlon , uncon-
nected by any sympathy with the fertile regions of the
Great Valley in which the natural power of this Union
,
the power of numbers , will be found to reside long be-
fore the renewed term of the second charter would expire
n And where M , he asked , w would all this money and
power centre ? In the great cities of the Northeast
,
which have been for forty years and that by force of
federal legislation , the lion's den of Southern and
Western money - that den into which all the tracks point
inward ; from which the returning track of the solitary
dollar has never yet been seen Declaring in words that
have a very modern sound , that the bank tended to multi-
ply nabobs and paupers , and that n a great moneyed power
is favorable to great capitalists , for it is the prin-
ciple of capital to favor capital M , he appealed to the
fact of the country^ extent and its sectional divergen-
cies against the nationalizing of capital •
" What a condition for a confederacy of states 1 What
grounds for alarm and terrible apprehension when in a
confederacy of such vast extent 9 so many rival commercial
cities , so much sectional jealousy , such violent politi-
cal parties , such fierce contests for power , there should
be but one moneyed tribunal before which all the rival
:-
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and contending elements must appear
Even more vehement were the words of Jackson in 1837 •
n It is now plain % he wrote , w that the war is to be
carried on "by the monied aristocracy of a few against
the democracy of numbers ; the (prosperous) to make the
honest laborers hewers of wood and drawers of water through
the credit and paper system (7)
,xhe second period covers the years from 1850 to the
outbreak of the war in 1914b • The decade of the Civil
War was a period of transition when these many inventions
of the Industrial Revolution and the Agricultural Revo-
lution , which came to the United States during the second
quarter of the nineteenth century , were speedily assimilat-
ed into the economic life of the country • With the Civil
War there began a new industrial era Whereas nine out
of ten people lived on the farm at the beginning of the
century , and eight out of ten lived on the farm at the
middle of the century 9 under the new era less than three
out of ten lived on the farm •
Ahe war served as an effective stimulus to business
enterprise • Huge orders for clothing , shoes , foods ,
and munitions were placed by the government • The scarcity
of labor encouraged the use of new machinery in the fac-
tory and on the farm • The post - war picture gives wit-
ness to an expansion in mining
,
manufacturing , trans-
portation and finance that transformed the United States
into the leading industrial nation in the world • Many
(7) "Social Forces in American History"-P» J.Turner -
American Historical Review Volume 16 -p. 227
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factors were responsible for this development •
1 • An abundance of natural resources • T^e wealth
extracted from the soil furnished the capital for
industry •
2 • Immigration - This ever - increasing supply of
labor made possible the expansion of factories
,
the construction of railroads and the rapid con-
version of Western praries into farm communities •
3 • Favorable Political Conditions - The government
consciously furthered industrial growth by protective
tariffs
,
by huge grants of western lands to rail-
road companies , and by an easy - going policy with
regard to the public domain that enabled individuals
and corporations to secure title to mineral resources
of incalculable value • Federal control over inter-
state commerce
,
together with the constitutional
prohibition on tariffs between states , enabled in-
dustry to organize on a national basis •
4 • Progress of Science and Invention - Yankee in -
genuity adapted and improved foreign machinery and
devised many new inventions • Inventors were encour-
aged and protected by Federal legislation The
scientific discoveries of chemises
,
physicists and
biologists were applied to industry and to agricul-
ture by a host of practical inventors
,
engineers
,
business men and farmers •
5 • Industrial Leaders - Freedom from government
restrictions , the absence of class distinctions
and the existence of unparalled opportunities to
(I
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reap huge profits , combined to produce a group of
industrial giant a • These captains of industry not
only built up great American industries , but they
founded a new American aristocracy based on wealth •
During this period
,
capitalism also expanded structurally
through the increase in the size of the business unit and
the growth of the group form of organization • Though
individuals still played a large part in shaping industrial
life , the capitalism of the second period , in contrast
to the first , was more and more a group or corporate
capitalism • Partly because of this , and partly because
of the tendency toward an extension of power on the part
of different corporations , the second period of capital-
ism was characterized both by a suppression and by an
intensification of competition •
It was pnly in the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-
tury that our government was forced to admit that the
principle of 11 laissez-faire" had to be modified . xt could
no longer ignore :(1) the danger of monopoly present in
the tremendous growth of "Big Business" ; (2) the unfair
practices of railroads and other corporate enterprises ;
(3) the passing of the frontier and the growing restless-
ness of the farmer ; (4) the demands of Organized labor ;
(5) the increased seriousness of industrial warfare ; (6)
the fact that the "laissez-faire" theory permitted the
exploitation of the worker and farmer by a small group of
capitalists ; (7> the vicious practices employed by the
trusts ( Standard uil Sompany , the Distillers 1 and Cattle
Feeders 1 Trust , the Sugar Refineries °ompany , the final
5ic 1c
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result of business consolidation ) to eliminate com-
petitors ; their corrupt influence upon politics ; and
their attempts to secure monopolies in order to maintain
high prices aroused public apprehension • In 1890 Congress
passed the Sherman Anti-Trust Act , which declared illegal
11
any contract , combination or conspiracy in restraint
of trade " • This vague law was hard to understand and
easy to evade • Business consolidation continued on an
unparalleled scale • For example
, in 1901 , the United
States Steel Corporation was organized wAth over a bil-
lion dollars as capital • To be sure , the trust form of
organization was abandoned , but the holding company and
the merger proved just as effective in promoting the growth
of huge business combinations •
tt what is important to remember is that the progress of
corporate exploitation as recorded in the buccaneering
practices of the Standard Oil or the camegie Steel Com-
pany , was not achieved in the dark by a few villainous
men fearful of discovery and of public wrath , but was
achieved rather with the hearty approval and encourage-
ment of the vast majority of Americans • The accomplish-
ments of the swashbuckling captains of industry of an
earlier day commanded the admiration of contemporaries -
that admiration which finds expression in public approval
and emulation • There was , all in all^. a good deal of
regulation written into the statute books , but most of
it was analogous to Sunday morality j it was not intended
to be taken too seriously • No regulation of business
or finance could be successful until it commanded the
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sincere approval and represented the sincere purpose of
the American people
, and it must "be obvious that Ameri-
cans in the past have not desired a drastic enforcement of
the ant i-trust laws
,
banking laws , or inspection laws .
" But with the turn of the century the temper of the
people shifted • There came a philosophical revolution of
far more importance than laws or judicial decisions , a
revolution that challenged the ultimate righteousness of
unregulated individualism
,
looking askance at a century
of exploitation , and substituted doctrines of social
welfare for those of social aggrandizement • Foreshadowed
in the Eighties and agitated for in the Nineties , the
revolution did not find expression ( political expression )
until the administration of Theodore Roosevelt • But the
attack on "laissez - faire tt is not to be read in the
records of the administration
,
though much of the in-
spiration was there , but rather in the statute books of
the States • After all , most matters of social concern
wre properly under the jurisdiction of State governments
,
and it was in such progressive states as Massachusetts
,
Illinois , New York , Wisconsin and uregon that the at-
tack on f laissez - faire " w.as launched . ""ere we find
the first attempts to prohibit child labor , to provide
for minimum wages , to regulate hours , to protect labor
unions , to secure workmen 1 s compensation and old age
pensions • Sere the outlines of a new system of social
regulation were drawn and some of the possibilities ex-
plored • "
" The first three decades of the twentieth century re-
--
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vealed the sterility of "laissez-faire" and the impera-
tive necessity by the Federal Government of regulation •
From Roosevelt to Taft , from Wilson to Harding and Cool-
idge $ the pendulum swung back and forth , but more im-
portant than federal or State legislation was the indubi-
table change in the temper of the people • The tremendous
popularity of Theodore Roosevelt was founded largely on
the reputation he secured for himself as a "trust-buster",
an enemy of predatory wealth ,"a protagonist of the "square
deal" and a conserver of the natural resources of the
nation • Whether he actually justified this faith o#r
not is of less significance than the fact that the people #4
rallied to him with unprecedented enthusiasm because
they thought that he did ; and it is not without point
to reeall that Theodore Roosevelt was the first American
^resident whose popularity was based on his advocacy of
social reform • Woodrow Wilson , too $ presented himself
as a champion of regulation and control , and the Mnew
freedom" faintly foreshadowed the "new deal". His match-
lessly eloquent first inaugural presented a terrible in-
dictment of those who were " very heedless and in a hurry
to be great ", and it has both in its criticism and in
its positive program , a curious contemporary ring •" (8)
".•• Uur duty is to cleanse , to reconsider , to
restore , to correct the evil without impairing the good ,
to purify and humanize every process of our common life
without weakening or sentimentalizing it • There has been
something crude and heartless and unfeeling in our haste
(8) " Farewell to Laissez-Faire"-H.S #Commager-Current
(History-Vol # 38-pp. 516-517*
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to succeed and be great . Our thought haa been "Let
every man look out for himself > let every generation
look out for itself " , while we reared giant machinery
which made it imposs ible that any but those who stood
at the levers of control should have a chance to look
out for themselves « 0 ( 9
)
The third period covers the years from 1914 to 1929 •
It includes the War and post-War years , and ends with
the Stock Market crash of 1929 , which ushered in the
"Great Depression". The artificial stimulant of war brought
prosperity to the United States until 1921 • This was
followed by two years of depression • But from 1924 to
1929 the United States as well as Europe and other coun-
tries , entered upon an era of prosperity which , con-
sidered as a whole , was a new period of capitalist ex-
pansion • Mass production became the slogan of the day •
The dazzling prosperity of these years could but blind
most people but for a while to the strains and stresses
which were gathering beneath the surface • In general
terms what was happening was an accentuation of (capital-
istic ) economic contradictions which tended to upset
the balance of economic growth • Within separate in-
dustries 9 the new techniques based upon standardization
and mass production increased total output while decreasing
the number of workers employed • Changes in habits of
consumption and this very technical efficiency created
a wide disproportion between the productive capacity of
(9) First Inaugural Address-Woodrow Wilson - March 4,1913
»I
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certain industries and their effective market demand
Over - expansion and excessive capacity becane more
and more marked during these years
,
reaching in certain
industries to a chronic condition and causing serious
difficulties • The disparity between agriculture and in-
dustry , due in some measure to the slowness of agricul-
ture to adjust traditional forms of doing business to
mechanical improvements and to new methods of industrial
management
,
expressed itself in a price relationship
which deepened the rift between city and country . And
the great forward push of industry as a whole accompanied
by speculative tendencies made for margins of profit and
big fortunes which further stimulated speculation , in-
equality and the misuse of resources •
The fifteen years that had elapsed between 1914 and
1929 had witnessed these changes in regard to the policy
of "laissez-faire" which had previously prevailed • Under
the compelling pressure of the World War the Wilson admin-
istration presented to the nation , for the first time
in history , the spectacle of a regulated and regimented
social order (especially in the industrial field) ; brought
about in response to the most imperative emergency of war .
Once the emergency of was was removed the American people
once more lapsed into the era of "laissez-faire" • The
twelve years of Republican rule witnessed a revision of
traditional practices of "laissez - faire" • One might
almost say that Presidents Harding and Coolidge acted
upon instinct , but the more thoughtful President Hoover
expounded a rationalized philosophy of "Rugged individualist
:r
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The outgrowth of his training and experience is a kind
of belated individualism more adaptable to 1831 than to
1931 • The essence of it consisted in letting the strong
business man have his own way as far as possible
, in
the faith that production of goods will thereby be most
effectively increased • %s a result there would be more
for everybody , and the general interests will be served
by the self-helping activities of the captains of industry
To this theory the President was passionately devoted •
Society to him seemed to be a cogeries of disparate in-
dividualss , not an intimately related series of mem-
bers in which an injury to one is necessarily the con-
cern of all • In his little book on "American Individual-
ism" Mr•Hoover stated that:
n 0ur individualism differs
from all others because it embraces these great ideals :
that while we build our society upon the attainment of
the individual , we shall safeguard to every individual
an equality of opportunity to take that position in the
community to which his intelligence , character , ability ,
and ambition entitle him ; that we keep the social so-
lution free from the frozen strata of classes ; that we
shall stimulate effort of each individual achievement ;
that through an enlarging sense of responsibility and
understanding we shall assist him to this attainment
,
while he in turn must stand up to the emery wheel of
competition ."
To the ex-President the economic process was a race
between individuals for prizes , not a collective under-
-i
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taking whereby individual competition is directed to
supply the food and clothing and other things needed
by society • This conception is evidenced in his King»s
Mountain speech of October 7,1930 where he stated that-
" In the American system
,
through
free and universal education , we train the runners
,
and strive to give them an equal start ; the government
is the umpire of its fairness . The winner is he who
shows the most conscientious training , the greatest
ability , the strongest character • "
Even in his acceptance speech of 1928 he exhibited his
sincere belief in an economic system based on "laissez-
faire"
,
"individualism", "free competition", or what
have you to offer as a synonym of these terms • "With
impressive proof on all sides of magnificent progress
,
no man can rightly deny the fundamental correctness of
our economic system ".He sees this happy situation as
due to the incontrovertibility superior industrial scheme
which he strongly defends against all inroads of social
control • "We must follow our own destin* • uur ideals
are a binding spiritual heritage • We cannot abandon
them without chaos •" " Government should not engage in
business in competition with its citizens • Such actions
extinquish the enterprise and iniative which has been
the glory of America and which has been the root of its
preeminence among the nations of the world •"
Every regulation is only grudgingly allowed • The govern-
ment should keep its hands off unless it is absolutely
:-
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obliged to take action • Because we substantially confer
a monopoly on public utilities , we must regulate their
services and rates
, but the industries which produce and
distribute commodities
,
like oil
,
steel , lumber , cop-
per , and manufactured goods of all kinds , must be left
entirely to the control of competition , with such cooper
ation as the government can afford to the competitors .
Yet
, in fact , every government in the world , our own
included , has been absolutelu obliged under the condi-
tions of modern economic life to abandon the idea of un-
restricted competition as an added regulator of the pro-
duction and distribution of wealth , and has supplemented
it with , or substituted for it , a measure of social
control so great that it is rapidly changing the very
character of the economic process • It is not unfair to
assert that the fundamentals of Mr.Hoover's economics
had been abandoned by most intelligent economists before
Mr.Hoover was born • They are little more than a ration-
alization of the prejudices and desires of the business
men of the predaceous type
,
among whom chiefly will be
found today any serious support for such views •
In the course of time , meanwhile , much criticism had
been aimed at the classic doctrine of "laissez-faire".
Adam Smith
,
being the most influential exponent of "lais
sez-faire" and "individual liberty" , had dominated eco-
nomic and political theory as far as the third decade
of the twentieth century • He had set forth the doctrine
that as each man pursued his own gain , he would be led
4•
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by an invisible hand to those acts which would redound
to the good of all . Self gain would coordinate with
social gain , because it would pay best to do those things
which were of serviceability to society • Private gain
was assumed to coincide with social gain • This relation-
ship was said to be in accord with natural and inevita-
ble laws • The normal and expected thing was an identity
between private gain and community gain • If in any case
private gain deviated from social gain , the case was
said to be exceptional • It was abnormal and unnatural •
Any failure to unite service and private gain in the
same transaction was viewed as an incidental disturbance
of the smooth harmony of the natural law • All things
were believed to work together fpr the common good for
those who intelligently dought their own self -interest •
Here indeed was a classic faith in the benign results
of selfish gain • It was only the increasing intensity
of the distress occasioned by the depression which began
with the Stock Market crash of 1929 that men's minds
generally began to turn away from this antiquated doc-
trine of "laissez - faire" . Why this "depression of »29"?
Why distress in the midst of plenty ? Was this truly to
be 'a paradox of plenty 1 ? What was wrong with our economic
society ?
The reality was this :
The crash which came in 1929 was a natural outcome of
the American system of industry , finance , politics ,
and social life ;
It was not inevitable ;
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It was predictable , it was predicted , and slight
efforts were made belatedly to head it off ;
It required an Immediate and summary change in the
American way of life if its results were not to be
disastrous •
Karl Marx in his ,f6ommunisto Manifesto", which should
be read as a criticism of American capitalism , stated
that "modern bourgeois society with its relations of
production , of exchange and of property , a society
which has conjured up such gigantic means of production
and exchange , is like the sorcerer who is no longer
able to control the powers of the nether world whom he
has called up by his spells • or many a decade past
the history of industry and commerce is but the history
of the revolt of modern productive forces against modern
conditions of production ••••( That is
,
against the
property relations upon which the rule of the bourgeoisie
depends) w It is but enough to mention the commercial
crises that by their periodical return put on its trial
,
each time more threatenly , the existence of the entire
bourgeois society . In these crises a great part not
only of the existing products , but also of the previously
created productive forces , are periodically destroyed •
In these crises there breaks out an epidemic of over-
production •••Industry and commerce seem to be destroyed j
and why ? Because there is too much civilization , too
much means of subsistence , too much industry , too muc
commerce • ^he productive forces of society no longer
-;
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tend to further the development of the conditions of
bourgeois property ; on the contrary 9 they have "become
too powerful for these conditions
,
by which they are
fettered , and so soon as they overcome these fetters
,
they bring disorder into the whole of bourgeois society
The conditions of bourgeois society are too narrow to
comprise the wealth created by them • And how does the
bourgeois get over these crises ? On the one hand by the
enforced destruction of a mass of productive forces; on
the other by the conquest of new markets , and by the
more thorough exploitation of pld ones • That is to say
,
by paving the way for more extensive and more destructive
crises and by diminishing the means whereby these means
or crises are prevented • "
When Marx says that modern productive forces periodi-
cally rebel against the conditions of production , he
is saying precisely what the engineers and technologists
of today are saying - and the Manifesto is ninety years
old • He is saying that the time comes when our factories
and our shops become too skillful
,
mastering their tech-
nique too completely to care about the community as a
whole • The Marxian theory of cycles is respectable be-
cause it is conditional : the periods of depression must
come if the capitalist system continues to produce as
it does •
Returning once more to our historical sketch , we find
that the system of"laissez-faire "and "rugged individualism"
heard its death-knell at the time of the stock-market
„y i
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crash of October 91th • With the coming of the 1930*8
,
this system which had "been characterized in terms of
perfection began to disintegrate , and after four years
of suffering and disillusion we were ready to revise
the methodologies of the past • We were beginning to
sense that a new economic society had come to its full
maturity • " Specialization and serialization of tech-
nical processes had assimilated our industrial organiza-
tion to a single great orchestra which must function in
perfect accord if it is to be tuneful at all • Disturban-
ces in any quarter bring spontaneous reactions in distant
places « Unbridled competition has led us to ruin • Every
thoughtful business man was seeking a rationalizing prin-
ciple to create a polyphony where now there was only
crashing discords . ft In modern society , the welfare of
the individual was imbedded in the destiny of the group •
No one could stand alone , and in the new harmony which
was requisite • legislation must swing the baton • The
need for order marks the reign of law *
This new harmony was prophecied in the dissenting opinion
of Mr. Justice Brandeis , New State Ice Co. vs. Ernest A«
Liebman , March 21,1932 , in which he wrote :-
n We Must Let Our Minds Be Bold "
n The people of the United States are now confronted
with an emergency more serious than war • Misery is wide-
spread , in a time , not of scarcity , but of over-abund-
ance • The long continued depression has brought unpre-
cedented unemployment , a catastrophic fall in commodity
prices and a volume of economic losses which threatens
I
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our financial institutions • Some people believe that
the existing conditions threaten even the stability of
the capitalist system •
H Economists are searching for the causes of this dis-
order and are reexamining the bases of our industrial
structure • Business men are seeking possible remedies •
Most of them realize that failure to distribute the pro-
fits of industry has been a prime cause of our plight •
But rightly or wrongly
,
many persons think that one of
the major contributing causes has been the unbridled
competition • Increasingly 9 doubt is expressed if it
is economically wise , or morally right # that men should
be permitted to add to the producing facilities of an
industry which is already suffering from over - capacity
All agree that irregularity in employment - the greatest
of our evils - cannot be overcome unless production and
consumption are more nearly balanced « Many Insist that
there must be some form of economic control »«. »
M Whether the view is sound nobody knows . The objections
to the proposal are obvious and grave • The remedy might
bring evils worse than the present disease * The obstacles
to success seem insuperable . The economic and social
sciences are largely uncharted seas • We have been none
too successful in the modern essays in economic control
already entered upon • The new proposal involves a vast
extension of the area of control • Merely to acquire the
knowledge essential as a basis for the exercise of this
multitude of judgments would be a formidable task ; and
each of the thousands of these judgments would call for
--
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some measure of prophecy • Even more serious are the
obstacles inherent In the demands which execution of
the project would make upon human intelligence and upon
the character of men • Man is weak and his judgment at
best is fallible •
w Yet the advances in the exact sciences and the achieve-
ments in invention remind us that ( nothing ) the seemingly
impossible sometimes happens • There are many men now
living who were in the habit of using the age-old expressio
"It is as impossible as flying tt • The discoveries in
physical sciences , the triumph in invention , attest
the value of the process of trial and error • In large
measure , these advances have been due to experimenta-
tion • In these fields , (it) has , for two centuries ,
been not only free byt encouraged •
H Some people assert that our present plight is due
,
in part , to the limitations set by courts upon experi-
mentation in the fields of economic and political science 5
and to the discouragement to which proposals for better-
ment there have" been subjected otherwise • There must be
power in the states and the Nation to remould
,
through
experimentation , the economic practices and institu-
tions to meet changing social and economic needs • I
cannot believe that the framers of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment , or the states which ratified it , intended to
deprive us of the power to correct the evils of techno-
logical unemployment and excess productive capacity which
have attended progress in the useful arts •
To stay experimentation in things social and economic
-, I ?v::i til % s
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is a grave responsibility . Denial of the right to ex-
periment may be fraught with serious consequences to
the nation •••• This Court has the power to prevent an
experiment • We may strike down the statute which embodies
it on the ground that , in our opinion , the measure is
arbitrary
,
capricious or unreasonable • We have the
power to do this , because the due process clause has
been held by the Court applicable to matters of substantive
law as well as to matters of procedure • But in the ex-
ercise of this high power , we must be ever on our guard ,
lest we erect our prejudices into legal principles • If
we would guide by the light of reason § we must let our
minds be bold
thS challenge uttered by Mr • Justice Brandeis in this
dissenting opinion was a memorable one • It was answered
approximately a year# later by the inauguration of Presi-
dent Roosevelt , who subsequently inaugurated the "si -
lent revolution" of 1933 • With it came a new economic
order based on an attempt to perfect a balanced economy
whereby formerly we had been assuming a continued validi-
ty of the economic theories of pioneer America , based
as they were on "laissez-faire", "rugged individualism",
free competition , while fact had been steadily under-
mining such theory •
To realize that there is a new economic order is the
central equipment for modern statesmanship • We cannot
carry on any longer under the old maxims •"Improvement H
,
stated John Stuart Mill , "consists in bringing our opin-
ion in agreement with facts ; and we shall not be likely
--
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to do this while we look at facts only through glasses
colored by those very opinions • "
The United States had been a classic example of a coun-
try operating under the "laissez-faire "principle In the
main , Americans had applauded President Hoover and his
plea forwrugged individualism ? However
, March 4,1933 saw
the country wavering in its allegiance to such a doctrine
To supplant the failure of the economic theory of "lais-
sez -faire " and of "rugged individualism" the Roosevelt
administration by a series of acts gave definite evidence
of the fact that a planned economic and social society
is being organized to replace the individualistic capi-
talism of the past • "New Deal" legislation enacted by
Congress at the request of President Roosevelt represents
first , an attempt to stimulate employment and business
recovery and , second a courageous effort to plan a new
social and economic order • The new laws clearly signi-
fy a break away from old and useless economic theories .
^hey mark a definite break with the traditional American
policy of individualism , and they boldly thrust the
Federal Government into new and untried fields of banking
currency , farm relief , power development and industrial
planning on a national scale »
n Social revolutions are # by nature ," stated Garet
Garrett ," sudden and more or less incredible in the
time of taking place • T^e intended consequences are
two
,
namely 9 a transfer of power and a transfer of
wealth • Formerly , the power to be transfered was poli-
tical power ; in the modern case it is economic power •
-(
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But the essential design is in no way altered • Power
for its own sake
,
political or economic , is not the
popalar object . People themselves cannot exercise it •
They are obliged to delegate it to a dictator , reserv-
ing only the right to change dictators , even , if ne-
cessary
,
by another revolution • A redistribution of
advantage and wealth - that is the popular object , and
that is what the power is for •
w By this definition , the country is in a state of
revolution • It was unpredictable • When Congress as-
sembled on March ninth , under an emergency call , no
one knew what it was going to do , either at the begin-
ning or day by day after • It went from one step to an-
other , with that kind of uncertain certainty peculiar
to sleepwalking • It received the demands of the revolu-
tion serially in the form of pre-pared laws , and en-
acted them with practically no debate and no drama •
In the early morning of June sixteenth it adjourned .
The entire life of the session had been one hundred days •
That was all the time it took to erect a complete tem-
porary dictatorship in the person of the President
,
standing for popular will . n (10)
^ere are those , however > who feel that the New Deal
legislation has Imposed unnecessary hazards upon our
democracy • Ahey would have our politicians continue to
i.
reflect the impulses of an nation obstinately attempting
to keep its footing in the economic world A.D # 1934 with-
out deviating from the political paths of A. D. 1783 • They
(10) "The Hundred Days tt-Garet Garrett -Saturday Evening
Post-Aug.12,1933
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are still blind to the signs of the times , for they
would still have us maintain even to the present - day
the doctrines of "laiasez-faire" and its step-children-
nrugged individualism" and"free competition"
, so pas-
sionately set forth "by Adam Smith and which dominated
the economic life of Europe and the United States efren
down to the third decade of the twentieth century • They
would have us continue such a policy of '^laissez-faire"
,
a policy which Jeffersonian democracy considered ideal
,
when the fact shows it to be undesirable and unfeasible
to cope with twentieth century machine civilization •
They would continue to let such a policy dominate our
economic life even though it was based upon a metaphysics
of the providential guidance of the natural law which was
perhaps ideally suited to eighteenth century social and
economic life , but certainly which is definitely unsuited
to cope with twentieth century industrial conditions •
They would have us continue under such a system when the
depression brought about by the stock market crash of
November , 1929 , brought the inconsistencies of post-
war development into full view and shook our enthusiastic
faith in unregulated capitalism and"laissez-faire". They
would forget that the "Hew Deal"was imperative for every-
where man was groping for new economic concepts and new
economic methods to replace the outworn and outgrown ones
of"rugged individualism" . They must realize that the
New Deal Is the result of a new principle of planning
which has gradually been evolving in antithesis to that
of the nineteenth century with its fervent belief in the
--
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principle of "laissez-faire" • The New Deal rests on
the "philosophical faith in the power of man to promote
orderly economic and social change through scientific
research and constructive imagination #"
" And those people who would have us crawl back to the
old ideas f " stated Rexford G.Tugwell ," like a wounded
animal to an abandoned den misread the temper of the peo-
ple as well as the intelligence of the present govern -
ment ." (11)
Triumph Writes a Sign
In the sky
,
discouraged
,
Triumph writes a sign J
High across the heavens
,
0*er our fate malign ;
Battleships of progress
Proudly plow their way
Through the dead traditions
Of Old Yesterday .
" Arrow-Head"
(11) " The New Dealers "- An Unofficial Observer - p. 404
«(
n We begin to see richness as poorness ; we begin to
dignify toil
,
I have dreamed my great dream of their passing
,
I have gathered my tools and my charts ;
My plans are fashioned and practical ;
I shall roll up my sleeves - make America over I n
Kexford Gyy ^ugwell -1915
Poetic justice has rarely been more amazingly vindicated
than by permitting the possessor of these plans and dreams,
these tools and charts
,
actually to roll up his sleeves
and , under the impetus of a peaceful revolution , to make
America over •
-
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The Changing World and Its Meaning for Education
What Used To Be What We Have Passed Thru
Agrarian Age Industrial Revolution I
(Colonial New England
Illinois when Lincoln
was a boy
Iowa in the days of
Vandermark's Polly )
Employment for Everybody Technological Unemployment
Free Land Employment for those who
"Anyone who truly can get it .
Employment
wants to work gets -Differentiation of process
a job " -Decay of apprenticeship
"Young man I Go West I" -Still free land in West
Family or Small Community Increasing Interdependence
Relatively Self-Sufficient
-^ittle recourse to trade
Inter- -Barter Trade-but few commodities
Dependence -Personal Relationships
Work - A Family Enterprise Factory Labor of Women and
See "Silas Marner" Children
Place of Women "The Mill on the Floss" Social Legislation as
and Children . "Boy Life on the Prairie" a response •
--
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Simple Standard of Living Low Standard of Living
Poverty among workers
HA pain economy"
Standard Accumulation of wealth
of
Living
Laissez-Faire Policy Beginnings of Social Legislation
Health and morals
Personal initiative
Control Hours of Labor
and enterprise
Conditions of work
Independence of Individual Boss and Worker
Strikes
Administration Boycotts
lockout
s
Collective Bargaining
Leisurely Tempo Increasing Tempo
Long hours-low productivity Long hours-increased
T ftmpo Rhythms of the Seasons productivity
Regimentation of life
Whistles
T^jne Clocks
<1
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What We Seem To Be
Coming To
Industrial RevolutionII
All of the Workers Idle
Some of the Time
Some of the Workers Idle
All of the Time
Employment Because or-
al Increasing technological
unemployment
b) mergers
c) emphasis on the younger
worker
d) closed frontier
Possible Implications
For The
Schoolmaster
Greater Importance of
general and prevocational
education •
Individual versatility of
great importance •
Vocational education must
not be too narrow •
Must teach importance of
savings
Adult education highly
important •
Almost complete Interdependence Increased importance of
Social Studies
Great variety of commodities
Everything expressed in money value
Inter Impersonal relations
dependence w* buy : ready - made clothes
baker's bread canned food
More than one-wage - earner per family Importance of Voca-
tional education
See Stuart Chase -
Place £>£ Women "Prosperity or Myth"
and Children
for girls .
Careers for Women
The Future American
Home
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Standard
of
Living
High Standard of Living
in Some Ways
"A pleasure economy"
salesmanship
advertising
dissipation of natural
resources
automobiles-radio-
washing machines
Increasing Governmental Control
by - Information
Control Advice
Direction
Study of Spending and Saving
Consumption vs.Conservation
Luxuries vs. Necessities
New Science of Government
How to develop the
cooperative powers
of the Individual •
Cooperative Control
Scientific Management
Administra- Governmental Control
Increasingly Impersonal
Study of the Art and SG ience
of Administration .
ion
Quick Tempo
Short hours-high
Much Attention to Problems
of the Use of Leisure
Tempo productivity
Periodic Shutdowns
Much ) Idleness or
Leisure
When is a vacation unemployment?
Provision for the "Rainy Day'
Problems of Hygiene
-
Physical and Mental
(12) The Chart Appears in DQan W.F.Russell's Annual Report
for Teachers College , Columbia University (1930)
Reproduced in the N.Y.Times-Nov. 16,1930-(E-7)
-
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"Adapting Schools to the Dawning Civilization"
From - Indiscriminate attempts to increase production .
Hand to mouth production •
Toward - Planned production in
accord with a widely distributed consumption . Long term
planning •
Prom - Individualism , get ahead , competition , profit
motive •
Toward - Group progress , col-
lective program $ social contribution •
Prom - Slavery to machines and business routines , dis-
tastefulness of work 9 save time and money for compensatory
enjoyment • Art as classical , remote , detached •
Toward - enslavement of machines
,
elimination of merely repetitive work
,
play attitudes
,
merging of work and recreation
,
emphasis upon quality of
life , rich experience , joy on the way • The new American
civilization in poetry , music , architecture , painting ,
dancing •
Prom - special privilege fior individuals or favored groups:
Castes 9 high income , urban , white , native born , mas-
culine , adult , intelligent •
Toward - Equality of opportunity .
Democracy •
From - Home and family center for social contacts , af-
fection , sex experience , food , clothing , work , play ,
education , moral training •
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Toward - Redistribution of functions •
From - Isolated and romantic nationalism
, offensive
forms of patriotism •
Toward - World society •
Prom - Social control by propaganda
,
dogma , tradition ,
prejudice
,
personal influence
,
sentimentalism •
Toward - Research spirit in social
adjustment • Widespread and intelligent participation .
Prom - Assumption of finality , discovered Nature , static
society • Preservations of institutions beyond the need
for them •
Toward - Enjoyment of change , desire
for growth • Technics for transforming or dispensing with
institutions • Utilization of youth for creativity , rather
than for docility . Social experiments •
Prom - Demand for conformity in all areas of life »
Toward - Free speech • Not only toler-
ance but admiration for differences in taste •
From - Conflict pattern (defeat or victory) in school ,
national , economic , family , and personal relations •
Toward - Ideal of understanding
,
mutual appreciation
,
sharing
,
integration •
Prom - Absolutism and ascetism in ethics • Attempt to
build character by preachments . Attempt to correct crime
by retribution •
Toward - Good choice as the integration
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of as many values as possible for as many persons as
possible • Ideal of beauty
,
harmony
,
happiness
, a-
bundant life • Readjustment by creating more inclusive
methods for satisfying wants
.
Fpom - Religion as insuring reward in the future life
,
magical protection , authoritative guidance
,
escapes
from reality •
Toward - Religion as inclusive of all
truth and other values
,
giving creative perspective in
thought , devotion and action •
Prom - Bewilderment and seeming paralysis because of the
complexity of civilization • Intense bling specialization •
Everybody's business nobody's • Rush and confusion •
Toward - a.Experts equipped with technics
merging their contributions • b. Conscious generalists
,
educators
,
engineers
,
religious leaders
,
statesmen • c«
Preservation of individual integrity
,
contemplation
,
serenity •
From - Education to give children "minimum essentials"
facts and skills that they may be "prepared" for adult
life • Isolated institutions •
Toward - Education as enrichment of all
living , continuous throughout life • Merged with all activ-
ities of civilization • Creation of a great new work of art.
(13) Goodwin Watson , Associate Professor of Education 9
Teachers College , Columbia University --^iapted from Offi-
cial Report of the Dep^t of Superintendence -1931
:•: v c : .
How little those formalities , to which
With overweening trust alone we give
The name of Education have to do
With real feeling and just sense
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IV • An analysis of the failures of present-day secondary
education to prepare for a Changing Economic Order •
From time to time occasions arise tfhich call for a re-
appraisal , a reevaluation , of former ideas and practices
It becomes evident that the practices which were formerly
adequate to meet a need , or which were at least justifi-
ble , are not satisfactory under the new and different
conditions . An example in point is the readjustments
in economic theories which have taken place today as a
result of the chaotic conditions which existed in our
economic life • For some time the pMlosophy of "laissez-
faire" and "rugged individualism" seemed to work out
satisfactorily • But when this fundamental assumption re-
lative to production and distribution demonstrated its
inadequacy as a basis of modern business organization
and practices , it became necessary to modify it • A few
stout hearts , such as the twelve hundred citizens of
Lexington
,
may resist this necessary change , but the
majority are beginning to feel that the change is here
to stay •
As in the realm of the social and economic worlds ideas
which seem to work fairly satisfactorily are accepted by
the majority as being correct , so , too , is it in the
field ofl education • The idea may not be the best which
can be found , but the fact that it does work , together
with the uncertainty and expense involved in social ex-
penditures is usually sufficient to discourage any radical
change in the fundamental ideas from which current social
-'
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practices spring • Once an idea gains wide currency and
acceptance , it resists change • So long as it seems to
work
,
any proposal to supplant it with a new idea meets
with disapproval . Bven if it is a proposal which will
only modify or reconstruct the idea which holds sway
,
the suggestion is usually scouted by the majority .
In the field of education , as elsewhere , a change
in the fundamental assumption sometimes becomes imperative •
^he need for such a change in our educational organism
for the present-day is as obvious as was the need for a
change in our economic organisation in order that it might
cope with the conditions presented by the Second Industrial
Revolution and its aftermath . One of the characteristics
of the present - day is the tendency on the part of people
to question the validity of many generally accepted as -
sumptions •
They have discovered in their questioning that modern
education
,
particularly modern secondary education
, has
been based , as was our whole theory of life , on the con-
ception of a rather stationary world • Many of the theories
and practices of education have been built on the assump-
tion that its function was to preserve unchanged what was
and had been • Education was thought of as a preparation
for a stable order of society , for which people once for
all could be fitted • The educational goal was looked upon
to be the adjustment of the individual to any static set
of conditions .
It was largely this tendency of human beings to cling
tenaciously to the past that made it undesirable as well
--
-
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as impossible for our educational system to progress any
farther than it had • They found that our educational sy-
stem was tied rthand and foot" to the prejudices and shib-
boleths which survive from the traditional past . They
found , too , that one of the amazing and disheartening
effects of old economic life was its success in breeding
generation after generation of young conformists and juven-
ile reactionaries • The secondary schools of America
,
far
from being the hot-bed of revolution or even the cradle
of intellectual curiosity concerning the social order
were part and parcel of the industrial plant • The high
schools of our country - not outdone in this respect by
our higher institutions of learning - have turned out un-
imaginative and unquestioning citizens in the mold most
suited to operate the social and economic order of the
United States as it had existed , and to dread economic
radicalism as they would a plague « They were indoctrinated
with the conception that the uncontrolled interplay of
individual ambitions would automatically produce the
greatest good to the greatest number • At least they were
taught not to question its validity •
We had seldom taken Education as seriously as it should
have been taken • Especially is this true in regard to
our secondary schools • Why ? We continue to refuse to
face the facts , the realities of adolescent needs , be-
cause the high school
,
being in the middle of the educa-
tional machinery , is pressed upon and pulled about by a
great variety of forces , the natural result of which is
that the high school is the dependent child of the educa-
-;
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tional family • Then
,
again
, we are the product of a
social and economic order* that preferred that we "go on
doling out meaningless nothings to the young "; an eco-
nomic order that was afraid to uncover itself before the
curious eye 8 of youth . Youth has been taught to accept
as "divine M and natural the Is and Has Been •
It would not seem to be unfair at this point to ask
what this secondary school of which we speak is the re-
sult of • Traditionally the secondary school was closely
related to the college and not to the elementary school ;
it was the colleges 1 preparatory school • The college
,
therefore , dictated its curriculum • Because Harvard
required Latin and Greek for entrance , Latin and Greek
were taught in the Latin Grammar Schools of the colonial
period which sent students to Harvard ; and because Latin
and Greek were required for entrance to all the early
colleges , these subjects continued in practically all
the secondary school curricula of tone period before 1800 •
Its successor , the academy , came into existence as
a "people's school"rather than as a college preparatory
school . Bnfe found in the list of seventy - two different
subjects that were taught in the various academies a
reflection of the will and desire of the people rather
than the demands of the college , for colleges still re-
quired very little beyond Latin , Greek , and mathematics
for entrance , while the people of that period were strug-
gling with life problems • But to be successful in holding
its clientele , the academy had to prepare boys for col-
lege • The colleges demanded a thorough preoaration in
•:
»
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a limited number of subjects • To meet these require-
ments , the academy was compelled to place a dispropor-
tionate amount of emphasis on the college entrance sub-
jects • Gradually the curriculum of the academy changed
from that of a school providing a little contact with a
large number of subjects to one providing an intensive
training in a few ; these few being the college entrance
requirements •
The high school , as part of our public school system ,
came into existence in 1821 • It was then a non-college
preparatory school with a curriculum consisting of "Eng-
lish , mathematics , French , geography , history , science
the practical arts (navigation , mensuration , surveying),
logic and debating , mental and moral philosophy , and
drawing • It also , like the academy which started as a
"people's school" , soon found itself affected by col-
lege entrance requirements and provided instruction in
Latin and Greek for those who wished it . As a result
,
we find that this new type of secondary school (the high
school) was forced early in its history to adopt the
dual rAle of preparing for life and preparing for college .
This resulted in the adoption of a propaganda slogan by
those who thought that the college preparatory studies
should comprise the entire high school curriculum • "What
fits best for college fits best for life" became an ef-
fective means of bringing the high school curriculum under
the domination of the college •
The stamp of college domination seemed complete in 1893 ,
when the Report of the Committee of Ten of the National
-:
1
r ,
-
-
-
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Education Association appeared • It stated that a sur-
vey of forty representative secondary schools showed
that nearly forty different subjects were being offered
many of which received such scant treatment that they
could have little , if any $ training value to the pupil
This committee advocated that the high - school curricu-
lum be built around nine fairly distinct heads - Latin
,
Greek
,
English
, modem foreign language , mathematics
physical sciences , natural or biological sciences , geo
graphy , and the social sciences • An analysis of the
membership of the Committee of Ten indicates why such a
report was made ; it consisted of the United States Com-
missioner of Education , six college representatives t
and three members representing the secondary schools •
The secondary school
,
therefore#jjf## , was not its own
doctor f but was diagnosed and was given a remedy pre-
scribed by doctors of the college • Practically every
subject which was accepted by this Committee as worthy
of being taught in high school was required for entrance
to college •
It was not until 1918 that a decided step was taken
in defining the function of secondary education • During
this year the Report of the Commission on the Reorganiza
tion of Secondary Education gave us the so-called Car-
dinal Principles of Secondary Education • This was an
attempt to define secondary education in terms of life
rather than in terms of college or school subjects • Al-
though the Seven Principles have generally been accepted
as defining the function of the school
,
yet we have
:
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taught Latin , mathematics , history , English , physics ,
French , and other academic subjects in our school for
so long that most of us cannot see the possibility of a
day when this type of product organization will be a thing
of the past • Our traditional reverence of such formal
secondary education as advocated by the Report of the
Committee of Ten of the National Education Association
still maintains its stranglehold , at least in large
measure , even today •
w A series of studies reported in the Sixth Yearbook
of the Department of Superintendence (1928) throws some
light upon the situation • These studies indicate that
the typical high school iri this country is a four year
institution
, and that the typical program offered con-
sisted of :
English ( in which the grammar emphasis is
strong )
Language ( again the grammar emphasis )
History ( ancient history receiving the
emphasis )
Science
Mathematics
" Approximately one-half of the entire program is de-
voted to language
,
English or foreign , and the emphasis
is , as has been indicated , a grammar emphasis • As Pro-
fessor Harold Rugg has repeatedly pointed out , we mAst
realize that formal education has only a limited amount
of time in which to aid young people to orient themselves
in the world in which they live • If half the time is
5 $ - 1 ' - K
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spent upon language , much of which will never be used ,
or upon history which concentrates attention upon a
past culture , or upon mathematics which deals chiefly
in abstractions that will never be put into practice
,
we can hardly expect that generations of children thus
trained will be able to meet intelligently the challenges
and the changing conditions of our present civilization •
One cannot expect them to control the course of our in-
dustrial civilization •
M A few courses of study have been introduced into both
the junior and senior high school programs which attempt
to deal with present-day social needs • Problems of Demo-
cracy , Economics 9 Civics f American History , Sociology ,
Social Studies
,
and Gener al Science Courses have been
increasingly offered • These attempts are excellent as
far as they go
,
yet far too many high schools have not
made any headway in these directions . However , if one
is concerned with education for social reconstruction
,
primarily , there are distinct weaknesses in these at-
tempts at change • Courses in economics are too likely
to be chiefly the study of abstract economic theory apart
from real economic problems Civics is too likely to be
constitutional history • American history stresses too
much the earlier phases of national life #" (14)
We find then that the facts and skills constituting the
present-day high school cunriculum present a combination
of the traditional learning reputed to be essential to
an "educated" man or woman and newer applied information
(14) "A Challenge to Secondary School Practice"-S*Everett
Teachers College Record -February, 1932-pp.425-2(
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or skills constantly being inserted into the curriculum
to meet current Immanent concerns • Yet these latter
have only made headway in the more progressive schools •
A large group of high schools $ in the great majority ,
still look upon courses in economics
, in Problems of
Democracy , or in Sociology as far too radical •
Even the school itself is a thoroughly regimented world •
The lesson-textbook-recitation method is the chief charac-
teristic of this secondary school education • For nearly
an hour a teacher asks questions and pupils answer » then
a bell rings 9 on the instant books bang , powder and
mirrors come oufc , there is a buzz of talk and laughter
as all the urgent business of living resumes momentarily
for our high school population , notes and "dates"are
exchanged , five minutes pass , another bell , gradual
sliding into seats , a final giggle , a last vanity case
snapped shut
,
MIn our last lesson we had just finished"-
and another class is begun »
Who are those who train these young men and women who
constitute our secondary school population ? What are their
qualifications ? "One becomes a teacher , "states Robert
S.Lynd in "Middletown" >"by doing a certain amount of
studying things in books • • • One sees in the high school
young people
,
caught in the cross-currents of a period
of rapid change in many deep-lying institutional habits
,
being trained by teachers may of whom are only slightly
older and less bewildered than their pupils . ^he wh61e
situation is complicated by the fact that these young
teachers go in for teaching in many cases not primarily
-t . •. . . vj. J.
^ jjf £ilfU*t --
. . ,
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because of their ability or great personal interest in
teaching ; for very may of thera teaching is just a job •
The wistful remark of a high school teacher
,
n I just
wasn't brought up to do anything interesting • So I'm
teaching I" possibly represents the situation with many'.'(15)
The large majority of these secondary school teachers
,
whether they be young
,
middle-aged , old , or thereabout^ $
are looked upon by the high - school population as n a
smooth - round ferule , an improper noun , or a vulgar
fraction , and 1 was afraid of him • Or he was (the master)
a piece of string , a willow - wand , a rag , and I had
e
a contemptuous pity • " How very few teachers would they plac
in the grouping of those who may be described as " a well
of cool , clear water , and looking suddenly in one da$ ,
I saw the stars # tt (16)
How can high school teachers , who conveniently may
be apportioned among the first two groups 9 justify the
faith of youth who might well say to them :
" I've brought to you the molten treasure
of my mind to cast and mold into some currency
Of greater worth .
I've bound the wanderin ways of youth
Down to the hard conformity of books •
I set my eyes upon the words of Greece and Rome
To cipher out the cadences of song that gave
To all the world a flowering lyric heritage •
(lS^Middletown^-Robert S.Lynd et als • p. 207
(16) w Prue and I n - George William Courtis -page 52
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I learn the myths of Nordic gods and strive to find
A door to high Valhalla •
Euclid 1 s magic mixes with the poetry that cries
A want of one dark lady's love •
But you have promised thus : One day this metal
That you pour all "base and crude into the crucible
Of study , shall come forth a precious , glitterig
coinage
A loveliness and satisfaction withing your weary hands
Well $ mark you this , I've trusted you ,
My youth and faith are yours ; I keep the pact •
See to it that you've told the truth (17)
Teachers have failed to keep this pact with youth •
n More than a century and a half since the principles of
democracy were promulgated
,
they have not even got into
the schoolmaster's blood • He is still fussing f n stated
William McAndrew , " with pretty things , good enough
in their way , such as gentlemen and scholars of the days
of Queen Anne used to put their time to # n
w Instead of the schools in general being sources of
social irrigation and refreshment , w stated E.Yeoman ,
n they have remained more or less fruitless in their
respective communities ; very interesting to look at ,
being filled with such wonderful potential , such gor -
geous opportunity , but unfertilized and fruitless •
n There are leaves , and much noise of leaves , but the
leaves of the school tree are not for the healing of the
(IS) " To Teachers " - Sherman Conrad - rtThe Scholastic ,f
1928 Poetry Contest
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nation • Why not ? What is this sterilization , this
deadly fungus , which attacks the plant and prevents
it from pouring out young men and women of such incan -
descence of soul and intelligence of mind and heart that
two generations would purify the earth ? n (18)
he American secondary school has been the object of
much well-merited criticism • Paced by the artificial
character and mediocre controls of subject matter and
antiquated methods of teaching , the critics of secondary
education have found justification for attacks and for
their cynicism • There is no better way to comprehend
the inadequacies and defects ofl American secondary educa-
tion than to present an array of evidence , choice evi-
dence , from expert and laymen , indicating where the
secondary school has failed • By defining as clearly as
possible the defects of our secondary schools , the re-
spects in which our schools have failed to meet satis-
factorily the problems of this generation
,
cataloging
these deficiencies , and taking for study those inade-
quacies upon which our leading thinkers are in substan-
tial agreement , we may a feasible plan for a "High Shool
of Tomorrow" which will provide a secondary education
joining hands with a changing social and economic order «
What is an interesting feature of this criticism whici
has been leveled at the American secondary school , and
yet pertinent that it should be so , is the fact that
leading educators themselves have been the most cynical
and most severe in their denunciation of the secondary
(18) tt Shackled Youth " - S» Yeoman - page 2
:'
'
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school's failure to prepare the youth of America for
this changing social and economic order • tt State's
attorney's in most American communities might con -
ceivably present against educational authorities these
indictments for misfeasance in office and the misappro-
priation of public funds # n ( A selection has been made
in each category of the choicest criticism )
(1) American secondary education has failed to keep
pace with a changing social and economic order •
John Dewey expressed the criticism pointedly in this
respect when he stated :
w If the average boy or girl could
be walled off from all ideas and information about social
affairs save those acquired in school
,
they would enter
upon the responsibilities of social membership in com -
plete ignorance that there are any social problems
,
any
political evils
,
any industrial defects • They would go
forth with a supreme confidence that the way lies open
to all , and that the sole cause of failure in business ,
family life , or citizenship lies in some personal de£4«i-
##enc$#### in character •
n The effect is to send students
out into actual life in a condition of acquired and arti-
ficial innocence . w (19)
John Dewey here voices the sentiment of many American
educators , statesmen , professional men , and intelligent
laymen
,
among whom may be listed the names of Harold
Rugg
,
George S« Counts , William H.Kilpatrick , Harry
(1$)" Education as Politics "-John Dewey - New Republic -
(Oct. 4, 1922)
-
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Elmer Barnes
,
Dr.Charles H.Mayo
, to mention but a
few of them •
(2) The American Secondary schools are bound down by
traditional theories which conceive of the masses as
recipients of information handed down by a chosen few •
William H.Kilpatrick expressed the essence of this
criticism pointedly when he stated that :
" The ordinary school , sad to say , is
so tied down to outworn tradition that it fails to func-
tion satisfactorily as an educational institution • How
this is true and how much of the current effort to make
education "scientific" perpetuates this hmrtful tradi -
tion we must now examine •
" The crux of this tradition is the verb
"to learn" • In our school what we teach , how to teach ,
how to manage - all of these in essence perpetuate them-
selves largely by social tradition • Unless otherwise
especially taught , teachers are likely to teach as they
were taught
,
especially so in advanced classes • Parents
,
in spite of lip service to "progress" , hold the schools
largely to the traditional conception of what they count
the "essentials" • The thesis here maintained is that
these traditional "essentials" are in large measure mis-
takenly so considered and that the mistake is strategic-
ally located in the static and outworn meanings given to
such school terms as "learn", "study" , " curriculum ",
that on these inadequate meanings many of the institutional
aspects of our school management have mistakenly been
built , and that on the same false basis much of the
--
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modern" measurement movement " has too largely founded
Itself • So that now too often do Inadequate meaning
,
mistaken management , and "scientific measurement " each
support the other against more adequate views (20)
Discerning observation shows teachers engaged ideas and
institutions suited to a "bygone age •
(3) American secondary schools are bound down by an
outworn educational philosophy •
Dr»Robert B»Raup
,
professor of philosophy of education
at Teachers College , Columbia diversity , stated that :
M The fundamental defect of the public schools
is that they seek to prepare the child for adult life
,
and that can't be done • Our public school system is based
on the false belief that the education of children and of
young people can provide a guarantee for a dewirable qual-
ity of adult life and citizenship .
" No error could be more misleading than that of
believing that we must prepare the child for adult years •
The child has been separated from his own rightful life
in order to learn about the problems frhat confront adults •
%en he becomes an adult he finds himself robbed on all
sides • What he "learned" has largely gone , and he is not
prepared for adult years • He has lost his childhood ,
and he is , as a result , losing a growing adulthood •
" We must not assume that an adolescent enthu-
siasm for a dramatically formed notion of the child's
future citizenship ia in any adequate sense a guarantee
that he will go on in later years to enlarge his critical
(20) "A Reconstructed Theory of the Educative Process"-
W.H.Kilpatrick -Teachers College Record-Mar. 1931 -p.54£
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and constructive function • We have been straining the
school curriculum in one way and another , in what to
me seems a futile effort to make it provide in advance
for good adults •
n So long as official education is to be kept
within its present limits as to years it cannot be justly
be held responsible for adult citizenship • Mental con -
flict and educational cruelty are unavoidable results of
holding the schools to account for yielding a product
which is plainly outside their range of control and re-
sponsibility •
w Education that is real must go on where
the issues of life are , whether they happen to be in
childhood or later years • The adult cannot do the learn-
ing for the child and the child cannot be taught primari-
ly for his own childhood • Education thus conceived can-
not be delegated • It can only be participated in (2l)
An editorial based on Professor Raupfs address appeared
in the Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger,which stated :
n Professor Raup has apparently caught a glimpse
of the absurdity of treating the child as anything but
a child • He doubt's whether a child's consideration of
adult problems does him any good whatever • They are arti-
ficial to him at the time , and when he reaches manhood
he discovers that he still knows nothing about them . The
point may be illustrated by many examples from the average
curriculum • The ordinary civics course 4s supposed to
train the child for intelligent citizenship , but nearly
(21) "Our Schools All Wrong"-R.B.Raup-Teachers College
Record-0ctober,1930-p.77
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everyone knows that it has little to do with practical
politics or the actual adjustments between the individual
and the community which are the life of citizenship •
In like manner the boy may waste time on history , eco-
nomics , literature , and even such apparently practical
studies such as physics and chemistry • His childish
thoughts concerning them are not the sort he will need
for adult life , and there is no proof that adult thinking
will develop inevitably from a training to think about
such things in childhood (22)
I • £ • Kandel
,
Boyd H.Bode , and many others have
expressed themselves accordingly • Kandel feels that
education has consisted of going through the grind of
acquiring a body of race solutions formulated by adults •
Bode feels that the lack of any virile social gospel in
American education is responsible for the uncertainty
about educational objectives at a time when the resources
of life are abundantly at hand and education is widely
available • We seem not to have Inquired seriously about
the meaning of education in a democracy •
(4) American secondary education is bound down by aca-
demic studies which have generally remained artificial
and formal •
Philip Cox expressed the general criticism i this re-
spect when he stated that :
w Verbalizations which represent ideas
are set forth to be learned in the hope , no doubt , that
they may later be applied • They are an escape from real-
(22) Teachers College Record - October, 1930 - p. 78
-
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ity into a make-believe world of grammar and angles a nri.
abstractions • Faith in the mystic attributes of "dis-
cipline" and remote beneficences to result years later
from the stud.r of grammar and history maintains itself
,
for it is seldom challenged •
" Schoolmasters have a vague faith in the my-
stic and supernatural power of these subjects ; they be-
lieve - they find it convenient to believe - that pupils
who have "learned" subjects will live more adequately •
But very seldom do they put their faiths to the test ."
( The very same thing might be said of American education
as was said by Herbert Spencer of English education)
" Had there been no teaching but such as is
given in our public schools
,
England would now be what
it was in feudal times •••• T^e vital knowledge - that
which we have grown as a nation to what we are , and which
now underlies our whole existence - is a knowledge that
has got itself taught in nooks and corners ; while the
ordained agencies for teaching have been mumbling little
else but dead formulas ."
Dr#J. P.Williams , Professor of Physical Education at
Teachers College expressed the unique criticism , when
he stated that many things taught in the schools are as
unrelated to American life as "the practices of the Grand
Lama of Tibet ," and our high schools appear to many to
be an"elaborate futility".
(5) American secondary education is dominated by "such
utter superfluities as units , credits , marks , sterile
disciplinary courses , final examinations , and the whole
,-
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paraphenalia of an educational institution that is more
concerned with information - getting and mass productions
than it is with producing an individual boy or girl who
has been helped to develop his power of analysis , his
skill of choosing and organizing ideas , his habits of
self-directed study 9 his ability to act cooperatively
for the common goAd , his sense of inferior *nd superior
values in education and .in life
Dean Holmes of the Harvard Graduate School of Education
stated that the high-schools are especially credit-mad
and are suffering from what he classifies as "credldities
H The goal of the student is not education
or content mastery , but securing the necessary credits
for graduation or college matriculation • Credlditls and
real culture are mortal enemies • Instead of producing
a comprehensive educational program , more and more , stu
dents are to be found garnishing a harvest of credits
,
and as a by-product , a little educational knowledge .
These accumulations of credit are recorded on term sheets
several times a semester • This process goes on until
fifteen or more credits are obtained and the goal - grad-
uation rather than education
,
understanding and social
Judgment and adjustment are obtained • The desire for
credit is basically unpedagogic and ant i- social because
it motivates cheating
,
places interest of self above
group interest
,
puts a premium upon"getting away with
it M and cramming • This fa;se goal and its resulting
mechanical and anti-social educational results ( now
happily under fire by educators ) is the inevitable pro-
--
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duct of education for passivity and the college fetish
which still strongly dominates our secondary schools • "
(6) American secondary schools have been and still are
dominated "by college-entrance requirements
,
Max McConn of Lehigh University expressed the general
criticism of college - entrance requirements by stating
that :
" The reason for the nearly complete
failure of the secondary schools to respond to the pro-
gressive stimulus seems to lie in the college - entrance
requirements , which effectively determine the major part
of the curriculum
,
preserve the crystallization of that
curriculum in sixteen admittedly artificial Carnegie units,
maintain the predominance of the tool subjects
,
grant
to the content subjects only a marginal limbo and for
schools whose students must pass the College - Entrance
Board Examinations , dictate even the specific material
to be included in unit courses • It is an absurd but
nevertheless inescapable fact that , so long as these
rigid requirements remain in force , the secondary schools
in general , but specifically those schools which are
specifically "preparatory" - i.e. , whose prime business
and raison d'etre is to get their students into the lead-
ing colleges - are tied "hand and foot" , and simply can-
not make any substantial changes in their curricula or
teaching procedures • "
(7) American secondary schools have been too largely
concerned with imparting "culture" rather than being an
instrument for "preparing for life", for citizenship •
--
-
-
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Professor ^avid Sneddon regards the high schools as
failures both vocationally and culturally •
n Culturally they reach but twenty per
cent effectively • Their modern laguage instruction is
nearly useless for 90% of the boys and 99% of the girls ;
their civic education is only moderately effective • As
agencies of vocational education the high schools of this
country are almost useless
,
except in the teaching of
stenography - typing , because the vocational work is
not effectively linked up with commercially productive
work • The teaching of manual or industrial arts as taught
in the Junior High School is not worth 1% of their cost
as pre-vocational training nor 2%&a vocational training
Professor George S»Counts of Columbia , summed up the
curriculum of the average high school in these pregnant
sentences :
n For the most part the boy or girl who at-
tends the high school of today
,
engages in a study of
English composition which is often formal and unrelated
to his needs ; of English literature which possesses
literary rather than human interest ; of a foreign lan-
guage which will never be used j of mathematics which
is designed for the further study of mathematics ; of
natural science which is organized from the standpoint
of the scientist ; and of history which represents but
a partial account of human achievement 11 • (23)
Walter B. Pitkin , our versatile critic and commenta-
tor , stated relative to the same :
(23) "Problems of the Progressive Secondary School2-p.339
-
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w Move upward into the high school • Here you
find the commonest policy to be that of offering the
young a taste of this and a taste of that , with the idea
that he is merely to broaden his horizons and ascertain
,
by much sampling , what he likes and dislikes • ( There
are exceptions to this trend , but they are few ) In
order to sample everything in sight , the youth must be
offered a very tiny draught from the largest possible
number of founts • His days are a clutter of five , six ,
seve, j and even eight courses • He flits from French at
nine to European History at ten ; then on to Algebra at
eleven , to Civics at one , and after all that a couple
hours either in the manual training shop or in the gym-
nasium •
n If any one of these subjects were drilled in-
to the learner so that he became skillful 9 I should
raise no protest • But it is notorious - and a stale
comment - that his French teacher seldom knows French
,
and his Civics teacher cannot describe accurately how
his home town is managed actually • Even his athletic
try-outs serve his body ill . He is not drilled in the
ways of health and high energy nearly as well as he might
be
,
though I am free to praise many teachers of hygiene
and a few athletic directors for their efforts in this
direction • They serve their classes far better than most
teachers •
Most youths come out of high school totally
unprepared for a life of pleasure
,
profit , fame , or
fortune • They have dabbled about and become past masters
xt
-
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at dabbling - a useful habit in its place but hardly
one to use in making a living or developing a wholesome
attitude toward society • To make matters worse , the
graduates have dabbled at too many things remote from
American life and piffling • Of what earthly use is French ?
I cannot find the slightest service in the language for
any American of 1933 or after • Nobody uses it . Fewer
still will be using it ten years hence • It has a liter-
ature which is merely pleasant - and can be enjoyed al-
most as well in translation • Of what use is Civics
,
as usually taught ? I See no value in it ; on the con-
trary much potential harm , for it is taugnt still as
the "form of government" and not as a thoroughly realis-
tic account of how politiciabs and businass men manipu-
late elections , fool voters , pass laws to authorizw
lawlessness and to beat competitors •
11 Well 9 so one might run on and on with the
indictment • But it has been drawn and thundred so often
that I desist (24)
(8) American secondary schools prepare pupils for con-
formity and compliance through a mass process which makes
for standardization •
Dr. Cowles of the Psychiatric c linic of the Bloodgood
Cancer Clinic of John Hopkins University
,
presents this
representative view :
n
'^'he public school system is largely a mass-
production machine » T^ere is little study of the in-
dividual student • The failure to serve the needs of in-
(24) "More Power to Youw-*alter B.Pitkin - pages 254-256
-J
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dividuals has resulted In filling our asylums and our
prisons
William S* Learned added this oritieism in this respect:
The children of all the people ap-
pear at high school in one great undifferentiated mass •
There are no fixed curricula and very few required courses
,
except in certain technical schools where the absurdity
of the elective procedure is too apparent to he ignored •
Prom a long list , all apparently of equal value , pupils
choose 9 not curricula in keeping with a definite objeojf
they may have in view , but three or four subjects for
immediate consumption
,
shifting their choices year by
year • Parents , whose secondary training , if any , was
under different conditions , contribute little • School
advisers wield an appreciable influence
,
especially at
the outset before the opportunities of the system hawe
dawned upon the pupil • Continuity 9 class unity and back-
ground , the sense of a claar road behind and ahead 5 of
commitment to serious intellectual undertaking , all dis-
appear in this mincing of knowledge into the small
,
equal,
and independent credit units which serve as counters in
the game of going through school • One hears the cry of
the shops:" Save your coupons and get a diploma J"
n Such a system , similar to a factory system
of multiple unit manufacture , can be extende#d indefinitely
in size , and in fact is being so extended in large cities •
Efficiency methods in the mass production of cheap articles
seems to have been carried over instinctively from commerce
to education • The reason why so little educational loss
-I
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is felt with increase in size is that all schools # large
and small , are operated on the same plan , the small
ones not taking advantage of their smallness to emphasize
the educational opportunities sacrificed by large ones •
Nevertheless
,
any inquiry among directors of large in-
stitutions shows at once that
,
although helpless
,
they
are fully conscious of the great disadvantage under which
they are placed . M (25)
Even the conduct of the classroom , from the first grade
to the university graduate school , "breathes the air" of
regularity and conformity • 'i'he teacher and learning pro-
cess degenerate usually into nothing more than a ready
compliance with the suggestions of the teacher • Through-
out the secondary school period , the straight rows of
seats , the formalism of teacher-pupil relationship per-
sists • Docility of attitude , quietness m and the like
are in the scheme of the classroom • Noise is taboo •
Silence broken only by the consent of the teacher is in-
sisted upon • It is so much easier to impose on the docil-
ity of the pupils and to produce obedience and quiet than
it is to enlist the active interest of the pupils • The
teacher , even to this very day , carries with her the
medieval notion of teacher and moral preceptor • T^e very
arramgement of the seats and desks of the pupils is bor-
rowed from the church with its rows on rows of pews
,
just as the method of teaching continues in the mold of
the church catechism •
The children are marshalled at the door of the Elementary
(25) "The Quality of the Educational Process in Europe
and in the United States ,!-W.S. Learned .pp. 32-53
- - - ;
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school
,
ready to be put through all four institutions
of education , under a process of mass production not
unlike that of our industrial organization • The pro-
cedure may be aptly described as 11our educational goose-
step" • This regimenation runs from the Elementary School
through the University •
(9) American secondary education is inferior in quality
to secondary education in Europe •
William S» Learned has perhaps given the best discussion
of the relative qualities of American and European educa-
tion • He stated :
n The European secondary school fixes a high
mark toward which each aspirant rises just in proportion
to the force and quality of his (educational opportunity )
individual capacity , which is abundantly tested in the
process • The American in his single , all-embracing ,
low-standard school invites everyone to come in and en-
tfoy an experience that will distinquish as little as
may be between those of high and low mental qualities .
In one case graduation is a standard held above the mass
to which a few may attain by reason of pronounced ability
and keen effort • In the other case , it 4 s a standard
placed below the mass to exclude the few who are notably
incapable • Whether or not a graduate of a high school
has power really to think must be determined by other
means ; its sanction lies elsewhere (26)
n In contrast with the European perspective
wherein all education receives its tAne from the habi-
(26) op. cited, above -page 7
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tual focus of excellence at the top
,
secondary educa-
tion In the United States is to-day pivoted at a point
unmistakedly about mddway toward the bottom • ^he cult
of the average determines not only the spread but also
the quality of our education • Our ideals exhaust them-
selves freely in the brick , mortar , and equipment of
our school buildings , but are not permitted effectually
to invade educational processes or to modify their pro-
duct • Indeed , the attention that the European has la¥-
#ished upon his most gifted pupils we have largely focus sed
on the other end in endeavoring to bestow the blessings
of the average upon the feeble-minded •
" From an institution for a 5% or 10$ of the
population , our high school has expanded to admit vari-
ously 50% 9 Q0% , or even a 100$ of the fifteen - year -
old youth • The urgent invitation of an eager and ambi-
tious people has here and there been translated into legis-
lation practically making the earlier high school years
compulsory •
11 The prevailing principle at work throughout
this expansion has been a certain popular interpretation
of democracy : n The same courses ahd teachers for all},
and for each jjupil a chance to get what he can Instead
of requiring before admission that a pupil be fitted to
profit by a given course of instruction
,
kep as nearly
as possible at a fixed standard of excellence , it has
been the practice to admit an unfit pupil and "let him
try"
,
regardless of the fact that thereby the actual
standard of the course has steadily been lowered to a
-(
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level of mediocrity that wil^'pass" all but the notably
indifferent or defective »
n Being thus under the bane of the average , we
have invented a pedagogy to suit • Not only have earlier
notions of formal transfer acquired in the study of the
grammars of ancient language been discarded % the obvious
mental discipline and tonic of profitable consecutive
thinking in any subject , no matter how "useful" , has
been sacrificed • The average pupil could not be held
to strenuous intellectual effort , and our attention has
been concentrated on making education interesting to the
average pupil • • • H
11 The breakdown of the high school in its attempt
to educate the whole people has been due to failure to
keep clearly in mind wherein genuine education consists .
The gradual but far-reaching changes just described have
been necessary for some but not for all • We have been
unwilling to admit that the old organization is unsuited
to cope with its new task • Instead has come the inevi-
table attempt to justify ineffective procedure on social
grounds 5 it is discovered that after all the intellectual
aspect is unimportant , the real object is in some way
to make good citizens by means of a great variety of extra-
curricular activities that shall interest the youth and
keep him happy • Education thus becomes anything that a
pupil does in school in this mood and therewith reaches
the nadir of abject sentimentalism ." (27)
(27) op. cited above -pages 29,30,31 •
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(10) American secondary schools are manned by mediocre
staffs • These staffs are amateurish and are superficial
in their knowledge •
Most American critics of secondary education are agreed
that the average high school teacher Mhas been hurried
through a series of disconnected samples of knowledge
,
each considered
,
weighed and checked off for itself alone
many of them "worked up n out of convenient textbooks and
H passed off 11 outside thw school , most of them selected on
the principle that a curriculum should reflect the uni-
verse with a dab of information out of e nch quarter .
^ey have been given no responsible
,
independent exist-
ence in educating themselves , nor have they been selected
on the basis of well-tested intellectual capacity • n (28)
Are they not the product , in school and in college
,
of the conditions already described ? They are suffering
from that all too prevalent disease in our public schools
commonly refered to as ttschoolmamitis n , which makes it
impossible for them to teach anything but that which they
themselves were taught and as they taught • Tradition
holds a strangle hold upon them • They do not know enough
of the inner values of the subjects they try to teach to
convince even themselves that a through dealing with these
ideas should constitute the main business of school and
of college life •
As a matter of plain fact , the people who ought to be
teaching are not teaching , and too many of the people
who eng teaching have no right to teach • They would have
more right to teach if they had not taught so much • It
(28) op. cited above -page 6 •
t
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recalls to mind the classic expression which states :
n Those that can , do ; those that can't , teach ;
and those that can't teach , teach teachers • M
Edward Yeomans stated that n you can graft a good apple
on a poor apple tree , but you cannot graft a good apple
on even a good walnut or cherry tree • In other words
,
the species cannot be changed • Operations in normal
schools or teacher's colleges will not change the species
to which a person belongs •
M And the grave and overshadowing consideration about
a teacher is whether or she belongs to the teaching species,
or is only trying to imitate the habits of that species
and thereby draw a salary . The rules of the teaching
game are fairly well made out , and are being daily elabor-
ated by pedagogues
,
by psychologists
,
by medical ex-
perts ; and all for good where the intelligence is sound
and disinterested »
n But it will always be true that the imponderable in-
fluences of individuals of the actual teaching species
will outweigh any set of rules and definitions and methods
of teaching •
" What is this supreme symbol that educational establish-
ments like to use on their stationery ? It is one hand
holding a torch and another hand open to receive it • If
it means anything , it means that something illuminative
is passing , or can be passed , from one human being to
another - from teacher to scholar • And so it can be •
"Wisdom cannot be passed from one having it to another
not having it n ; but this strange subtle undercurrent ,
-:
-
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this wind of the spirit which bloweth where it listeth #-
which cannot be defined or confined or expressed in any
formulae $ - this whole core of the educational process
can be passed • It can be passed on one condition , and
only one
,
namely that the teacher is actually a source
of illumination , - not a reflected light , but a light -
producer ; not a moon but a sun , - and thaJb the scholar
is capable of catching fire , is combustible , is spiritu-
ally organic •
tt Th© great thing about a teacher of youth is not at
all how much he knows of the science of education $ the
laws of learning , the administration of a school , or
of the particular subject which he teaches • The important
thing is his personal radiative power as an illuminant
along the higways which his pupils have to travel • One
could weep , one must weep , to observe how , in place of
this
,
something manufactured is substituted (29)
I
,
myself , haven* t had many teachers that couldn*t
have been replaced by phonographs •
(11) American secondary schools have been taken too
seriously •
Philip W.L.Cox and Forrest E. Long make this interesting
criticism :
H Among educational philosophers and educational
sociologists , moreover , there have been many protesta-
tions recently that the schools have been taken too seri-
ously by professional educators and by the public • Shaw ,
Robinson , Sisson , and G&enn Frank of the philosophic
fc29) "Shackled Youth"- Edward Yeomans - pages 26-27
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group , and Hart , Snedden , Counts , and Elwood of the
sociologists i have insisted that it is highly improbable ,
if not impossible , that society can so differentiate a
part of itself - whether school
, churcfe , or government -
that it can in any large sense be an effective engine for
social betterment • Our faith in the ability of the pub-
lie schools progressively to improve American ideals
,
ideas , and institutions and touching , but it is futile •
A people cannot raise itself by its bootstraps •
H Our children come out of public schools "Inflex-
ibly permittent to American civilization as it is
,
stamped
with the qualities of the unquestioning defender rather
than the questioning pioneer • And the longer they stay
in our schools , the more complacent they are 1 This , so
it seems to critics , is inevitable because the adults
who determine what shall be taught are themselves the pro-
duct of prevailing opinions and customs of their time
,
they will not invent , nor will they tolerate the inven-
tion of
,
procedures that make for searching investiga-
tions or experimentation with accepted institutions •
moreover , our youths are w educated far more by the com-
munity in which they live than by the school in which they
study •
" These assertions are all rather lugubrious • But
are they to be denied or dismissed ? If not $ they put
conservatives who are endeavoring to limit curriculum
reform to minor eliminations and supplementations of
academic subjects in a rather absurd position • For they
are enmeshed in the traditional and relatively meaningless
I i"!Cf>
,
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subject organizations which have only information and
skills as outcomes They whittle away the obviously ob-
solete subject matter ; they patch with "general courses";
«
and they append other bits of knowledge ar techniques
which seem to be of value in an industrial and opulent
society . n (3&)
(12) American secondary education is the stronghold
of conservatism •
Walter B # Pitkin quotes Jesse H.Hewlon , of Columbia ,
as he boiled down the truth into one capsule of venom
,
served up at the 1932 Conference on Secondary Education •
Jesse Newlon said , in part ;
n
^h© American secondary school is a stronghold
of conservatism , whose curriculum is hopelessly tradi-
tional and not vitally connected with the needs of youth •
The inertia of the secondary school is tremendous • Its
teachers and administrators , with few exceptions , are
but stereotypes of an outworn conception of education •
Every attempt to affect fundamental changes have been
stubbornly resisted by a majority of its personnel". (-31)
Dr. Charles H.Mayo of the Mayo Clinic made a similar
assertion when he stated that :
" Much apparently just criticism is to be passed
on the curricula ana methods of instruction • Schools are
conservative and conventional ; the inertia pf the system
itself and the assumed prerogatives of thproughly instilling
in youth opinions and attitudes are evident • We , as
parents , must give up our professed right to fix our
(30) "Principles of Secondary Education"-cox-Long-pp. 212-213
(31) "Life Begins at Porty"-W.B.Pitkin-p.l3
!-
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children's thinking • As Rollo said to his father over
the radio the other night s " Kelly says there is no use
learning the name of the President and Vice President of
the United States and all the dates of the wars , like
you did * because you can look those up any time you want •
What you need to do is to think •
H
"Si the new situation of ever increasing change
we cannot foretell what our children may need to think •
^either can those in authority in our schools • Thw great
contribution we can make is to prepare the oncoming gen-
erations to think that they can and will think for them-
selves - curricula and methods must be put pn a dynamic
rather than on the old , static , hard and fast basis ."(52)
The inevitable result of our present method of curricu-
lum making is to make our public schools instruments for
perpetuating the present social order rather than agencies
for creating a progressive society • Can this conservative
institution , which gives to the new generation the learn-
ing of the past , often long after that learning has
been outlawed by science and time 9 ever lead a people
into the land of intelligence t That remains our problem .
Here are the criticisms of American secondary education
roughly grouped under twelve headings • These naturally
overlap in content • They are not listed in their order
of importance , due to the possibility of bias • Each
critic of American secondary education has what he con-
siders to be the outstanding criticism or criticisms
,
yet it is safe to say that there is no general feeling
(32) New York Times -Nov. 29,1931-111-7:
1
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as to what might be listed as the outstanding criticism
of American secondary education
,
possibly with the ex-
ception of #y 9 which states that American secondary edu-
cation has failed to "prepare for life for citizenship •
We have seen that American secondary education has been
weighed down by indoctrination , blind obedience , rote
learning , academic studies taught with moderate success
to but half of its school population , with courses Ill-
adapted to the varying capacities of the pupils 9 with
its docile teachers , consciously or unconsciously , will-
ingly or unwillingly upholding the "status quo"; with its
Impressive and elaborately furnished buildings ; with
scholarship and discipline placed upon compulsion and
fear so paralyzing to thought ; with its implied assump-
tion that capacity and power are tested by book learning
and formal examinations ; with its concept of citizenship
circumscribed by the phrase "My country
,
right or wrong
,
My country
Such education undoubtedly cannot promote the desire to
bring about a progressively saner social order
,
through
the development of socially-minded , critical , tolerant ,
intellectually honest , fearless citizens , imbued with
the ideal of mass welfare • Rather it tends to maintain
a mechanical system of education productive of an increase
in social maladjustment and in delinquency - the strongest
indictment which can be brought against education , es-
pecially education of the secondary-school nature •
We realize full wel}. that education for a changing con-
structive order will ultimately transform oxrr competitive
,
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and warring world with Its Individuals and nations seek-
ing personal or national aggrandizement ^ at the expense
of their fellow men or fellow nations ) into a society of
cooperators working for the peace , welfare , and happi-
ness of all mankind • How is such an education possible ?
We are certain that such an education cannot be obtained
under our traditionally - bound secondary education of
the presenfrday •
w
e have already defined as clearly as possible the re-
spects in which our secondary schools have failed to meet
satisfactorily the problems of this generation , the de-
ficiencies have been catalogued , and those inadequacies
upon which our leading thinkers were in substantial agree-
ment 9 have been emphasized • We are ready to produce ,
or make for a feasible plan , for this "high School of
Tomorrow", wherein the deficiencies herein enumerated
will be eliminated , and provision will be made for a
secondary education to join hands and &eep in step with
a changing economic and social order
,
preparing them
for true citizenship , for life •
Mark Twain once remarked that while everyone complained
about the weather
,
nobody did anything about it • Very
much the same thing night be said in all seriousness
about our educational situation • or a quarter of a
century , the tendencies just alluded to have been called
to the attention of those in charge of public school
education • Indeed f responsible officials of the educa-
tional administration of many states have been foremost
both in setting forth the defects of secondary school
-*
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education and in urging for their correction • Under
the immenence of the recent economic revolution and the
"New Deal" headway has already been made toward the re-
organization of our secondary schools • We are gradually f
minute though it may seem
,
leaving the snare of a vast
machine
,
where American passion to compete » and American
genius for organization , had run away with the fundamental
purpose of secondary education • The wgenn tt of true educa-
tion Is again being bred •
>
" Potentially , the school is the steering gear of
a democratic society • It is the business of the teachers
to run not merely the school , but the world 5 the world
will never be truly civilized until they assume that re-
sponsibility
n If it were only the schools they were running it
might be excusable for them to study the Herbartian les-
son plans f the psychology of the learning process ,
tests and measurements , statistical methods as applied
to administrative problems , and such like subjects ,
with nothing much besides • But the school is the least
thing they are running • They are running the world I
And they ought to realize this fact » n
Professor Ross Finney - University of
Minnesota
•-
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V • A presentation of the "High School of Tomorrow"
•
The secondary school of yesterday was a college prepara-
tory institution which gathered in as many eighth-grade
promotees as chose to come , and eliminated most of them
before the end of the senior year by giving them all|(
the same doses of factual material
,
according to the
dictates of higher institutions which were supposed to
receive twelfth grade graduates
,
many of whom never came •
Preparation for life was not an objective of the secondary
school of yesterday except as it helped a few to enter
higher institutions by virtue of passing final examina-
tions on factual materials , and enabled them to jump an
entrance hurdle • But what of the majority who fell by
the way before graduation time and who decided that the
better place to get an education for life was out in
real life even though they were too immature to reap its
benefits •
In the secondary school of yesterday , there was one
course f one teaching procedure , one routine , a formal
method of class recitation f and one method of promotion
for everybody
,
although many types of desires
,
capacities
abilities , and needs were represented by the pupils •
The secondary school of today is an emerging school
which is on its way in developing a plan of education for
life , but which has not arrived , except in spots • It
cannot arrive until a new conception of what education
means takes hold of the minds of administrators and of
teachers • The brightest spots in American secondary edu-
-i
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cation are w&ere teachers and principals
,
supervisors
and superintendents have caught a vision of their op-
portunities to help prepare themselves for actually liv-
ing more efficiently according to their individual capa-
cities $ abilities , and probable future needs .
Yftt we have learned that the secondary schools of today
are in many respects still the schools of yesterdays Tra-
dition * human inertia , as well as a lack of apprecia-
tion of our problem by the public are largely responsi-
ble for this • Tomorrow will , therefore , find the second-
ary school of yesterday giving way to the secondary school
of today • But society continues to change . The society
of tomorrow is going to be very different from the society
of today • No longer can secondary education hold to its
traditional doctrine that life and education must be
built on the conception of a rather stationary world .
All through the ages
,
many of the theories and practices
of education have been built upon the assumption that
the function of education was to preserve unchanged what
was and had been • Education is still thought by many to
be a preparation for a stable order of society , for which
people could once for all be fitted • Such a task is no
longer possible • Who can tell what conditions may face
in middle life the boys and girls who are in school today ?
Sow few fchere were that predicted this economy of abundance
during the economy of scarcity under which they lived •
" Great are the differences that separate middle-age today
from the childhood of yesterday , there is every proba-
bility that they have been mild and innocuous compared to
-,
I
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those that the next generation must live with and by V
Now with such a prospect it is clear that we cannot
take as our educational goal the adjustment of the in-
dividual to any static set of conditions • The world
refuses to stand still anymore . We cannot take a stu-
dent and stuff and indoctrinate him with facts and view-
points that are adequate for you and me today and expect
that the result will be satisfactory •— In a world of
change , the closed and finished mind is a highly danger-
ous weapon
,
possession of which might well be prohibited
by law •
If the school
,
particularly the secondary school
, is
society's agent for bringing about change and adaptation
to change , then the secondary school of today must in
time give way to the secondary school of tomorrow • What
this school will be we cannot tell precisely • We can
,
however
,
predict in part some of the changes which should
be found in the "high school of tomorrow" . Just as the
" high school of today " is the product of many social
,
economic
,
political and religious forces that have pre-
vaijed , so , too , will the "high school of tomorrow" be
influenced definitely by the recent "economic revolution "
that we have undergdfie recently and are still in the pro-
cess of undergoing • For these changes our citizens "of
tomorrow" must be prepared •
Since " man alone can set man free " , and since second-
ary education is the best instrument to use for this task ,
then man must make of secondary education , not a prepara-
tion of the individual for the "status quo" which is aimed
-
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primarily at the acceptance of the "what is", "but rather
a new conception of secondary education must take form -
H the conception that it is the function of the public
high school to meet the educational needs of adolescence
as it is the function of the elementary school to meet
the needs of childhood ."-Cox and Long
" Our past makes us praiseful and appreciative , and
our present critical and somewhat unsure • Yet it is only
out of a past projected through the present to a future
,
only partially predictable , " stated Henry Suzzallo
,
" that we can discover accurately the burden which America
once more places upon its schools • What , then , is to
be the educational program for the bearing of tomorrow's
burden •
" The educational program of tomorrow will not be so
new that it will be startling or revolutionary ; never-
theless its consequences may and ought to be tremendous •
Tomorrow f s program will be born of yesterday's and today's
practice , criticism , and reconstruction as today's was
born of yesterday's • Education will improve as it always
has done in America , as a continuous process , now ac-
celerated , now retarded , continually revalued and con-
tinually redirected •
" There is one large factor which endures and which
will continue to endure • It hovers over the whole scene
of American life and education • It is the persistent
democratic aspiration of Americans to give themselves
a more# kindly civilization and to train a nation of
cooperative men and women to operate it • The cornerstone
*1
-
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of tomorrow's program la this democratic aspiration »
n It must be remembered at the outset that a demo-
cracy focusses Its attention on a way of going rather
than on a fixed destination
, and that it knows better
the manner of life which it wishes to lead in its social
joumeyings than it does the end of its journey • Demo-
cracy is a system ofi aspirations « of reigning values »
of essential procedures > These must be incorporated in
human carriers or good citizens if they are finally to
become part and parcel pf the social organization pro-
cess which we call American civilization « And it is
through the educative process of the school and other
institutions that we shall transform raw humans into
civilized men and women ••••••••
n The first step in the improvement of the educative
process is to democratize the psychological processes
which constitute it • We must make the school's main
business 9 that of developing an effective social per-
son rather than a successful individual . We can justify
taxing all for the education of all only when the results
are more social than personal This is not a new con -
ception in theory but its full and effective acceptance
in practice will be new , and its consequence far - reaching
It will change radically the traditionally individualistic
and academic bent of all schools below the senior college
and the professional schools - that Is > of common , liberal
schooling . • • .
•
H The school system should gradually get rid of the
whole artificial organization of egoistic motivations
%-
( t * (
-
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which have had a long traditional use amongst us , dis-
placing them one by one as the profession learns how to
use stimulations and rewards which are social rather than
individual , therefore personally more enduring and satis-
fying • The aim is not to make the school an isolated
heaven of perfect social motives which would unfit its
human products to live un an imperfect social world from
which a sensitive soul would finally seek to escape • The
aim is a new relative emphasis , the gradual displacement
of a poor motive by a good one , the steady substitution
of a good citizen for a bad or indifferent one ••••«
From now on we are concerned to aid children
and youth to become wholly human ; to develop every as-
pect of body and mind , intellect and soul 5 to relate
and integrate feeling
,
knowing , and doing ; to perceive
the values of character and the efficiencies of action
or expression as equally important with the full rational
uses of the mind » H (35)
Granted then that this should be the the basis of our
motivation of public school education and that our scope
should be tt total humanization and intellectual achieve-
ment " , what , in brief , is to be the basic philosophy
of this newer secondary education ? " The American second-
ary schools shall recognize as one of their main respon-
sibilities that of training youth in right ideals and
attitudes • What they know matters little
,
M stated C.H.
Threlkeld unless they are disposed to use that know-
ledge in the right manner • Trained intellect, command
(33) rtA Program of Tomorrow"-E.Suzzallo-Dep(t of Sup»t •
^•E.A.Yearbook -1932-pp. 619,520, 621
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of Information and skills are Important but how and to
what ends such are used is more Important , Attitudes
,
emotions , and Ideals determine action for most people •
Very few Initiate or complete their acts by use of rea-
soning and intellectual powers alone « The tendency is
to act first and to think afterwards • The American second-
ary schools shall give more attention in the future to
training in cooperation
,
open-mindedness , tolerance ,
unselfishness , service , and similar ideals and attitudes*
They shall also give attention to the emotional element
in the human being's makeup that prompts most of his re-
sponses • Then and then only shall we be educating the
whole person •
w It follows that it should be the responsibility of
our secondary schools to train individuals in and for
power - power to think
,
power to search for and grasp
truth $ power to adjust to new ideas and new conditions ,
power to create
,
power to do • We should seek to pre-
serve and to build upon that natural curiosity and question-
ing attitude of youth that leads to real power (34)
Such a philosophy of secondary education is worthy of
the name Education for it is inspired by the desire to
bring about a progressively saner social order
,
through
the development of socially-minded , critical , tolerant ,
intellectually honest , fearless citizens Imbued with the
ideal of mass welfare « Such education connotes adjust-
ment or change • The natural result of such a philosophy
of education is that secondary education will no longer
(34) WA Philosophy of Secondary Education tt-C.H.Threlkeld
p. 581- Dep(t of Secondary School Principals-N.E.A.Yr.Bk. 1933
r-
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refuse to face the realities of adolescent needs , but
will reexamine its practices to the end of helping to
reconstruct our social order •
About sixteen years ago the Report of the Commission
on the Reorganization of Secondary Education presented
the significant w Seven Cardinal Principles H : health 9
command of the fundamental processes
,
worthy home mem-
bership , vocation , civic eduoation , worthy use of
leisure , and ethical character • These constituted a con-
ception of education's responsibility for social welfare
far in advance of previously stateci objectives • Teachers
have been busily at work since the report was issued
trying to make the adjustments in the curriculum and method
which the attainment of these objectives called for •
In endeavoring to make these objectives teachers have
been and still are constantly confronted with questions
one step more basic than even these fundamental objectives
namely , " W^at kind of a society is it into which the
educated person is to fit ?" It was for this purpose that
the National Education Association created the committee
pn Social - Economic Goals of America *
Fred J • Kelly , Chairman of this Committee , presented
his report in part , stated that :
n The machinery necessary to build , rebuild , a
M esprit de corps n to electrify our young people with
a purpose , the basis of a high morale , involves at least
two things • First , the historic ideals of this country
must be restated in terms charged with new meaning by
the conditions that prevail today • We need a sort of 1933
-r
;
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version In social-economic terms of the Declaration of
Independence and the Preamble to the Constitution • The
Committee Report which is in your hands is an attempt at
that • The ten goals there stated are put forth ad the
inalienable rights of each individual • Let un name them
1 • Hereditary strength
2 • Physical security
3 • Participation in an evolving culture
(a) Skills , technics , and knowledges
(b) Values , standards , and outlooks
4 » An active , flexible personality
(a) Personal initiative
(b) Discriminating judgment and choice
(c) Flexibility of thought and conduct
(d) Individual differences
(6) Cooperativeness
5 • Suitable occupation
(a) guidance
(b) training
(c) Placement and advancement
6 . Economic security
7 • Mental security
8 • Equality of opportunity
9 • Freedom
10, Fair Play
These ten goals seem basic to the life of today if
democratic institutions are to persist • Would it not
seem possible to enlist our generation in a struggle
to bring them to realization ?
(
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n The second thing necessary in the machinery required
to build up a national f esprlt de oorps' in education-
education suchas will assure an understanding and sup-
port of these national goals by the people • Walter Lipp-
man well says : " The planning of a better industrial
order is the easiest and smallest part of our task • The
part is not in the domain of the engineer $ but in the
domain of the statesman and educator • It consists in
finding plans that can be made acceptable to democracy . w
Strange that we should continue so long to take an under-
standing of national goals for granted I Many European
countries have long required a period of military train-
ing of their young men to prepare them to carry out their
country's purpose • Now the need for a national"*sprit
de corps" is greater than ever before , but it demands
not military training , but social and civic training •
Our young men and women - old ones too for that matter -
need to dedicate themselves as patriotically to the
struggle to save our democratic plan of life from forces
that threaten it as ever young men dedicated themselves
to national conquest or national defense . This is the
real job of the schools M (35)
Their report , drawn up at a time in the mational life
so critical that the destiny of future generations is
at stake , should give direction to the efforts of the
schools to teach the facts of social and economic life ,
and should lay the foundation for a new outlook in the
total life of the people • The second installment of the
(35) "Report of the Committee on Social-Economic uoals
of America n-U.
E
# A.Yearbook -1932# pp. 212-213
tI
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report of the Social Studies Commission of the American
Historical Association adds ample justification for such
social-economic goals when it stated that continued em-
phasis in education on the traditional values of economic
individualism and acquisitiveness will "intensify the con-
flicts , contradictions , maladjustments and perils of
transition" between the era of laissez-faire and collectiv-
ism • The efficient functioning of the emerging economy
,
it continues , demands a "frank recognition that the o Id
order is passing , that a new order is rising , that know-
ledge of realities and capacity to cooperate are indispen-
sable to the development and even the perdurance of Ameri-
can society • Organized public education in the United
States , the Commission writes , if it is " to fulfill
its obligations , social obligations > " must adjust its
objectives , its curriculum and its methods of teaching
to the requirements of the emerging integrated order •
To justify its maintenance 9 the school must recognize
the new order and equip the coming generation to"dooper-
ate effectively" in an increasing interdependent society ,
the report says , and to live rationally within its limi-
tations and possibilities , for the rational use of the
new leisure "requires a cultural equipment which will give
strength and harmony to society instead of weakness and
discord • "
" Educators stand today between two great philosophies
of social economy , " the report continues the one
representing the immediate past and fading out in actuali-
ty , an individualism in economic theory which has become
-'
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hostile in practice to the development of individuality
for great masses of the people and threatens the survi-
val of American society j the other representing and anti-
cipating the future on the basis of actual trends - the
future already coming into reality 9 a collectivism which
may permit the widest development of personality or lead
to a bureaucratic tyranny destructive of ideals of popular
democracy and cultural freedom #"
Should education fail to recognize the new order and
continue to emphasize individualism in economy , the com-
mission holds , it will only serve to increase the accom-
panying social tensions • But if it organizes a program
which harmonizes with the facts of a closely Integrated
society , it will " ease the strains of the transition
taking place in actuality . M The commission declares that
it is "peculiarly imperative 1* in a society moving towards
economic planning and control to make some affirmation
of human values in education , and emphasizes the desira-
bility of an economy w managed in the interests of the
masses , as distinquished from any class of bureaucracy
" The supreme purpose of education in the United States
the report concludes # H in addition to the development
of rich and many-sided personalities , is the preparation
of the rising generation to enter the society now coming
into being through thought , ideal , and knowledge , rather
than through coercion
,
regimentation , and ignorance ,
and to shape the form of that society in accordance with
American ideals of popular democracy and personal liberty
and dignity • tl
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Objection to the consideration of a program for ideal
reform is sometimes made by those who see so clearly the
need of Immediate improvement that they are irritated by
the delay and often confused by the deleteness of the
bases that are postulated • But , as Plato pointed out in
the fifth book of the Republic , it is only by formulating
the ideal that the practical can know in what direction
it should move • Not all movement is forward • Although
a few reformers would absolutely break with the past
,
nearly everyone realizes the wisdom of gradual change .
"Going slow" should not mean stagnation , movement should
be fArst of all directed toward approved goals 9 and then
it should be as fast as it can to overcome obstacles with-
out losing its direction • It is with education somewhat
as with philosophy 9 of which Josiah Royce (Philosophy
of Loyalty
,
p. 11 ) wrote I believe that revision does
not mean ••• a mere break with the past • I myself have
spent my life revising my opinions • And yet , 1 have
most carefully revised my moral standards • X am always
able to see
,
upon reviewing my course of thought that
I have been finding out , in some new light , the true
meaning that was latent in old traditions • Those tra-
ditions were often better in spirit than the fathers
knew •" One material contribution to curriculum improve-
ment is an understanding of the potentialities in tra-
ditional practices and an attempt to realize the best
possible in them • Afterward more radical changes can be
made •
xhe approved goals toward which the new curriculum
-t
(
'
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movement is to move have been presented in terms of
objectives that will indicate what kind of a society
it is into which the educated person is to fit . The
restatement of our objectives in terms of these social
and economic goals Is in keeping with the ultimate pur-
pose of the American high school which is where n pupils
undergo such experiences and develop such habits , atti-
tudes , and ideas that an industrial civilization may be
assured of stability and may give direction to its own
progress from generation to generation •"-Cox and Long
Since the high school is a social institution which
must function for social ends it follows quite naturally
that the curriculum of the American secondary school is
to be built around the social studies as the core • Educa-
tors are generally in agreement upon this specific point •
Years of experimentation have taught us that the first
step in the building of a dynamic social program of action
is the preparation and introduction into our schools of
a sound description of our new civilization • The existing
content of the school program as revealed in the academic
subjects of geography
,
history , civics , economics ,
constitute an exceedingly partial account of the economic
social , and political world ,
What is needed is an honest
,
courageous
,
intelligent
,
and intelligible description : a description which will
be organized on the basic concepts of the new social order
a description built around the problems and issues of
contemporary society ; a description which both in con-
tent and form , will be provocative of thought ; a descrip
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tion which takes as its point of departure the problems
of the contemporary world in which young people are liv-
ing - their own individual problems as well as the prob-
lems of the adult groups about them •
Harold Rugg , a foremost exponent of the reorganiza-
tion of the curriculum around the present day social
,
political $ and economic problems , states the case as
definitely as we may hope to have it stated at the pre-
sent time • How shall we attack the problem of making the
secondary school an agent of social regeneration ? Our
first step will be to build a new program of work , a
new content for the curriculum directly out of the prob-
lems , issues , and characteristics of our changing soci-
ety • The great central concepts which epitomize the
characteristics of our society shall constitute the very-
skeleton of that program •
Since "education for a changing society" implies that
we shall introduce youth to the understanding of our
rapidly changing civilization , the basic concepts that
should constitute the guiding skeleton of our new educa-
tional program may be listed tentatively as follows :
1) • The fragile interdepence of the world-mechanism
of trade and culture that we have created •
2) • The accelerating change with which the cultures
of the world are being changed or transformed •
3) • The powerful role which the great economic con-
cepts of private property
, desire for economic
gain , doctrine of individual success through
competition
, have played • They are to be in-
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formed how the concept of laissez-faire in the
marriage of politics and economics have produced
enormous inequalities in wealth and social in-
come , the export of large amounts of capital
from Europe and America , and the other disas-
trous results that have ensued from this doctrine
of laissez-faire and its application •
4) An understanding of the various experiments in
political democracy with their applications •
5) . An understanding that effective democracy , what-
ever the form may be postulates the adequate educa-
tion of the people in understanding
,
and a dynamic
interest in collective affairs «
6) . An appreciation of the utter lack of economics in
the modern world .
7) • An understanding of the dangers inherent in grow©
ing economic nationalism •
8) • The need , the ways and means of achieving central
world economic government •
9) • An appreciation of the significance of dangerous
overpopulation and crowding in cities •
10) • The roles of promoter , the political , and the
creative mind in an acquisitive society is to he
made clear •
11) • Examples of the psychology of the individual and
group behaviour shall pervade the dramatic content
of our new program •
12) • Running through the entire program shall be the
attempt to build two great coordinate and con-
-to ^o3<nbiis; ctA
• 'or. &d
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trolling methods of thought •
a) • An attitude of experimental inquiry - a
scientific attitude which is to control
man and men in all the individual and group
problem-solving situations of life •
b) • An attitude of appreciative awareness with
which men shall adjust themselves to all
the personalized
,
expressive
,
non-probem-
solving situations •
Both are needed to prepare and to introduce
a courageous and intelligent description of
our new society .
Educators are to be engaged with these two problems :
1) • What are the concepts and problems of our
changing civilization which should consti-
tute both the needed social program of ac-
tion and the outlines of the educational
program ?
2) • What are the elements of a creative philoso-
phy which shall be appropriate for the new
social order ? (36)
The social studies , the core of the curriculum , will
strive to cultivate the spirit of deliberate inquiry
,
courageous conviction based upon a preponderance of evi-
dence
,
open-mindedness , a tolerant appraisal of the
opinion of others , and a desire to promote change for
the betterment of human relations and human conditions •
(36) "Social Reconstruction thru Education"-Harold Rugg
Progressive Education - January - 1933
-*
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The English curriculum and the school activities em-
ployed in connection with the curriculum will closely
resemble the most useful and successful practices of
contemporary life outside the school •
1) • The curriculum should contain a large ratio of
recent and contemporary literature • If we actually based
our curriculum upon good
,
intelligent 9 out-of-school
practise , both of adults and of young people - and in-
cluding
,
may I say ,English teachers - possibly 75 to
90 per cent og our offerings would be from modem litera-
ture •
" Contemporary interest and appeal to any genera-
tion is the only quality which will keep the literature
of the past influential in and upon that generation • A
book is alive as long as it has life , and it has life
as long as touches the springs and sources of life in
living people • Much literature of the past is , or may
be made , alive and glowing with life , anfl piercing in
its Import for the problems of today • Such literature
is forever contemporary ; and whether it is read in life
or not 9 it should be read in school • This is the con-
tribution which the schools can offer to the less unguided
reading activities of life outside the school . With this
and a liberal amount of the best literature of today
,
we shall have a curriculum which resembles the reading
desires and situations of life and effects that "modi-
fication of behavior" which is said to be education •
2) « n When we have formulated a curriculum of litera-
ture in school based firmly upon the best literature
--
»
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currently read In life outside the school plus that
which needs only to be discovered to he read , our
next task would be to formulate a manner , a procedure
of reading in school which would more closely resemble
that of intelligent readers readers outside • We need
to know much more than we do at present about how good
readers read in life - how they read novels , how they
read poetry • But one fact must be immediately evident
even to the casual observer s the good reader outside
the school reads much more and reads it 9 generally ,
much more rapidly than we encourage or permit our pupils
to do •
3) • An English curriculum based honestly upon
the most common and most useful language practises in
life would reduce severely the composition work in school
and increase liberally the socialize^ language activities •
For there is pretty reliable evidence that an overwhelm-
ing proportion of the language of life is not composi -
tional in nature • It is not discourse , it is not struc-
tured , architectural language ; nor do the compositional
qualities of unity , coherence , proportion and s uch like
appertain to it • The language of life is largely group
activity , it is 30c iaj. behavior ; and the qualities of
effectiveness are social rather than rhetorical : adapta-
bility
,
cooperativeness , tact , appropriateness , na-
turalness , humor f and the like • For most adults and
young people the only types of composition , that is of
planned , Unified , consistent , solo-language , are :
stories of the incident and personal-experience variety ;
;:
:
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letters ; uninterrupted explanations ; and occasional
( explanations ) speeches • It is the social types
,
conversation , discussion , informal arguments , and
the myriad "brief , off-hand activities in "bargaining ,
playing
,
working
,
carrying oh human enterprises - it
is these that carry on and contitute the language of
daily living •
4) • n The acceptable colloquial language of life should
be the standard or norm of school Enlish • That the
acceptable - or accepted - language of life , the lan-
guage that serues as the medium of communication in near-
ly all the situations of our everyday existence , is
prevailingly of the colloquial type is manifest • There
is no time , and perhaps there is here no need , to de-
fine that colloquial language • It is characterized by
loose
,
free-flowing sentences ; by contraction and eli-
sons ; and particularly by a style that runs naturally
and somewhat negligently Into idioms
,
slang , and easy
diction of the vernacular • It is proper because the ap-
propriate language for small , intimate , social groups ,
and for common affairs is this type of language • Typi-
cally , it is "natural" , light , picturesque , humorous ;
it may be gay and brisk and witty , or it may be sugges-
tive of the deeper emotions • Sometimes , of course ,
it is and should be commonplace and trivial • At its worst
it is characterized by inane and coarse slang , by gross
language and grammar blunders
,
by slovenly enunciation •
But whatever its faults , it is basisally the English
language , the most ancient and respectable , the most
4 *
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democratic 9 the most versatile , and the most useful
means of expression and of communication • All other
modes or styles are offshoots from it , are , In a
sense , dialects of the mother tongue (37)
We should then have bridged the unfortunate gap that
exists between the English of life and the English of
school •
The social studies as above outlined and the English
curriculum as herein presented shall be required of all
students during their secondary school careers • Of the
other subject matters and subjects we shall be less con*
ceraed , but these , too f shall be placed con the func-
tional level wherever possible • Our chief interest is
with the social studies and English
, and naturally that
it should be so •
As for mathematics the emphasis will be upon the develop-
ment of techniques which will actually become Immediately
operative in the pupil 1 s relationship to other school
subjects or to activity outside the school • All branches
of mathematics must be taught with a view to the devel-
opment of insight $ and to the mastery of a method of
thought that manifests itself through certain details of
methods and of skills • Content must be known , of course ,
but content alone is never enough . n Scientific open-
mindedness can be acquired in the mathematics classroom
as surely as in the science laboratory ; and it needs
only a wise teacher to make open-mindedness in general
seem right and natural • It is not necessary , and there
is not time • to .name or discuss the various habits and
t37rEnglish' in -^ife and in Sghoor'-W.Barnes-N.E.A.Yr.Bk.
1933-pp. 36-38
:-
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attitudes that might be affected 9 but three stand out
as so important that they should have mention • The
first is the habit of organizing the data on hand when
any problem is to be attacked , of finding out very de-
finitely what end is desired , and of thinking out clear-
ly and fully the possible ways of obtaining the desired
result from the premises known • It is a universally valu-
able method of thought , and it is particularly a mathe-
matical one • The second is the tendency to generalize •
This tendency in its safest and best form is also a mathe-
matical one • Its value to the world is evident in the
innumerable discoveries that have cpme through it • The
third is the attitude of happily and confidently under-
taking problems of whatever sort , attained through only
having been led by past experience to appreciate the joy
of accomplishment • 1^ should be noted however , that
only through successful accomplishing can this be reached
,
and interesting
,
stimulating , and discriminating teaching
is essential for that • I should like to add that plea-
sure in using one*s mind seems to me to be one of the
fundamental answers to the question of how constructively
to use more leisure time • " (38)
Then only will the pupil be led to think of mathematics
as -
1 • A tool
2 . An interesting field of knowledge
3 • A mode of human thought
4 . An indispensable aid to the progress of civil-
(38) ^Mathematics in the School of the Future H-E •R.Smith
Teachers College Record - May, 1929- p. 302
*
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Ization •
Foreign languages for most pupils should give place
to a study of foreign cultures - French , German , Greek
Roman
,
and others • As we know , the chief Justification
for language teaching in the secondary schools is the
knowledge it gives of foreign cultures 0 However , we
also know that what most of us get in our conventional
language classes is mainly a knowledge of grammar • We
acquire certain techniques of grammar but rarely reac h
the end which justifies the study of a language
,
namely
coming to know intimately a foreign civilization •
I delight each time I read Charles Francis Adam's spiri
ted onslaught upon the study of ancient languages , in
his statement before the Harvard chapter of the Phi Beta
Kappa in 1883 , where he stated t " Learning by heart
the Greek grammar did me harm - a great deal of harm •
While 1 was doing it the observing and reflecting powers
lay dormant , indeed they were systematically repressed-
We were (taught) to grapple with living questions
through, the medium of dead languages • n Again he stated
" I have never been able - and now , no matter how long
I live , I shall never be able - to overcome some great
disadvantages ••• Inflicted upon me • I am only one more
sacrifice to the fetish
Let foreign language teachers , instead of burdening
the minds of beginning students with the science of the
language m bring them rather in contact with the dynamic
and living elements of the language • Let them fire the
imagination of their students with the M immortal fires
*
'
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that are burning in the hearth of the living literatures
created by artists whose minds and hearts are not radi-
cally different from those of our American artists
Why not let the aim of foreign language study be that
of bringing about a better understanding between man
and man , race and race , nation and nation , irrespective
of customs , faith and boundary lines ; rather than have
two million students in our secondary schools each year
thumb lexicons and memorize the grammatical forms of
foreign languages - while H 99% of these syntax sweaters
never acquire a speaking mastery of what they study , or
that 95 % are never able tp read a foreign language
,
even temporarily without the aid of a lexicon • " Let us
teach foreign language subject matter functionally and
concretely in appeal to the actual life situation and
interest •
The aim in the teaching of science should be to focus
attention upon the aid science can give in attacking a
whole range of social problems • Pupils should acquire
from material presented in the classroom , the instructor
playing his important part , -
a • An appreciation of the applications of science
in industrial and social life •
b A fund of valuable knowledge or information
about nature and the sciences «
c • An understanding , an appreciation , and a
control of everyday environment •
No science course is worthy of the name of science un-
less it is taught through the use of a laboratory • We
f
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must do away with the textbook habit
,
emphasizing rather
the fact that the real and direct truth lies Anly in the
thing and not In that which respresents the thing - the
textbook •
The scope of the fine arts must reveal to the pupil
the beauty of nature and the arts so that he may recog-
nize and enjoy the world of beautiful things about him
and gain an appreciation of the finest , which will re-
flect beauty in his life and in his living • Professor
William H#Kilpatrick stated that the tasks of the teachers
of fine arts , because of this present emphasis upon
n creating 11 , is :
First of all , to develop or to aid or to build or
to encourage the power and disposition to create •
Second , to teach an appropriate technique •
Third , to build or to develop art appreciation •
Only then will the aims of art appreciation be achieved -
an art appreciation which will function in everyday life -
the fulfillment of which are :
(1) Engendering love of beauty by bringing pupils
into personal contact with beautiful things •
(2) Developing good taste by helping the pupil to
cultivate the habit of thoughtful consideration
before making decisions •
(3) Enriching life and training for leisure by ac-
quainting the pupil with the finest expressions
of the past •
-
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(4) Gratifying the desire to create by affording
the pupils an opportunity to exercise his
imagination through creative design •
(5) Encouraging talent by discovering the gifted
pupil •
With the increasing present emphasis upon the worthy
use of leisure it is expected that those fields which
should normally develop worthy appreciations
,
particu-
larly literature , music , and the pictorial and plastic
arts , which too frequently have been taught from the
standpoint of developing skilled technicians or analysts
,
producers rather than consumers , with the result that
the true appreciation stage was seldom if ever reached
,
on the one hand , or was positively stifled from over-
mechanization , on the other , will reorganize itself
and develop true appreciation •
Investigations conducted by groups particularly inter-
ested in the fields of industrial arts education and
vocational industrial education indicate the following
needs :
a • Fifteen per cent of the public school group
might profit from vocational industrial teaining
b • All junior high school boys can profit from
industrial arts education •
c • Half the boys of senior high school age might
elect one industrial arts shop course to ad-
vantage •
d • All junior high school girls might profit by
a general shop or practically mechanical arts
course •
-.
r
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It was found that provision was only made as follows :
a • Vocational industrial training now available
in public schools for not more than 2 per cent
of pupils • Organized training in industry
available to about five per cent of pupils who
leave school •
b • Not more than fifty per cent of the junior
high school pupils are provided with such
training in the more progressive states • Lit-
tle provision made in backward states •
c • Progressive states have made provision for
about twenty per cent of senior high school
boys in this .field • Little provision made
in backward states •
d • Rarely provided • (39)
The secondary school of tomorrow must assume full re-
sponsibility for industrial arts training •
w If industrial arts is really a function of full
development , we stand rebuked until, wvery American
boy has these advantages regardless of his school con-
nections • Our slogan may well be : Industrial arts for
every American boy , and trade and technical training
for carefully selected boys in the number that can be
placed
I believe it was David Sneddon who spoke in sAch plati-
tudes as these in regard to the industrial education of
the new day :
We face the new day with ample means of meeting ade-
(39)"Industrial Education for the majority^-G.M.Cleeton
School and Society- September 6. 1930-pp. 322-323
--
»
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quately its Industrial education requirements , if only
we see the problem clearly , and are both able fcnd wil-
ling so to reorganize and reform our program of study
and work as to produce the requisite technical understand-
ing and industrial versatility • Let us , then , recast
the industrial arts courses of our junior and senior high
schools so that they will contain much more richness of
scientific and technical matter which will be brought in
close relationship to the manual processes performed • LEt
us teach something of the social and economic meanings
of the processes and products of school shop and of in-
dustry > Let us give more attention to the development
of habits of analysis and achievement and the growth of
self-confidence and the powers of self-improvement « Let
us enlarge the range of experiences provided in the school
shops and drafting rooms to the end that the breadth of
understanding and versatility may be acquired « When the
proper time in a young person 1 s career for specialization
arrives t let us build it upon broad foundations more
quickly and more efficiently than we do • Let us provide
more generally for the rapid retraining and effective
extension of knowledge of adult workers who are unable
quickly to adjust themselves to the swiftly occurring
changes of industry and modern society • And let us co-
ordinate all the nation *s resources of industrial edu-
cation , both those of the trades and industries and
those of the schools , for the training of all workers
at all levels and of all ages and conditions •
" If we do these things we shall doubtless be able
(
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to face the new day with confidence and with the feel-
ing that industrial education is fully alive to the
trends and needs of this most interesting and pregnant
age of all history
The "high school of tomorrow"tfill answer this challenge
We shall achieve such "criteria" as presented in this
significant statement •
An interesting and pertinent suggestion has been of-
fered that courses in home economics should be given
to both girls and boys • The high school of tomorrow will
recognize the desirability of preparing the youth of Ameri
ca for the responsibility in giving the essential train-
ing in home making and home living • It does seem sensi-
ble that somewhere in the four years of high school train-
ing
,
ostensibly for life and citizenship
,
training for
home making should be given to boys as well as to girls •
The secondary school commercial curriculum merits se-
parate treatment • Any evaluation of commercial education
must deal principally with the problem of objectives » It
is quite generally agreed that the commercial curriculum
of the secondary school of tomorrow must remedy the fail-
ure of the secondary school of today in not making suf-
ficient differentiation in the content or method to meet
the various purposes of the students • Such differentia-
tion should be based on both the production and consump-
tion objectives • Some may be interested in gaining a
certain skill for personal use only , while others may
be interested in gaining the same skill for vocational
purposes • Ample provision must be made for both types •
1
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Definite effort must te made by those in charge of our
commercial curriculum to remedy the three chief defects
in our present program •
1 • Definite effort must be made to relate the
number of workers being trained for commercial
ocvupations to the demands for such workers •
2 • Vocational skills taught must be the skills
that are demanded by business «
3 • Too much attention is paid to preserving , in-
violate
,
the traditional organization of the
secondary school • Let us go outside the high
school to produce the working environment of
a vocation that cannot be faithfully reproduced
in the schoolroom • Much of the training for
commercial occupations will be done outside the
schoolroom in the future •
The problem of preparation for leisure pursuits must
be given definite consideration in this high school of
tomorrow • Since we are entering a society where men
will be able to support themselves and their families
,
provide food
,
clothing
,
and shelter , not by long
hours of toil , but by short hours pf toil , the problem
of how to use this new leisure presents many implications
for the generation to come as well as for the generation
now in school • Conventional studies of the subject of
school training for leisure usually somewhat as follows :
(1) The curricular and extra-curricular subjects which
are usually regarded as avocational are selected from
a number of curricula ; (2) the percentage of the whole
*
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school day given to these subjects is computed ; (3)
the investigator concludes largely on the "basis of his
own prejudices as to the propriety of this state of af-
fairs •
But the high school of tomorrow will make definite pro*
vision for desirable leisure pursuits • These desirable
leisure pursuits will fulfill these four main require-
ments !
a • It must have the capacity for being rela-
tively interesting •
b • It must be as different as possible from
the activities which our station in life
forces upon us •
c • It should as far as possible have both its
origin and its fulfillment in the indivi -
dual himself rather than in the invidioud
coercions of the social or the economic
order •
d • It should be at least compatible with , if
not conducive to
,
physical and mental heal'
and personality development •
The chief modification needed in the present curricu-
lum for most people in order to afford more adequate
training for leisure is greater emphasis upon the arts
,
the crafts , and the enjoyment of nature • ^t seems to
me that these fields not only possess to an unusual de-
gree the capacity for being permanently interesting y
but by the very uniqueness of the media which they in-
volve as compared with those with which present civiliza
_
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tion is primarily concerned f they are especially adapted
to afford that release and relaxation which should he the
essence of leisure pursuits •
The above suggestions are merely illustrative of a gen-
eral principle which should constantly guide teachers and
administrators alike : namely , that all curriculum mater-
ials , school procedures , and methods should he dominated
by the real and vital need3 of people living in our pre-
sent social order
What might be a sample of this "Program of Reality"? A
plan which merits our consideration at this point is this
one presented for our tentaive approval by Mis s.E. S.Adams
namely :
" Fundamental to this program of reality is the fact
that each person who learns to # do a thing well gets
great joy in the act of accomplishment • Suppose each
boy or girl who enrolled in high school were obliged to
follow a program made up as now of majors with this varia-
tion : A major would consist of not less than two infor-
mational subjects plus one skill in each subject • Such
a program would read :
During the four years you are in blank High School
you will be expected to acquire some foundational skill
in at least -
Two arts that apply to home living .(Minimum , two
semesters •
Two arts that have dccupational value - shop , agri-
culture , shorthand , typing , etc. (Minimum , four
semesters
.
)
:J
(
:
:
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Two arts that have recreational value - physical •
( Minimum , six semesters •
)
Two arts that have vocational value - music , art ,
cartooning , dramatics , debates •( Minimum , four
semesters •
)
You will be expected to acquire sound information in-
"Jl study of the native culture"
WA study of a foreign culture"
Appreciation of literature or music or art
Biological science ( applied to life going on )
Social study ( applied to life going on )
Banking or current history or economics or industry
or economic geography ( all of current date )
Here the emphasis is on accomplishment • Sitting in on
one course# is not acquiring either sound informational
skill or sound foundational skill • Young people need the
discipline of skill training • They need activity towards
controlled accomplishment • They need facts that are per-
tinent to today's problems ." (40)
To many these predictions may be disturbing • The cur-
riculum foreshadowed here will seem vague and indefinite •
We are so used to having high school education tied up
in neat parcels which can be fitted into conventional
pigeon holes that it is difficult to visualize serious
educational endeavor in any but a formalized pattern . It
would seem that only on such a basis will significant edu-
cational endeavor be possible , when the individual under
guidance is attacking problems which are vital to him and
(40) "Visioning the School of Reality"-E.S.Adams- "TKe
Business Education World"-April 9 1955 p. 444
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adaoted to his abilities , and when provision is made
for consistent , continuous and aggressive pursuit of
a meaningful activity • Only then can the expansion of
the curriculum be a reflection in the high school of
the expanding demands of modern life • Then will the
secondary school of tomorrow prepare for a "broad life •
A school organized on the basis predicted here will
demand much of teacher-vision , resourcefulness , a
wide background of culture through professional train-
ing • It will demand of them a temper of candid de-
votion to continual improvement • On sfcch a temper will
our secondary school teachers organize their teaching •
Theirs will be a spirit of constant improvement • To-
morrow , administrators and teachers will understand the
nature and needs of theor charges better than today and
will teach them first , and subject matter second •
H Tomorrow the purposes of secondary education will
be closely correlated with the living processes of men
as individual and collective units in the social whole •
" Tomorrow schools and teachers will be judged , not
on the basis of per centages of successful candidates
,
but upon their abilities to give to society young po-
tential citizens
,
capable and eager £pr some type of
service to society •
n Tomorrow schools will be organized and administered
and supervised for the paramount reason of preparing
children for service to society according to their several
abilities and all other reasons for various procedures
will be secondary considerations •
- I
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n Tomorrow the instruction given in the secondary schools
will not be for the training of the memory , but for the
purpose of settling situations , wherein each pupil may
feel , think , act # and grow according to his desires
into an ever more useful and appreciative social unit •
" Tomorrow the secondary school will be different from
the secondary school of yesterday and today
, in that it
will recognize the varying latent talents within its pu-
pils , will encourage their development by many channels
of endeavor , and will stabilize youth in its efforts to
grasp life as it really is for the masses ; and not as it
seems to be • The criterion for judging the value of the
secondary school of tomorrow will be the extent to which
it creates a desire for growth and supplies means for
that growth •
n A new secondary school creed , in the form of nine
theses , has been formulated and proposed for adoption
by the Associated Academic Principals of New York State •
The theses and explanatory sentences are quoted : (It
appears to be an excellent creed for the secondary schools
,
and will be , in substance at least , the creed of the
"high school of tomorrow"
)
Thesis 1 - Secondary schools should provide education
adapted to the needs of all boys and girls approximately
between the ages of twelve and eighteen • ( Included
within this term "secondary school* are all phases of
training appropriate to boys and girls of the ages men-
tioned in the thesis • )
--
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Thesis 2 - Subject matter taught in secondary schools
should be determined by the needs of society and by in-
dividual abilities and interests •
^hesis 3 - Any given unit of subject matter varies in
its value to different pupils because of different abili-
ties and interests •
Thesis 4 - No secondary school subject can be classi-
fied as intrinsically disciplinary
, cultural , or voca-
tional • Each subject has any one or all of these values
as its functions in the life of the individual boy or
girl
Thesis 5 - Irrespective of a pupil's length of stay
in school , the subject matter should be so planned that
he will recognize its value #
Thesis 6 - The purpose of differentiated curriculums
should not be to provide for different ability levels •
Different curriculums should provide for different in-
terests ; there will be several levels of ability in
each curriculum « ( In actual fact , experimentation
shows that we may have all ability levels within any
curriculum 0 The same principle applies to single sub-
jects as well as to curricula • Such an organization
need not result in a rigid classification of pupils but
opens up possibilities of adjustment to individual needs •
Thesis 7 - Except for the minimum requirements set up
by the State , the responsibility for secondary school
curricula rests with the local community • T^ese curricula
should be determined by each locality in terms of size
of school • and the fundamental arts and interests of the
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community , and the adolescent groups whose needs are
to be served •
Thesis 8 - A uniform standard of attainment for all
secondary schools , their boys and girls , cannot be
maintained • Standards should be determined for each
individual on the basis of his abilities and interests
within the limits of social value ,
Thesis 9 - Every pupil completing a secondary school
curriculum adapted to his needs should receive a diploma •
This diploma should specify the nature and quality of
the work completed •
" When secondary school teachers and administrators
appreciate the part that school life should play in pre-
paring boys and girls to live , when the psychology of
adolescent learning is better understood and applied in
the classroom than it is today
, than will the new creed
for secondary education which is expressed in the fcfae-
posed thesis quoted above determine secondary school
practices • This will take time • In the progressive
schools of today and tomorrow this creed will be followed
because it will motivate a program which will give in-
spiration
,
encouragement and help to young people for
living happy and efficient lives of service to their fel-
lows . " (41)
Then , and then only 9 will there come what George S.
Counts pictures as " a vision of what America might be-
come in the industrial age ••• a priceless legacy to
which our children are entitled , a priceless legacy which
(41) "The Secondary School, Yesterday , Today , Tomorrow"
H.VanCott -Junior and Senior High School Clearing
House - September , 1932
• • •
' v.oo
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it should be the first concern of our profession to fas-
hion and bequeath ••• Onljr through such a legacy of spiri-
tual values will our children be enabled to find their
place in the world , be lifted out of the present morass
of moral indifference , be liberated from the senseless
struggle for material success , and be challenged to high
endeavor and achievement • And only thus will we as people
put ourselves on the road tp the expression of our peculiar
genius and to making of our special contribution to the
cultural heritage of the race • w
» •
«
-
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A Magna Charta of ¥outh
" Youth has not codified its rebellion injso a definite
declaration but the broad outlines of its desires are
nevertheless clear • *n a general way it aims at the same
goaj. many modern thinkers are seeking - namely , return
to the principles of natural unfoldment in place of co-
ercive restraint •
" The essentials of its Magna Charta might be stated
in alphabet form •
A • The right to refuse repression and inhibition as
a means of moral conduct •
B • Protection against the ignorance of adult sanctions
and prejudices •
C • Discarding of the coercion process as a means of
enforcing adult ideas •
D • Opportunity to seek truth and to refuse parental
platitudes •
E • Freedom from thg cloying weight of parental possessive
ness and domination •
F • The end of mere parental authority and the coming
of companionship in its stead •
G • Admission by parents that they do not "know best"
but that we must all learn to follow natural law •
H • The right to deliberate with parents on what is
best : the right of choice
I • The end of angry punishment as a means of parental
self-expression •
J • An admission of more equality and the right to re-
fuse being made "inferior" •
c<
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K • Discredit of the mere sanctions , conventions and
hollow standards , and the right to refuse parental
example •
L • Freedom from the creed of "ought to do" as a decree
and release from the rigid perfectionism of conduct
that goes with it
M • An end to adult censoriousness $l blame , shame and
spying on the part of elders •
N # The right not to respect elders unless they are
respectable •
0 • Understanding of the saturation point , that no
one can stand any influence if constantly exposed
to it •
P • Admission of the principle of selfhood , that each
person is an individual , that independence and
self-determination are sacred privileges*.
Q • Admission that no child ever asked to be bora and
is in no sense responsible for his character •
R • Admission that no child chooses his birth environ-
ment and is in no sense responsible for its effect
upon him •
S • The right to a compatible environment , compatible
playmates , lessons , interests and vocation •
T • The right to grow after one's own endowed nature :
not to be always on duty •
U • The right to periods of fallowness and relaxation :
as long as growth is constructive •
V • The privilege to be judged by the sum-tofefca of
character , not by some single action •
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W • Opportunity for life experience : even to suffer
and learn from mistakes , not to be always told •
X • The absolute right to ego outlets , to adequate
channels for the welling energies within the na-
ture •
Y • Freedom from stereotypes as to what is manly and
womanly •
Z • Admission of the relativity of right and wrong
,
that which truth is absolute man gains differing
conceptions of it in every region and in each
day and age • (42)
(42) "Growing onto Life^-David Seabury -pp.652-653

" Nothing of human origin endures so long as the
hahits and outlooks of men An impression written
on the minds of man is more enduring than stone
President Arthur T.Morgan
Antioch College
-» *
.
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VI . Problems and Difficulties $hat the building of the
"High School of Tomorrow" Present .
A veritable educational Renaissance is proposed in
this plan for the "High School of Tomorrow" . What is
to be our attitude toward the acceptance and incorpora-
tion of such a drastic and "Revolutionary" change in our
present secondary school practice ?
Are we to adopt optimism of Alexander Pope and state
that "Whatever is , is right" - and in so doing accept
the present system of high school education as adequate
to cope with the "throbbing needs of the living and aspir-
ing present " , and close our eyes to reality which has
clear1£ indicated that the "high school of today" is a
stronghold of conservatism , whose curriculum is hope-
lessly traditional and not connected vitally with the
needs of youth for our dynamic social order , and whose
teachers and administrators , with few exceptions , are
but stereotypes of an outworn conception of education
,
a dead past • Or
Are we to improve upon this bland optimism of Alexander
Pope and state with conviction that "W^aterver is , is "-
not however with the idea of viewing things with uncon- '
cemed complacency tut rather with a view to seeing things
clearly and admitting their existence • The chief aim
of education is to make us see clearly what exists and
to question the wh$t and the wherefore , Who is there then
who will say that this secondary school education of to-
day is "right" 2 W^o is there with clear vision who can
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say that our secondary school v/hich is chained to a
dead past can join hands and keep in step with a pro-
gressing social order ? Who is there with clear vision
who will not say that the purpose of the public school
is to plow out the roots in the path of social progress
and to lay and to maintain an adequate road bed • Who
is there with clear vision will not agree that "we are
living today the history of tomorrow , we are part of
a new era where education must lift the world from its
fears
,
depression , and idleness to a new life of hope
and opportunity for each individual students in the
great schools of tomorrow Will not these men of clear
vision say , n let us modify , change where necessary ,
all curriculum materials , school procedures , and methods
to the end that they are dominated and guided by the real
and vital needs of people living in our present social
order •
But the American secondary school is a stronghold of
conservatism
,
suffering from a powerful drug , named
"inertia" • Change has been resisted by those in charge
of public education largely because of the tendency of
human beings to cling tenaciously to the past • So long
as our secondary school practice seemed to work , and
so long as it continues to seem to work , so long will
any proposal to supplant it with a new idea meet with
disapproval • Even if it is proposed only to modify or
to reconstruct the present way of educating our secondary
school population , the suggestion is usually scouted
by the majority 0 Even where a change in the fundamental
:-
-
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assumptions sometimes becomes imperative as it has at
present 9 such change is resisted for that assumption
has gained wide currency and acceptance • It resists
change •
What are these vested interests that will resist any
radical change or changes in our present secondary school
practice ?
Kimball Young , eminent social psychologist , stated
in an articles in "S0cial Forces" that :
So far as education is concerned , we are confronted
,
on the one hand 9 with the values and standards which be-
long to the primary- group pre-industrial period
, wherein
theological foundations weighed heavily ; and on the other
hand
, in contrast , we have the close connection of
modem education with industry and business necessitating
changes in our school curricula • As Thomas put it :
Educators unconsciously conform the school to the
primary group ideal ••» in conformity with primary-
group-ideals of solidarity our curricula strive for
uniformity instead of diversity • ••« ( moreover
,
there is a consecjuent disharmony between education
and life , because the individual no longer organizes
his life on the basis of the primary-group relations
,
but the educational system prepares him to do so «
" Folkways we may think of as the less standardized
habits of a group but which have much traditional sanc-
tion for their persistence • Mores on the other hand
,
as Sumner uses the term , mean folkways which have group
survival value • The mores are concerned with group methods
-•
:
-
:
» * *
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of meeting life crises • To infringe upon them brings
disaster
,
large or small
,
upon the group • They are
doctrines of group welfare • Infraction of them brings
punishment of some sort • The term taboo will be used
to refer to the negative attitudes superimposed upon
the person to insure conformity to the mores and folk-
ways •
M The introduction of mores and folkways to the child
comes through the family ••• The school receives the
child at six or seven with his attitudes
,
steretypes
and habit patterns , the bulk of which are already pretty
well grounded in the primary-group norms . And the school
boards which control our institutions of learning insist
that the educational learning shall reflect the family
attitudes • Ag Williams puts it :
H If the child learns ideas in school that contradict
the cherished beliefs and ways of doing , the parents
are incensed against the school , and there develops a
feeling in the neighborhood against the teacher • Teachers
are therefore apt to take the parental attitude instead
of attempting a thorough training ."
" ffihus , from the outset the teachers are compressed
into frames of behavior laid down by the community • And
as a rule the teachers unconsciously follow the negative
methods which the ordinary child has known at home •
This means that the school takes over the function of
the home only in a wider sphere and the child is con-
tinued in a negative
,
repressive atmosphere where he
is inducted into the culture of the past
,
especially
-
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in those phases which touch on social-moral conduct •
" The formalized procedure of the past continues be-
cause the public consciousness is not yet prepared to
give up the old and to reorganize the school in terms
of present day social-economic-political rivalry - the
reality of rapid communication
,
specialized industry
,
secondary groups , a complex economic order • The school
has thus # in many sections , become one of our most
conservative institutions • In the contest of progressive
change versus tradition
a
it is usually on the side of
tradition » Williams is of the opinion , on the whole ,
H the educational system is 9 in every civilized nation ,
a reactionary influence " as a consequence n of the re-
pressive influence of the family « church , the influen-
tial classes and the state " which predetermines its
course • He remarks further :
There is the surviving attitude of autocracy , under
which the educational system aims to inculcate thru-
out the atate an attitude of obedience • As an au-
tocracy , so in the paternalistic family , the learn-
ing of facts was felt to be incidental to "discipline"
that is , the inculcation of law-abiding 9 custom-
observing , submissive attitude to the powers that
be
. This attitude survives in public education to-
day ." (43)
Edward Yeomans makes the pertinent statement £hat "To
pull schools up
,
you have to get under them • You have
to get down into the mud and muck of politics , - ward
(43) "The Lag of Education"-K.Young -Social Forces -
June-1927
-- - -».7 '.*. "' iD ;
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politics 9 - and the cloying and disheartening tentacles
and entanglements of religious prejudices and propaganda
and the policies of labor and capital • You have to get
down , and with whatever leverage you can command , and
with such companionship as you can inspire or secure
,
heave prodigiously at the structure overhead , to move
it forward a microscopic little on a very little imper-
ceptible incline upward • Because the whole gravitation
ofl society is against its going forward the least bit
faster than society itself is going
How fast is society itself going ? Yeomans continues
in his caustic style to state that the state of society
outside the school w could be shown
,
by cross-sections
taken at different levels f that much of it was still
immersed in neolithic thought so far as its inmost re-
action was concerned , and some of it was simian • Com-
paratively little of it has got rid of a simian tail,
a mental tail
,
though it has learned to conceal it
adroitly • You come upon it unawares , now and again ,
and
,
looking curiously behind , have a chance to see
that prehensile atrocity engaged in wagging the very
mind you are dealing with - a mind sometimes disguised
by a face and a habit disconcertingly attractive ."(44)
The laymen who , in a democracy , finally determine
the policy of the schools wefce educated in the olden
school and find it difficult to understand education
when viewed from any other angle than that into which
they have been initiated • They prize a training simi-
(44) "Shackled Youth 1'-E.^eomans -pp. 2-5
--
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lar to that which they received and fail to appreciate
any other • In spite of the fact tftat large numbers of
laymen in the more progressive communities
,
realizing
the need to adjust our school system to cope with modem
needs , would agree to needed changes sensibly brought
about , the larger majority are strong enough to offset
the wisdom of this intelligent majority and succeed in
maintaining the school system for the "status quo" •
This larger majority which possesses the "say-so" in
school affairs may object to proposed changes in our
high school procedure away from the "beaten paths" on
such grounds as :
1 • There is too much uncertainty attached to the
proposed changes • These would be the first to
await with pleasure any slight mishap which might
naturally accompany the inauguration of change •
They would be the first to say ,"l told you so I"
2 • They instinctively find it dangerous to leave
beaten paths • They forget that progress , real
genuine progress , can only come by leaving beaten
paths which bind us to a dead past and by ex-
perimenting with more progressive instruments •
Perhaps the economic revolution of the past year
or two has them so frightened that the£ are "fro-
zen" to the ideas of the past in regard to mat-
ters of education •
3 • Perhaps they feel that any changes may be cari?±ed
too far , and therefore they are reluctant to
admit any tampering with fundamental institutions .
• I
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4 • Many of them suffer from the disease classified
as "institutionalitis"
,
whereby they feel that
any fundamental institution such as the school
should be allowed to continue as it is , for
fear that it would upset the "status quo" which
they conscientiously feel they ought to main-
tain •
5 » They are characterized by a smug complacency •
Instinctive resistance is offered to all ch&nge
that might disturb their serenity » They are
prone to suffer from rationalization • What was
good enough for their parents was good enough
for them ; why , them wasn't what was good enough
for their parents and themselves good enough for
their children • There is no answer for them
,
except the rhetorical "yes" •
Prom this group come ours Boards of Education • This
Board of Education
,
controlling as it does the prac-
tices of public schools
,
typifies the opinions of those
who have so much to do with putting them into such of-
fice • Statistics seem to indicate that over three-fifths
of the county boards and about four-fifths of the city
boards are popularly elected • When popular election is
the rule , the successful candidate is usually the man
or woman who can most effectively appeal to the standard
stereotypes of this group •
Professor George S. Counts in 1927 published a careful
analysis of the social composition of sixteen hundred
boards of education • He found , after summarizing his
1
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findings
,
that the typical county board is composed
of six members popularly elected • The single woman mem-
ber is a housewife $ three of the men are farmers , one
is a merchant
,
and one is a physician • Three of the
members have had no education beyond the elentary grades
,
one has attended high school , and two have been to
college • The typical city board of six members includes
one woman • Of the five men one is a merchant , one is
a physician , one a lawyer , one a business men , clerk ,
or laborer . A majority of them have attended high school
or college • The typical state board of six members
,
appointed by the governor , includes a housewife , the
state superintendent of education
, a superintendent
of schools
, a university president , the secretary of
state , and a merchant or banker •
In short 9 the control of education is An the hands
of the dominant social and economic classes This means
that school boards are invariably conservative and tend
to exaggerate the merits of the existing order * As
Professor Counts say3 , n History tells us that the domin-
ant forces of any age rarely extend the hand of welcome
to their successors « ^o the degree , therefore , that
the school is under the control of these forces t how-
ever , benevolent as they appear 9 the chances are that
its face will be turned toward the past • Its function
will be defensive and conservative rather than creative
and progressive « H
The school is part and parcel of community life • It
cannot be isolated from the influence of special-inter-
xx
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est groups who seek to instil their own ideas in the
young people of the nation • As George S.Counts says
in his excellent study "School and Society in Chicago",
H The educational system unceasingly feels the impact
of the Association of Commerce , the federation of Labor
,
the Women's City Club , the religious sects , the City
Hall , the daily press , and a host of other groups
,
agencies , and organizations These groups are but re-
motely $ if at all , interested in the truth • Educa-
tion , if they had their way , and they frequently do
have their way , would consist of inoculating the stu-
dents with ideas favorable to their own special inter-
ests •
The investigation of public utility propaganda by the
Federal Trade Commission several years ago will serve
as an excellent example showing the extent to which big
business influences the teaching in our schools • Seek-
ing to offset the trend toward government ownership of
the electrical industry , these interests made a concerted
effort to introduce into our schools their own special
brand of economics and political science • They were
largely successful in these efforts •
J.W.Crabtree of the National Education Association
,
denounced the utilities for these activities , stated t
These utility service bureaus have attempted to carry
out the definite purpose of getting propaganda into the
schools ; They used their influence through school
channels and through publishers of textbooks to force
changes in texts satisfactory to their purpose •" Mr,
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crabtree concluded his remarks with this significant
statement : " Owing to the power of these agencies in
certain localities and states it may be -unwise and
dangerous for a given educator to raise his voice against
what is going on , but there is no such handicap on the
actions of this association as a whole
Returning once more directly to the school board com-
position , we find from an intensive study made by DR.
Claude E«Amett
,
professor of sociology , Kansas State
^eachers College , on the men and women trustees who
are the legal controllers of the policies and programs
of the schools that these are some of the tenets pf be-
lief held by some 5,000 board members upon the warmest
kind of controversial questions • ( What the board mem-
bers are , what they believe 9 determines to a large
extent the aim
,
spirit and content of the current edu-
cation •
)
How eflficient should indoctrination on political ques-
tions be ? Sixty-four per cent of the board members re-
plied that the teachers should so impress the approved
opinions that life's later experiences will never un-
settle or modify these opinions •
Here you have one kind of an answer to the current
criticism that school people are"married to Status (Juo
Here are some others :
Seventy-seven per cent of the board members are of
the opinion that the favorable chances for labor are as
high as those for capital • You needn f t worry about the
workman .
5-
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Fifty-seven per cent are opposed to free speech •
Forty-seven per cent oppose getting anything favorable
to socialism get into school texts •
Fifty-four per cent hold that large fortunes
,
very
large fortunes , have in most cases been obtained by
proportionately large services to the common welfare •
Sixty-three per cent oppose public ownership pf hydro-
electric power •
Seventy-five per cent hold that during war the govern-
ment should prevent anti-war discussion •
Only forty-two per cent see prospects of peace among
the nations •
Seventy-one per cent are for the maintaining of the
status quo of present citizenship training And so it
continues • Need we add further comment to substantiate
the Important fact that school boards who determine the
program and policies of the public schools are "wedded
to status quo" •
What are then the vested interests within the school
itself that are opposed to any drastic changes ?
Teachers $ in general , suffer from what is called
,,Schoolma^mnitis ,, , a disease whose symptoms are com-
mittment to a method of teaching that they themselves
were taught : a method of teaching which might have
been appropriate at t ime they themselves were taught
,
but which is utterly inappropriate fpr teaching the new
generation • They have been brought up under the establish-
ed regime , have so long thought of education only in
terms of this established order that it is next to im-
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possible for most of them radically to shift their view-
points •
Charles Clinton Peters made the pregnant statement that:
" That incentive for bias which often works so power-
fully and yet so subtly to determine a man's viewpoint -
the mercenary one - adds its deadening weight . Teachers
have spent much time and considerable sums of money pre-
paring to teach the conventional subjects , and there
is involved something of the difficulty in readjustment
that always is met when vested interests are threatened .
Such teachers set up a vigorous defense of the regime
under which their living depends , without themselves
being fully conscious of the questionable character of
their motives • Moreover , even if the spirit were wil-
ling , the flesh would be weak • Many of them could not
well readjust themselves even if they wished to do so .
A fixed and static system permits
,
by reason of well -
worn precedents that fit into every cranny of it , the
ordinary man to work in it with a measure of efficiency
and with a sense of security ; but a dynamic system ,
always in the making , demands a degree of resourceful-
ness and of self-reliance that soon carries the average
person beyond his wit's end and plunges him into in-
extricable confusion • And so it is in this case • Tried
methods
,
organized subject-matter , and good models
are lacking , and even ideals must remain tentative and
2 1
incompletely defined until they have (worked) been) over
and over by extensive practice » The consequence can be
an amount of fumbling and of painful uncertainty flrom
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which all but the most courageous and ingenious must
be expected to shrink away
Such are the obstacles in the way to desired readjust-
ment of our secondary school practices from without and
within • The way out ?
The real hope of convincing a tax-ridden public that
the present education continued will lead to an increase
in social maladjustment and delinquency
, and that the
way out lies through this new education % is in first
demonstrating clearly , in an organized form , and thru-
cooperative channels , such as the newspaper , that the
old education is too antiquated to suit our purpose ;
and then demonstrating clearly
,
firmly organized and
clearly presented , the desirability of the new education
In many cases ?/e have given them only a weak and almost
unrecognizable substitute of the new education • The
skeptics have been furnished with an abundance of am-
munition by numerous attempts at reorganization which
has consisted largely in the segregation of certain grades
with a consequent program of education in many ways in-
ferior to that of the conventional school •
Let us unite in the task of presenting proof of a con-
vincing nature to the public . For when the public is
really convinced of the necessity of a real education
for the preservation and promotion of accepted social
ideals , and when a program has been formulated for that
end , we may reasonably expect a more consistent demand
by society for the product of the schools • Just as with
other investments
,
society will see to it that the plan-
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ned product is delivered , and it will have ready and
waiting work for that product to do • In the new age
there will be no longer sentimental support , on the
one hand , with vague hopes substituted for careful
auditing of results ; and , on the other hand , there
will be an end of unjustifiable promises with no respon-
sibility for fulfillment • With common understanding and
mutual obligations , the public and the profession , having
learned that nothing worthwhile will miraculously come
without careful planning and arduous work , will enter
into a serious contract for the highest possible under-
taking - Education •

w Teachers with challenging minds , and a sense
of the significance of evolution in human affairs ;
a school democratic in spirit and organized for
creative self-government ; a public willing to keep
interfering hands off — these , it would seem , are
indispensable prerequisites if we are to advance to
a type of education that even begins to generate minds
adequate to cope with a modern situation
H.A.Overstreet
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VII • A Presentation of the Changes that have already-
Taken Place in Secondary Education .
M Everyone concerned with education is witnessing a
rebirth of purpose and method of an outworn institu-
tion • Many of us are actually engaged as physicians
and midwives in the process ; others are waiting in
the anteroom
,
hopeful and encouraging ; some are fur-
ther removed with eyes averted
,
disgusted and dis -
gruntled with the process •
" The prophets from Plato and Jesus to James and Dewey
have told of the child! s coming • But his appearance has
waited on the climax of the industrial revolution before
the world could be made ready to receive him •
In anticipation of the new dispensation that the
birth of this child will usher in , reactionaries and
authoritarians are essaying various roles • The most
honest of them are regretfully but honestly accepting
the opportunities for advisement and guidance and spon-
sorship of the youths assigned to their oversight • Others
shrug their shoulders ; teach their classes ; give pass
marks to their"students" ; fill out the required advise-
ment forms and records - hopeless but submissive • A
considerable number rage helplessly against the lowering
of standards ; they demand mastery and achievement and
scholarship j they fail pupils because they have not
achieved or have not conformed - and their failures and
disciplinary measures are overruled by public opinion
as it is reflected by their supervisory and administra-
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tive superiors •
" Modern educational purpose is violently revolution-
ary • Ij- is newly freed like genetic atoms in a chemi-
cal solution It threatens to *beck the respectable con-
cepts of yesteryear # n (45)
The established priesthood of the new order has already
entered the secondary school in America upon a period of
reformation • Everywhere there is a ferment of change •
The problems of secondary education monopolize the dis-
cussions in current literature and educational gatherings
There is no lack of programs of experimentation • How
thorough these programs of experimentation are to be time
alone can prophecy • Most of them are little more than
beginnings • Perhaps these reformers in large measure
may be accused of merely " taking in another's washing
They may be doing just that , but the tendency seems to
be to intensify the programs of experimentation proposed
by others in order that the reliability of such experi-
ments may undergo further testing •
The priesthood of the new order in secondary education
is adding an increasing number of able lieutenants to
its staff to aid them • These new converts are becoming
more and more aware of the complex and far-reaching sig-
nificance of the problem with which they are trying to
deal . They have realized definitely that the American
secondary school can not long endure unless it alters
its program and provides its pupils with the means tp
undergo w such experiences and develop such habits , atti-
(45) Prom an editorial from the Junior and Senior High
School ^leaping House-?.w . ^.Cox-September , 1932
-•
'
.
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tudes , and ideas that an industrial civilization may
be assured of stability and may give direction to its
own progress from generation to generation • "
Here , then , is the significance of the rebirth of
purpose and method that the secondary school is under-
going • The present period of critical skepticism in
regard to the worth of present secondary school practice
and its inadequacy to cope with the needs of the new
order as illustrated by results , have tempted us to
step "radically" away from our former timid efforts to
accomodate our educational procedures to the generations
that have entered our schools • The temper of the people
has encouraged us to step forth boldly
,
really tell
the people about the schools and our servitude to stupid
traditions and prejudices and ambitions of the adult
generation to which we have been obliged to look for
support « There are definite evidences that we already
are in the process of breaking away from conditions of
superimposed stereotypes which control and stultify the
" educational " procedires of our secondary schools •
The great sweep of experimentation in secondary school
procedure has carried these schools out into the mid-
stream of rapid change . Reactionary and conservative
schoolmen and women see in it the promise of a radical
break with the prized "status quo" . Alert school people
see in it the potential resurrection of our secondary
schools • What these mileposts in the evolution of com-
paratively recent experimentation in secondary school
procedures are we shall here describe •
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a • The chief change in the American secondary school
practice has been the temper of candid devotion to con-
tinued improvement of the every growing minority of
school people • These school people have been instilled
with the clear recognition that the students in our sec-
ondary schools are living in a revolutionary situation
,
that the secondary school* s task is to aid directly in
the honest understanding of this world of change , and
so far as it is possible to develop attitudes which will
yield a reasonable sense of security in such a world •
The most significant fact about the Improvement of teach-
ing is that it has just begun • They have had the spirit
of further expansion instilled into their minds by our
leaders • This further expansion and critical examination
is the most promising feature of the American educational
system • It is this spirit of constant improvement which
supplies the safe answer to our critics and gives a
sounder basis for optimism • If our methods are inap-
propriate , we shall revise them • He who deems the
changes we are making as inappropriate , can contribute
to our future practice if he will supply us with well-
substantiated reasons for the stand he takes There
is no limit to the progress we can make through the
adoption of the formula , that all our ways must be vali-
dated by definite
,
explicit reasoning • The highest
achievement of American schools in the field of instruc-
tion is in the adoption of a program of scientific study
which will lead to further enlargements of the curriculum
and to further improvements of the methods of administering
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contents of instruction •
Many high school faculties as well as individual teachers
by the score , often aided by professional schools of
education and encouraged by local , state and national
educational associations
,
are striving earnestly to ex-
plore their way through the morass of traditional prac-
tices
,
community prejudices , and administrative bar-
riers - college entrance requirements and state and local
prescription for graduation . These pioneers are examin-
ing the actual and possible practices in their fields
of interest with a view not only to modifying the content
pf their courses of study , but also of achieving more
effective class and curriculum organization and techniqyes
of instruction •
They have recognized that our present curriculum prac-
tices have scant historical justification gor we began
in imitation of a program already outgrown by another
civilizstion and , with gradual modification have con-
tinued it unto the present generation • In the meantime
there have been taking place revolutionary changes in
the intellectual , social , and vocational needs , in
the number and character of our secondary school popu-
lation
, in our knowledge of psychology , and in the
philosophy of education • All these have clearly indica-
ted the need for definite change in current secondary
school practice •
e These school people , in their temper of candid devo-
tion to continual improvement to meet the present need
of adjusting and readjusting our youth to this era of
-
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transition , cannot fail , will not fail , must not fail 1
b • Our national goals have been restated in terms of
the social and the economic •
The Report of the Committee on Social-Economic Goald
of America has produced a "1934 version in social-eco-
nomic terms of the Declaration of Independence and the
Preamble to the Constitution 11 has provided teachers fi-
nally with the answer to the vital question : "W^at kind
of a society does America want ?" The historic ideals of
this country have been restated in terms charged with
new meaning by the conditions which prevail today • The
ten goals put forth by these expert Committeemen as the
inalienable rights of each individual are :
1 • Hereditary strength
2 • Physical security
3 • Participation in an evolving culture
4 . An active , flexible personality
5 • Suitable occupation
6 • Economic security
7 . Mental security
8 • Equalifcy of opportunity
9 • Freedom
10 . Fair Play .
^ese ten goals are basic to the life of today if demo-
cratic institutions are to persist • Our generation must
be enlisted in the struggle to bring them into realization
c • The reports of the United States Office of Education*
in their National Survey of Secondary Education shows
some general
'
progress has been made in the reorganization
j-
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of high school education to cope with the needs of our
new social-economic order • Leonard V • Koos , Associate
Director of this Survey , stated the general findings
in these terms ;
11 Trends were studied for both junior and senior high
schools • In junior high schools there has been a rapid
increase in the proportion of work in non-academic sub-
jects somewhat at the expense of academic subjects • The
only academic group experiencing a notable gain was the
social studies
,
whereas the other increments were in
the fine and practical arts , and physical education •
In addition , increased amounts of time were being de-
moted to what may be called the "social-integrative
activities ", such as homeroom activities , clubs , and
activities in the assembly or auditorium • Another marked
trend is the disappearance of specialized aspects of sub-
jects , such as "grammar", "composition", "reading", "spell-
ing", and the emergence i$ their place of more general
titles like "English" • This trend appears in several
subject fields • The changes are in line with the acknow-
ledged special purposes of the junior high school •
" At the senior high-school level a chief change is
in the addition of many new courses , the additions
affecting all subject groups , but science , mathematics
and foreign language less than others • The trend in re-
quired work at this level is away from mathematics and
foreign language and toward English , the social studies
and physical education • ^he displacement of specialized
by general courses has progressed more slowly than at
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the junior high-school level • An Investigation of the
work actually taken "by graduates while in high school
shows a striking shift away from foreign languages and
mathematics and toward English , the social studies
,
and the non-academic subjects 9
For the most past the shifts at "both levels are in
the direction of the recommendations of those who have
been urging curriculum reform • These persons are pri-
marily impatient at the rate of change . " (46)
d • The radical experiment actually under v/ay whereby
twenty-seven American secondary schools are now at work
remaking their high-school curricula for college-group
students • It holds the promise of an answer to perhaps
the most perplexing problem that high school adminis-
trators and faculties are concerned with in the reorgan-
ization of secondary education « Too long has the col-
lege dominate the high school • It seems possible that
this plan being experimented with by these Twenty-Seven
Secondary Schools , who are cooperating with the Com-
mission on the Relation of School and College
,
may pre-
vent the pendulum from swinging to the opposite extreme
,
i#e. of no domination or no influence of the college
upon the offerings of secondary education • It may pro-
vide , instead , what may be considered to be the "happy
medium" of high school - college cooperative relations .
It is so unique an experiment and presents such radical
probabilities that I sBiall here draw upon the report of
Robert Leith
,
president of Bennington College , for
(46) "The Changing Curriculum in Secondary Schools"-L.V«
1933-pp.491
Koos- DeP*tt of Secondary Education-N.k.A.Yr.Bk.
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definite data as to what is proposed and what is actually
being engaged in •
Twenty-seven high schools and the group of colleges
and universities their graduates normally attend are
cooperating in a plan whereby the group of high schools
have been given almost complete freedom to work out con-
tent and method in the light of their best thought and
experiences as to what high school students should have
in their last three years • beginning in 1936 , the
first graduates under the new program will be admitted d
to colleges and universities on the same basis as graduate
from other secondary schools • By agreement , this alter-
native admission requirement will continue for five years
from the date of the first entering group
,
during and
at the end of which the values and defects of the new
plans will be analyzed • The Commission on the Relation
of School and College have put into operation these :
I . Types of Curriculum Flans •
a • Cultural - epoch organizations
The outstanding feature of the new curricula is the
definition of a year's content as a cultural epoch rather
than as the traditional organized subject matter in the
usual departments of knowledge • he theory is that if
we wish to understand an idea or an institution we can-
not do so until we see it in its proper relationship to
the culture of which it is a part and apart from which it
is truly an abstraction ; and that it is the study of
ideas or things in relationship which gives meanings and
helps to create values •
as .
?
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More immediate , and probably quite powerful as a
motive for the new arrangement , is the pressure of
our present cultural situation • The temporary or per-
manent difficulties and dislocations of our inherited
political and economic systems are causing those in many
fields to see the urgent need of a concentration of in-
terest and energy upon the analysis of the fundamentals
of our culture , its evolution , and its current direction
( The most striking feature of this program is that
it is required of all students - There is , however ,
choice of elective work •
)
b • Broad fields of knowledge •
^n this "broad fields of knowledge" curriculum plan
,
there has taken place the rearrangement of subject mat-
ter through the medium of replacing specialized depart-
ments and traditional unit courses with broad fields of
knowledge , and their organization by the content within
these fields into a continuous sequence from year to
year • T^e broad divisions of subject matter vary from
four to six • The typical program** is:Eine Arts and Musdc
literature and language ; the social studies ; and sci-
ence and mathematics • The student concentrates his ef-
forts in one of these four broad fields of knowledge •
c • Individual interests and needs •
(Carper Object )
II • Place of subject matter
1« The social studies have a much enlarged place in
all the school programs • With one or two exceptions it
is required of all students for of the three years of
J-
-
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senior high school • It tends to be , in most schools ,
the central subject ; certainly as important as any other •
The emphasis in these social studies is upon the modem
ppriod , and more particularly upon our contemporary in-
stitutions and their ideology • Another distinct tendency
is that of plans for a thorough analysis in limited his-
torical fields rather than for a cursory survey of the
sweep of the whole past •
Perhaps of much significance is the clear recognition
that the students in our schools are living in a revo-
lutionary situation
,
that the school's task is to aid
directly in the honest understanding of this world of
change , and so far as possible to develop attitudes
which will yield a reasonable sense of security in such
a world •
( Formerly , we could not count surely upon any sub-
stantial content or training in method or attitude )
2# English literature and foreign languages and litera-
ture are taking a less conspicuous place than they oc-
cupy in existing school programs • English reading and
writing are to be carried on as integral parts of the
analysis of a whole culture and not as a separate en-
tity • Foreign languages have a secure but considerably
reduced place • Ancient languages are elective • One
half the programs require some work in French • German
is elective in some programs , and in others it is not
found at all •
It is certainly in line with general educational thought
to provide , and even urge , the study of one language
t < 1
.
-
-
!
t
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throughout the secondary school period , with the ex-
pectation of continuing it in college to the point of
mastery
, in place of the present plan where two lan-
guages are taken for one or two years , and are not con-
tinued beyond the point of minimum school and college
requirement • Two or three schools have a general course
in etymology or the elements of language •
3» As in the case of the social studies , science has
distinctly greater importance in the new school plan , for
in most cases , it "becomes a continuous sequence through
the senior high school years • There is a course in gen-
eral science when the curriculum plan of organization
is based under the Mbroad fields of knowledge"plan , while
under the cultural epoch plan there is a course on the
history of science • The emphasis is upon the mastery
of a few rather than the study of too many topics • There
is more flexibility in the choice of subject matter within
large subdivisions so as to make full use of the student's
varying interests and abilities •
After a minimum requirement in mathematics
,
ending
before or after the completion of elementary algebra
,
mathematics is elective • In its advanced phases , mathe-
matics is taught as a tool in connection with science •
4« Pine arts and music are subjects that may be car -
ried on continuously •
III • Methods
The most signiflean factor here is the fundamental
administrative provision for the teacher counselor in
a±l programs • The teacher plays a dual role thereby •
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There has been the rather complete elimination of old
divisions between curricular and extra-curricular activi-
ties • It has been succeeded by the "activity merger" (47)
ihere is also provision for students to devote some
of their school time to individual research •
The unique possibilities for making drastic changes in
our secondary school practices in the near future are
promising • Time alone can prophecy •
e • Professional schools of education at various uni-
versities have done considerable experimental work in
the field of secondary education • Outstanding among them
are : Lincoln School
,
Teachers College , Columbia Uni-
versity , and the University High School , School of
Education
,
University of Chicago • Of late years , in
the experimental work in secondary education the University
High School seems to be in the limelight •
At the University ^igh School
,
University of Chicago
,
continuous revision of projected plans for secondary
school curriculums has been carried on for years • The
cumulative results of this work are being conserved in
the revised curriculum , which went into effect in the
fall of 1933 • Although the major changes carried on
may be grouped under five headings : new integration of
subjects!
,
changes in grade placement
,
changes in re-
quirements , new provisions for individual differences ,
and the placing of the last two years of the High School
under control of the College faculty , we shall here be
primarily interested in the new integration of subjects
and the new provisions for individual differences •
(47) M 27 High School *>lans"-R.Leith-Progressive Education
*>ec • -Jan. -1932-1933
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Arthur K • Loomis of the University High School stated
that the new integration of subjects are three in num-
ber : (1) social sciences , humanities , and oral and
written language ; (2) science and mathematics j and(3<)
fine and practical arts •
In the first integrated group of subjects a five- year
sequence is required to which ten periods a week are
allotted throughout the five years • The work in science
and mathematics is integrated in required sequence in
the first three years • Science is allotted three periods
a week and mathematics two periods • T^e work in fine
and practical arts is integrated in a required course
in the first two years • Pupils may devote three periods
a week exclusively to art $ home economics , or shop ,
or they may give the time to some combination of any two
or all three of these activities •
The most important change in provision for individual
differences is the arrangement whereby shops , laboratories
and art studios , when not in use by classes , are kept
open for voluntary projects related to class work in re-
gular courses or growing out of individual hobbies and
special interests • The library has always made a great
contribution in meeting individual differences , and it
will continue to function as in the past • The plan now
is to utilize all the facilities of the school for this
same purpose •
A second important change in providing for individual
differences is the policy of recognizing individual a-
chievement wherever and whenever attained by excusing
:-
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from class attendance those pupils who have demonstrated
such achievement for any unit in any course • This plan
allows pupils who are behind in one part of their pro-
and ahead in another part to put more time on the work
in which they have fallen "behind • It also gives the
more able pupils freedom from class attendance in order
that they may carry on voluntary projects in the library
,
the shops , the laboratories , or the art studios . The
lock step in work in language and in literature is broken
by encouraging the more capable pupils to accept respon-
sibility for their own continued growth in effectiveness
of oral and wri4tten language and for carrying on a well-
planned program of reading in literature • Such pupils
are given the guidance and stimulation that they may need
by occasional conferences with teachers of English and
by club meetings for creative writing , dramatics , and
literature •
In all courses pupils who care to do so are encouraged
to work ahead of schedule if their work in other courses
is satisfactory • The purpose is to keep the more capable
pupils working up to capacity at all times instead of
allowing them to mark time and so to develop habits of
idleness while they wait for the slower ones to catch up •
Provision is also made under the new plan for pupils
who are in need of remedial work in the tool subjects •
The new curriculum is set as a basis for further ex-
perimentation along lines which involve a more fundamental
reorganization than has previously been attempted in the
University High School . (48)
( 48)"The New Curriculm-"A.K.Loomis-School Review-Sept.19,:
-:;
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The aim of these experimental schools , attached to
the various professional schools of education , is well
expressed by the expressed aim of the Lincoln School •
It may well serve as a source of inspiration for our see-
ondary people • The aim of the Lincoln School is :
n To construct a fundamental curriculum which will he
representative of the important activities 9 interests
and possibilities of modern life • It is hoped that a
balance I combination can be obtained which will include
aesthetic
,
linguistic , social , industrial , and sci-
entific elements • This is obviously a selective task •
The curriculum cannot be comprehensive in the sense of
containing everything that is important ; it can at best
select those fundamental activities which are valuable
in themselves and which are likely to encourage the pupil's
further development • From the great range of things
worthwhile the Lincoln chool is thus trying to choose
those which promise to be most effective in developing
the pupil's abilities and in bringing him intelligently
into touch with the world in which he lives • It does
not follow that a curriculum of this type when constructed
will necessarily be best for all pupils ; but experience
with the conventional types of curriculum indicate that
a curriculum more closely related to normal interests
and to society's current activities may effectively serve
the needs of large numbers of pupils •
Besides subject matter , two other features de-
serve emphasis • First , the conditions under which Ameri-
can children grow up to make it very important that they
should cultivate self-control and self-direction • In
--
v
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the hope , therefore , that an effective democratic dis-
cipline may be established 9 every pupil is given oppor-
tunities to exercise initiative , and at the same time is
led to bear the accompanying responsibility • Second
,
American life is not only individualistic , but coopera-
tive • Every member of a community must know how to ex-
press himself and to take care of himself , but he must
also know how to coordinate his efforts with those of
his feilows . In school , therefore , the pupil mpst be
made aware of the needs and responsibilities not only
of himself as an individual , but also of the student
body of which he is a member • T<> this wnd cooperative
efforts of various kinds has been encouraged •
H The school is , therefore , something more than a
curriculum made up of modern studies taught in a modern
spirit ; it is a society of which the pupils are re-
sponsible members • The goal is the physical , intellec-
tual
,
moral
, and social training of each pupil ©"
Secondary schools may well reorganize their practices
to coincide with the practical reality of this aim • Let
it serve both as a source of inspiration as well as of
practical value • High school people will find much to
profit from the inspired leadership of such university
high schools
,
particularly in their candid devotion to
continual improvement •
f • The Modernization 1 of academies , especially of
Philips Andover , is a radical departure from the "Is "
and "Has Been" • It gives added promise that the public
high school may profit , also , from the example • If
conservative Philips Andover can do it , there is no
-1
»
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reason to feel that public secondary education is less
progressive • Claude M#Puess , Headmaster of the Academy ,
speaks of the plan as :
The Andover plan does not contemplate any abandonment
of the basic virtues of thoroughness
,
accuracy and hard
work ; it does , however , involve the reconsideration
of accepted doctrines in education to determine whether
they are still valid • Education cannot long remain static
gor when conditions in the world change a new form of
training is required of those who are to be its citizens •
Philips Andover is now frankly trying to evaluate existing
methods and to discover which of them are worth retaining
in a civilization very different from that of Daniel Web-
ster and even of Grover Cleveland • Five years from now
it may be appropriate to survey the Andover program and
analyze what , if anything , it has accomplished •
" The modernized curriculum adopted in the Spring of
1933 , with its lessened emphasis on languages and mathe-
matics and its increased stress on history , current events
scienue and the fine arts, is being gradually Introduced
and will be in full operation in September , 1934
g • A new secondary school creed , in the nature of
nine theses , has been formulated and proposed for adoption
by the Associated Academic Principals of New *ork ^tate •
In substance it is the creed of the "High school of To-
morrow Briefly , it is J
1 . Secondary education to provide education adapted
to the needs of all boys and girls 12-18 •
2 • Subject matter taught determined by social and
individual needs .
:
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3 • Any given unit of subject matter varies in its
value to different pupils "because of different abilities
and different interests •
4 • No secondary school subject can be classified
as intrinsically disciplinary
, cultural , or vocational •
Each subject has any one or all of these values as it
functions in the life of the individual boy or girl •
5 • Irrespective of pupil's length of stay in school
,
the subject matter should be so planned that he will
recognize its value •
6 • Differentiated curriculums to provide not only
for different ability levels , but for different interests
There will be several levels of ability in each curricu-
lum •
7 • Except for minimum State requirements , the sec-
ondary school curricula to be determined by each locality
in terms of size of school , the fundamental arts and
interests of the community , and the adolescent groups
whose needs are to be served •
8 • Standards not to be uniform , but to be deter-
mined for each individual on the basis of his abilities
within limits of social value •
9 • Every pupil completing a secondary school cur-
riculum adapted to his needs should receive a diploma
specifying the nature and quality of work completed •
h • The recognition by professional schools of edu-
cation , as well as by other teacher-training institu-
tions , of the need of training teachers of the secondary
schools for the new social and economic order ."In a
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social order where human values are paramount the teacher
will become a much more important agent in molding the
character of our civilization than he has been in the
past • The nature of the service which the teacher ren-
ders makes of him little less than the architect of soci-
ety • The real progress of a nation is conditioned, very
largely by the work of the teachers • If the intellectual
level of the masses of our nation is to be raised , it
will come about by teachers sharing their culture with
the children who attend our schools • "
H«L#Donovan lists these criteria for training of teachers
of t&e new age : •
Proposition 1 • In the new age the teacher must be
an* educated individual • Nothing short of at least four
years on the college level will suffice • Pour years of
general education beyond the secondary school will hardly
be an adequate preparation for teaching •
Proposition 2 • The new age will demand that the in-
stitution attempting to educate teachers shall provide
curriculums designed to serve the needs of teachers •
These guiding principles should govern our thinking in
the preparation of curriculums for the education of
teachers • They may be briefly stated as :
1 ) Each curriculum should include courses
to give adequate instruction in and preparation for speci-
fic teaching positions .
2 ) Each curriculum should include a com-
iion group of professional courses •
3 ) Each curriculum should include a group
:-
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of Informational and cultural courses representing the
fields of English
,
languages , mathematics , science ,
and social science •
4 ) Each curriculum should make some pro-
vision for individual choices of students so that their
work may be planned to permit them to pursue certain in-
dividual interests
,
aptitudes
, and preferences •
5 ) Each curriculum should include a com-
mon group of physical education courses designed to pro-
mote the health and recreational needs of students •
Proposition 3 • The teacher of the new social ordwr
must be educated in the"creative
,
expressive activities"
of sdciety •
Proposition 4 • The teacher of the new age must be
an active
,
aggressive
,
competent , and effective partici-
pant in society 9 possessing a fundamental knowledge of
government
,
politics , economics , sociology , and social
psychology •
Proposition 5 • The teacher of the new order will
place greater value on the virtues of politeness , cour-
tesy
,
urbanity
,
gentleness of manners , social graces ,
and the refinements of life •
Proposition 6 • The new age will demand that every
teacher be professionally trained , skilled in the tech-
nic of teaching
,
possessing sufficient scholarship to
have a philosophy of education and an appreciation of
the meaning of professional ethics (49)
In general
,
along such lines $ have professional
(49) "Teacher training for the New Age "-H.^.Donovan-
N.E #A #YearDOok-General Sessions -1933-pp. 95-102
.'..0 7. Lalooa bxis
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schools of education , and other teacher training in-
stitutions
,
guided themselves in the training of teache
flor the new age • We may feel confident that they will
do their utmost to fulfill their duty of adequately pre-
paring the teachers of tomorrow .
i • The influence and prestige that the Report of the
Commission on the Social Studies , of the American His-
torical Association f will have upon future secondary
school practices will be great • The "Findings and Re-
commendations" of such constructive leadership bodes
well for what is to come in the near future in radical
changes for our secondary schools • "The supreme pur-
pose of Education in the United States ", the report
concludes ," in addition to the development of rich
and many-sided personalities 9 is the preparation of
the rising generation to enter the society now coming
into being through thought , ideal , and knowledge
,
rather than through coercion
,
regimentation , and ig-
norance and to shape the form of that society in ac-
cordance with American ideals of popular democracy and
personal liberty and dignity • "
" T^e Findings and Recommendations " of this commis -
sion may well be used by educators
,
public school ad-
ministrators and faculties , as well as for the inter-
ested and intelligent laymen , as a "bible" of what
may well be introduced into our public school system
to enable its product to take his or her place in the
new social and economic order •
j • The results of George E.Van Dykes study of the
--
x
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trends of the High-School offerings in the north-cen-
tral states offers pertinent evidence of definite change •
Mr. Van Dyke noted the changes in the program of studies
of thirty-five high schools over a period of almost a
quarter - century , and disclosed these four trends :
1) The first of these trends relates to the rapid
increase in the number of curriculums offered • The
word "curriculum" is here used in the sense of a schematic
arrangement of courses designed to meet the needs of
some particular group of pupils • The median number of
curriculums offered in the schools represented increased
over the interval of years from 2.5 to 5.2 ; that is ,
the median more than doubled •
2) During the interval college-preparatory curricu-
lums decreased from well over half to almost exactly
a third of the whole number of curriculums offered •
Correspondingly
,
during the period general curriculums
and commercial 9 industrial-arts , household-arts ,
fine-arts , and other curriculums shifted to the position
of numerical dominance •
3) The total number of different courses offered
,
as judged by the titles assigned to them , increased
with astonishing rapidity • The actual figures are 53 at
the opening of the period and 306 at its close • Although
titles of courses may sometimes differ when content does
not , the fact of rapid increase cannot be doubted •
It is reflected in the average number of courses per
school , which mounted during the period from 23*7 to
48,1 - an average and actual doubling of the offering
1
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in the average school of this group .
4) The increment for the entire offering as just
summarized spread to all subject groups , but much more
to certain groups than to others • Fields experiencing
the largest proportionate increments are English , the
social studies , commercial subjects , industrial arts ,
fine arts , and physical education . Fields experiencing
least expansion are science , mathematics , and foreign
language - three of the five academic subject groups .(50)
k • Many city systems and progressive state departments
are making commendable efforts to reduce the core-cur-
riculum to subjects which contain at least potential contri
bution to the growth of all boys and girls • George S.
Counts , after examining the core-curriculum of fifteen
American cities
,
says thi3 regarding the "constants"
of the senior high school :
" The most significant observation to be made is
that the foreign language and subjects in the past which
have been most closely identified with secondary educa-
tion are not to be found in the table • However great
may be the numberv of pupils pursuing these subjects
,
their function is recognized to be that of meeting
specialized needs • The only other major division of
subject matter not presented among the constants is
the commercial subjects • Mathematics which has occupied
a position second only to that of foreign languages ts
to be found in fourth place in the table • On the other
hand
,
English
,
physical education , and social science
(50) "Trends in the Development of High-school Offering"
pp. 657-664, 738-748
G.E.Van Dyke -School Review -XXXIX(»ov.and Dec. 1931*
-•
-
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receive the greatest emphasis (51)
1 • There is a trend toward greater unification in
the curriculum and the disappearance or "breaking down
of subject barriers
,
by which the real significance
of the great subject-matter fields may become meaning-
ful to high-school pupils •
m • Proposed projects to apply the technique of in-
dividualization in the secondary field as it has been
accomplished with apparent success in the college field
,
notably at Bennington , Sarah ^awrence , and in various
types of "honors" courses at other colleges •
n • Plans have been made in an increasing number of
high schools for personality adjustment and guidance
which help the pupil to face his own difficulties and
prevent serious maladjustment in adulthood • The school
psychiatrist and psychologist is here 11coming into his
own." Ample provision has been made
,
increasingly during
the past few years under the influence of the so-called
guidance movement •
o • ^heve has been the gradual recognition of the fact
that leisure , even more than work , is likely to be the
chief occupation of man f s time in the future , and that
every school must make such provision for hobbies in
the creative arts , the crafts , in reading , in sports ,
and other suitable fields as will $eep the individual
physically and emotionally sound •
p • A closer connection between the school and the
community through trips , investigations , and perhaps
(51) "The Hi^h School Curriculum" -G.S .Counts -Supplementary
Educational Monograph-No. 29 •-February-1926
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most important of all
,
Parent-Teachers Associations
which are effective and all-embracing in their membership
and activities
, as well as other active and intelligent
forms of school and honle relationships •
q • The removal of the overload of artificial incentives
which , in the general consensus of the visionary school
people
, is one of the greatest obstacles to any drastic
change in the secondary school curriculum • Pupils have
been for so many years urged fprward by the goal of col-
lege admission , the glitter of prestige , rewards ,
penalties , marks , and examinations , as well as paren-
tal approval that the idea of learning for learning's
sake has to appeal to appetites that are capricious »
^his emerging curriculum is found in fragmentary ex-
periments in many of the progressive junior and senior
high schools of the country • Slowly it takes shape and
becomes approved practice • After a while educational
publicists discover such practices and
,
by giving th en
their approval
,
they help to disseminate the new cur-
riculum materials and methods throughout the country *
Philip W.L.Cox cites these examples of such revolution-
ary progress :
1. Superintendent John H.Bosshart , of South Orange ,
New Jersey , did away with the college-preparatory cur-
ricula by the simple expedient of broadening the concept
to apply to all collegiate preparation - commercial
,
engineering , music , art , physical education • He made
the changes because of the snabbish pressure for the
liberal arts college preparatory curriculum , and be-
—...
1
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cause even his own teachers assumed that one must fol-
low an acemic curriculum if he would continue his edu-
cation •
2. Miss Elizabeth Pitts , of the Grover Cleveland Junior
High School 9 Elizabeth , N«J., made an important dis-
covery ; namely , that the dull and overaged boys may
be reached by music that gives some emphasis to the som-
ber , sustained melodies • She encouraged the older boys
to sing simple adaptations of second alto and bass for
such music and so enabled them to gratify some hal^^hidden
urge for self-expression •
3« Mr.H.W.Horst , at West High 6chool , Akron , so
stimulates his ninth-grade civics class that they accept
joyfully and confidently civic duties and responsibilities
throughout their high school careers •
4 # Vernon Bird , while Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Utica
,
N*x«j led the vocational boys to undertake the
construction of houses year after year , and gained for
the movement the cooperation of bankers and trade unions •
5 • At the George Washington High School ,N«Y#City,
a very successful course in stage art was evolved because
many pupils had interest in applied art but little in-
nate ability to create ar to master technical skills •
6. At the Cooperative High SChool # Dayton , Ohio ,
the students prepare for jobs and colleges at the same
time •
7 # At Montelair and Trenton
,
N.J.High Schools the
commercial pupils transact a large part of the school 1 s
business •
i—
-
.
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8. At the Homes Junior High School
,
Philadelphia
,
the assemblies and clubs are taken into the school's
schedule and educational program •
9. At Blewett Junior High School , St. Louis , the
seventh grade advisory period is treated as an integral
part of the curriculum • The same amount of tdime of teach-
ers and of pupils and the sane "credit" are assigned in
the schedules of teachers and of pupils as for English
and for history •
10. At Oshkosh , Wisconsin , Normal School 9 the pupils
effectively participate in improving their own educational
opportunities •
11. At Solvay
,
N. A
., in 1914 , all pupils of junior-
high-school age were included in the junior high school
and each one found eurricular opportunities in which
he could work and succeed •
12. At the New Pieldston School of the Ethical Culture
Society
, New York City , the secondary curriculum is
given a professional setting • Thus , students preparing
for business study effectively and intensively in his-
tory those periods and those aspects of movements which
best illustrate the progress and deleterious effects
of business • Similarly , in physics , literature ,
mathematics , and the rest , a functional organization
of t&e curriculum is carried out •
13« Special curriculum adjustments for individual pu-
pils are made by discriminating principals and teachers .
Van Cott tells of an overaged boy who was reached through
being allowed to specialize in "welding" though it was
5
'.J
,
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not in the regular program of study ; of a slow but
careful student In mechanical drawing who was marked
for quality with quantity being disregarded ; of another
boy who had "failed and been kicked out" of two schools
,
who liked to draw and who
,
being encouraged to draw
"to his heart's content" in the art studio , so oriented
himself to the school *s curriculum and graduated from
high school •
14. The Jane Adam's School of Cleveland
, Ohio , or©
ganized to fit girls for real life
, so adapts the Wal-
ton Contract Plan to the very practical curricula - dress-
making
,
commercial-cooking
, and of fice-training -that
all progress and succeed at their own rates . Moreover
,
the student-club program is incorporated into the regu-
lar schedule • And
,
finally
,
diplomas are granted to
those who successfully have completed their courses and
who have had a minimum of four months of successful ex-
perience in the positions for which they have been
trained •
15. At the Thomas Jefferson High school , Cleveland ,
special classes and clubs for gifted children - gifted
in dancing
,
writing , in art , in photography , in
music , in executive leadership - are organized under
the direction of teachers who receive supermaximum salaries
16. The Denver Opportunity ^chool , a true adventure
in public education is dpen day and evening for people
of all ages to meet many different needs • Here
,
through
the cooperative leadership of Emily Griffith , an entire
faculty has been inspired to serve all who seek help •
x1
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17 In connection with the St.louis > Missouri , cur-
riculum revision of 1926 and 1927 , a monograph was pre-
pared for Socializing - Integrating Activities which
give recognition to student activities as a definite
part of the junior high school curriculum .
n These , and many other innovations which might he
cited
,
exemplify emerging curricula which have as yet
been unconsolidated • They are sporadic
,
transitory 9
and ever in the process of modification • And so they
must he • For the emerging curriculum , like life it-
self , is a great adventure •
" Many and complex are the instruments by which the
school promotes the mental and physical health of its
pupils and of the community , and by which it encourages
the pupils to gain knowledge and to exercise with satis-
faction the skills and attitudes which make for social
efficiency , for worthy use of leisure and for. good
will • some of these instruments may be thought of as
curriculum , some as administration • But to the boy
and girl , it is immaterial whether their experiences
are gained under one classification or under another •
w The complexity of the curriculum will not grow less
An ever more complex society makes probable ever more
frequent and significant maladjustments • And maladjust-
ments stimulate creative spirits to modify the curricu-
lum • Resourceful schoolmen have fpund it quite possible
to circumvent routine and formal requirements * Indeed ,
it is the history of all institutions which are rooted
in tradition that successful innovators and preachers
-
-
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have both preached and practiced new doctrines without
definitely breaking with the old • Progress in curricu-
lum modification is made realistically and empirically •
When a school situation develops that something must be
dome about it , we do that something as intelligently
as we know how , and then watch results ."(52)
^he high school has moved forward , and will continue
to move forward , for there has developed through a part
at least of secondary education the necessary courageous
spirit and intelligent leadership to effect these pro-
found changes Such spirit can be at best " contagious"
and for those of the defensive , non-critical attitude
there will of necessity be substituted one of analysis
and experimentation • we certainly shall not want , and
shall not get wholesale , immediate , and unpremediated
reforms • What we desire most is a steady studied cooper-
ative advance along the whole front in order that the
American high school may be brought "up-To-date" and
pushed forward here and there to new frontiers of social
reconstruction •
Secondary education has been buffeted by certain for-
ces much as a cork is tossed to and fro by the waves
of the sea • But even the cork makes its way to sound
ground - it is finally cast on the beach • So, too,
will secondary education , "Buffeted by vestede interests
on all sides , arrive on the beach of social reconstruc-
tion • THe courageous spirit and intelligent leadership
of a minority will guide them to a clear vision of what
is necessary for the secondary school • We have merely
(52) "Secondary Education"-Cox and Long pp. 166-171
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observed some prevailing winds and we know something
of the movement of the tides • The great sweep of Ameri-
can life has carried our schools out into the midstream
of rapid! change , and no longer will the remark attri-
buted to Henry Adams apply ; namely , that" nothing in
education is so astonishing as the amount of ignorance
it accumulates in the form of inert facts The secondary
school is on its way ; it is in the midst of a period
of reformation and of renaissance •

By unexpected ways despaired - of things
Come into being after hope has ceast .
Over our fainting shoulders there are wings
,
By unseen hands our harvest is increast .
Here in our darkness now the powers of light
Stir us to change this land that we have filled
With squalor and with nightmare and with night
,
To Beauty* s self ; they summan to rebuild •
Rebuild in beauty on the burnt - out coals
,
Nor to heart's desire , but the soul's
John Masefield
%
1
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We are now living in what William Ellery Channing
would classify as a 11 season in human affairs of in-
ward and outward revolution
, when new depths seem to
be broken up in the soul , when new wants are unfolded
in multitudes
,
and a new and undefined goal is thirsted
for i It is a period when the principles of experience
need to be modified , when hope and trust and instinct
claim a share with prudence in the guidance of affairs
,
when , in truth , to dare was the highest wisdom • "
March 4 , 1933 rang up the curtain on a new phase
of American life It ushered in the Hew Deal , an as-
tonishing and most important step in government • It
introduced a "silent economic revolution" by which an
administration set out deliberately to readjust an eco-
nomic system based on undisciplined individualism and
free economy , to the new tasks of an economic order based
on disciplined individualism and planned economy • It
introduced a "revolution" which meant "evolution under
the guidance of an intelligence that is neither enslaved
by inflexible tradition nor ^ragged at the heels of ill-
conceived change •"
The New Deal legislation represented a transition in
which society was looking itself over from top to bot-
tom ; was making fresh and critical analysis of its very
elements ; was questioning its oldest practices as freely
as its newest , scrutinizing every arrangement and motive
of its life ; and had attempted nothing less than a
-
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radical reconstruction of its economic society
, as it
once was in the temper to reconstruct political sociejjy .
Political society has itself undergone a radical modi-
fication in this process • What is more important is the
all-important factor
, that society is maintaining this
spirit of candid devotion toward continual improvement .
America has insisted upon recovering in practice those
ideals which she has always professed
,
upon securing
a government devoted to the general interest and not
to special interests •
What , then , ai>e the implications of the New Deal as
they are concerned with secondary education ?
Can the high school of today continue to he the trans-
mitter of stereotyped erudition , inert ideas , and e-
quipments for the 41ite , such as have composed our
scholastic social inheritance ? How well we realize now
,
more than we ever hafce in the past , that our conventional
schools do not educate , if by education we mean dis-
criminating inquiry and belief • Too long have our secondary
school practices predisposed our people to a welcoming
reception of social , economic , and political bunk ,
especially if this "bunk" was authoritatively repeated .
Our conservative teaching staffs saw to that • Too long
has our subject matter concerned itself with material
irrelevant to present and probable future conditions •
J-'oo long have we avoided the spirit of criticism by dealing
with the social studies in the abstract • Indeed , we
assumed that the way to produce good citizens , the spirit
of criticism must be avoided • In its place we have in-
t as
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troduced where lacking , and maintained where existent
,
regimentation and conformity by the simple method of
indoctrination •
"^he Hew Deal has forced the laymen , as well as those
in charge of our public schools , to recognize , that
due to the social and economic changes which have revolu-
tionized society $ it is now necessary to plan secondary
education for a decade or more in order that efficiency
may result , and that the school may help to turn out a
citizen equipped to cope with the problems of a changing
social and economic structure • The secondary school
must accept the modern challenge • It cannot develop
a generation of citizens crammed with the dead and use-
less material of bygone generations , and hope thereby
that it has prepared them for living , for citizenship*
*t must rather bring into its educational program vital
facts and information of today's civilization • It must
help young people to gain the possession those things
applied to present day life that are vital • The genera-
tion of tomorrow cannot solve the problems it will face
on the baseless of Useless facts J' Therefore , the seconda
school of today must develop within this generation of
American youth the power to know things that are worth
knowing and that are vital in connection with problem-
solving in the age of "action" • In short - the oncoming
generation must be better prepared than we ourselves
have been to shape its own destiny and the destiny of
manking • Especially are we under the obligation of
discovering and delimiting the purposes of high school
,
<
"
-
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education In terms of proven concrete social utilities
,
if we hope that education will serve to "better the
changing
, the evolving , needs of our dynamic world •
The future generation must "be trained to think inde-
pendently and to view the problems ahead with intelli-
gence and courage • In the remaking of American life
education must take its place as one of the great creative
forces of society • We must train our youth to cope
with the problems of industrialism and of the great world
society create 1 by the machine • We must strive for
mutual sonfidence , mutual helpfulness , and mutual
Anderstanding •
No longer must it be said of secondary education that
" if the average boy or girl could be walled off from
all ideas about social and economic affairs save those
acquired in school
,
they would enter upon the respon-
sibilities of social membership in complete ignorance
that there are any social and economic problems 9 any-
political evils , and industrial defects «"
It has been easy to criticize the forms of secondary
education • It has not been difficult to substantiate
these criticisms • These criticisms have usually taken
one of these forms t The pupil s are prepared for con-
formity and compliance through a mass process which
makes for standardization • Useless , formal , dead
material is poured into them , and learning is not re-
lated to their environment , with the result that their
education merely adapts them to the "status quo" • Edu-
cation consists og going through the grind of acquiring
:;
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a body of race solutions formulated by adults , Instead
of preparing for a changing civilization • Remedies
have been proposed to correct these defects • Such pro-
posals have been made as these : Youth must be relieved
from the restraints and control of adult formulations
and his sacred individuality must be protected • His
innate style must not be cramped and he must enjoy fullA
freedom to express himself • He must be encouraged to
become creative and must be trained through a gripping
,
challenging program to plan , to intiate , to create •
In a word , the school mu3t be an institution in which
full play must be provided for the inner development as
well as the external development of youth • The aim of
education is the happiness of the individual . All re-
forms suggested in the past have bedn piecemeal and
superficial ; what is needed is thoroughgoing reform •
•fhe secondary school must be progressive •
Already our educational leaders , aided by an increasing
corps of school people , have helped to place many secondary
schools into the process of reformation and renaissance •
Although the struggle against vested interests is great ,
there has been increasing recognition by a priesthood
of the new order that a progressing school society will
join hands with this changing social order and keep in
step with it • The purpose of the school is to plow out
the roots in the path of social progress and to lay and
maintain an adequate road bed • The school of yesterday
that can be recognized today is a dying school •
iJ,
'he educational army has massed for an attack on our
r-
j
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ills • Their candid devotion to the continual improve-
ment of secondary e ucation has already resulted in
the rather rapid drift of our high schools from old
moorings • T^ey are now sailing upon the seas of experi-
ment • Already there has been an increasing minority
of school people ready to assume the duty of helping to
steer this educational craft so that out young people
will not suffer during this transition period • Already
education is becoming less a training
,
imposed upon
each individual , and has become more and more a ser-
vice provided to assist each individual to make the
most of his abilities and interests 9 and to help pre-
pare him for the accomplishment of his needs in the
immediate future • It has become a service whereby each
individual boy and girl is aided in working tov/ard an
intelligent goal • Already the public mind has become
a "booster* for the new education . The critic of yester
day may return tomorrow only to find that the defective
object of his scorn has become a structure of singular
power •
May I close by quoting the final paragraph of Bertrand
Russell* s "Proposed Roads to Freedom":
" The world that we must seek is a world in which the
creative spirit is alive : in which life is an adventure
full of life and joy and hope , based rather upon the
impulse to construct rather than upon the desire to re-
tain what we possess or to seize what is possessed by
others • It must be a world in which affection ha3 free
play
, in which love is purged of the instinct for domin
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ation , in which cruelty and envy have been dispelled
by happiness and the unfettered development of all the
instincts that build up life and fill it with mental de-
lights • Such a world is possible ; it wants only for
men who wish to create it •
M Heantime $ the world in which we exist has other
aims • But it will pass away , burned up in the fire
of its own hot passions ; and from its ashes will spring
a new and younger world , full of fresh hepe , with the
light of morning in its eyes # M
rt
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